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The Honourable Gordon McGregor Sloan
N January 13, 1959, British Columbia lost

one of its most respected and valued citizens

Honourable Gordon McGregor Sloan.

Mr. Sloan’s was a life of service devoted to his
country and its citizens. Born in Nanaimo in 1898

ne joined the Canadian Army in the first world

war and later served with the Royal Flying Corps.
Returning to British Columbia after the war he

al, political

prayed a distinguished part in the |
and economic life of the Province until the time of
Elected to the Legislature in 1933 he was appointed Attorney-General. In 1944 he was made
Chief Justice of British Columbia, the youngest
man ever appointed to the position. He served
both the Federal and Provincial Governments many

times as Royal Commissioner in several fields,

including Workmen’s Compensation and Forestry,
and his outstanding reports and recommendations
will stand as a monument to his life.
Too, the name of Gordon Sloan was ever prominent in labor circles, for he was one of the most

skillful conciliators and arbitrators in labor problems in B.C. Many times he was called in to the
breach to mediate labor disputes. He was highly
respected by both labor and management and his

passing left a void difficult to fill.

His investigations into the Forest Resources of

British Columbia in 1945 and again in 1957 led

to his appointment as Chief Advisor on Forestry to
the Province, the position he occupied at the time
of his death.
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SOME JAPANESE: IMPRESSIONS
esident, Po
Bykov FOOTE, Vice-Pr

recently spent a very interesting ten days in
Japan. That length of stay qualifies me, of
course, as an authority on Japan, which gives me

the self assurance needed to write an article. A
longer time spent there would make me realize
that it is presumptuous for a visitor to make statements about any country in the Orient.
The plane trip across the Pacific was uneventful, non-stop, except for a brief re-fueling at Cold

Bay in Alaska. The flying time Vancouver to

Tokyo is 14 hours. We left Wednesday evening
and arrived Friday morning. A quick mental cal-

culation will tell you that is not 14 hours of

elapsed time. There was a loss of 24 hours because

of crossing the international date line and 6 hours

gained because of longitudinal time changes.

Actually, the trip is only an overnight one, ieaving
Vancouver in the evening and arriving Japan the

Tollowing morning. You are, no doubt, as confused now as | am, so let's drop the subject.
The Tokyo airport is fully modern and is hand-

ling a large traffic of overseas planes.

Recently

across-the-Pole flights direct from Japan _ to

Europe have been inaugurated.
The Tokyo airport contains, for the convenience
of travellers, a bank branch, open 24 hours every

day to exchange money. The Japanese yen is
tixed in relation to the dollar. It does not fluctuate as does the Canadian dollar.

Prices generally

are a little lower for a visitor in Japan than in
Vancouver. Hotel rooms, meals and taxis, for

instance, are slightly under comparable items in a
Canadian city. Some things, of the imported lux-

ury class, are high priced. Automobiles and
imported liquors are costly.

Cameras and pearls

are comparatively low priced to tourists taking

them out of the country.
Tokyo is a tremendous city, in population and
in area. 1 was told, several times by Tokyoans,
that it is now the largest city in the world. They
say Tokyo has recently passed both London and
New York in population. There is a great amount
of manufacturing and there are countless factories,
large and small, throughout the city and suburbs.
The business section, which is extensive because
of the large trading activity, has impressive and
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substantial office and banking buildings. There
are some large, modern department stores and
thousands of small shops. The streets of Tokyo
are filled with cars, trucks, motor scooters and bicycles. The main streets are wide and handle a
surprising amount of traffic. Drivers are clever
at using a small available space, yet travelling at
high speed.
Japan is now relatively prosperous. There is a

world-wide demand for their products and their
factories are busy. Japan’s economy, like England's, is based on importing raw materials and

exporting finished products. The country has few
natural resources but with the quantities of commodities brought in, they make an amazing variety
of goods. Almost any article you can name, from

ships to pins, is made in large quantity. Japan
now has the largest ship-building industry in the

world, with huge yards operating at a high rate of
capacity. Several makes of automobiles are produced in Japan, of the small European type. They

seem to be sturdy and dependable. There are a
considerable number of cars imported, mostly from

The public transportation system is highly effi-

cient.

Because of the size of Tokyo, there is a
commuter's traffic that is probably equal to that
in New York and London. Only a small proportion of Japanese own automobiles so they depend

on the public transit facilities of trains, busses
and subways.

Frequent service takes people long
distances in a short time. It is an impressive sight

to see the people pouring in and out of a Toyko

country, whereas city children are taken to farms

and mountains.
Japan has a highly developed pulp and paper
industry. Production of all types of paper has
rapidly increased. Today Japan is not only selfSufficient, but exports surplus paper. They make

all their own newsprint—over 600,000 tons per
Years.

There are large stands of timber in Japan.

ln fact, only 20 per cent of the country’s land is
About 80 per cent is forested and mountainous. This, of course, is one reason for. their
intense cultivation of available land, also for the
arable.

considerable dependence of the Japanese on food
obtained from the sea.

Newspapers are widely read in Japan. One
is continually seeing truck-loads of newsprint rolls
going through the streets. There are only a small
number of newspapers but they have tremendous

circulations. Tokyo Asahi has a circulation of
4,100,000 daily and there are other newspapers
circulating in the millions. The newspapers are

small; generally of eight pages. The news is

condensed but contains a considerable portion of
world events, as well as Japanese news. There is
not much advertising. | was told that, because of
the large circulations, newspaper advertising is,
naturally, very expensive. There seems to be little
or no department and food store advertising as in
Canada and United States.

Tokyo—modern metropolis of the East.

railroad station. 1 was told that, despite the congestion, accidents are rare.

in any country, it is interesting to observe its

Most of the newspaper advertising appears to
be in the luxury and travel field. The large Japanese newspapers publish daily English editions. |
was surprised to learn that some of them have a
distribution of 200,000 to 300,000 copies. The

reason is not because of a large number of foreign
people in Japan, but because many Japanese speak
English and find a newspaper printed in English to
be an excellent way to keep in practice and extend
their knowledge of the English language.

people. The most noticeable trait about the

They are a
nappy people and, in conversation, are usually
Japanese is their unfailing courtesy.

smiling and vivacious. The Japanese are friendly
and courteous to one another, and one never encounters the rudeness seen in most large cities.

They are particularly friendly toward English
speaking visitors.

Western dress has been gen-

erally adopted by the Japanese, although the
women who usually wear western clothes during
the day change to Japanese in the evening. Young
people quickly accept modern western ideas and
are devotees of American movies and rock-and-roll
MUSIC. They are fond of their beautiful country.
On holidays, thousand of city residents go to the
mountains and seashore and visit shrines.

Education is highly regarded and is of a high

standard. All school children wear identical uniforms. Part of the education of the younger school

children is to be taken for visits outside the schools

It is a common sight in Tokyo to see classes of children,
to gain knowledge of their country.

accompanied by their teachers, visiting the Imper-

ial Palace grounds, and office and government
These children are probably from the

buildings.
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Modern Japanese salesmanship includes more attractive packaging.
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Sixteen New Members Join the District's
*

Most Exclusive Group

THE 25 YEAR CLUB
R. Redhead

W. Menzies

ARLY in March, Powell River’s most exclusive club will hold

its Annual Banquet. At that time, sixteen new members

Amos

will be guests of honor at Powell River Company’s TwentyFive Year Club gathering.
The Twenty-Five Year Club has been in existence for fifteen
Years. In that period a total of 483 employees have been registered on its rolls. Today there are 290 active members employed
in the plant. Retired employees, most of whom are resident in
the district, number 120, while 73 are deceased.
There are concrete benefits accompanying membership in
this largest and most enthusiastic club. In addition to the official presentation of a gold engraved watch (employees have the
choice of the type of watch they prefer), substantial compensation
for members off work due to sickness is included.
Scores of employees and their families have found help and
consolation through membership in the 25 Year Club. To date
Powell River Company has paid in such compensation a total
of $150,000.
At the March banquet, the Community Hall will be crowded
to capacity with tables set for over five hundred guests. This is
an occasion that no one misses. It is the Social Function of the
year. lop Company executives, many of whom are registered
members, attend. Presentations are made and reminiscences
extending over half a century exchanged.
The banquet also looms large in local headlines, since it is
frequently the occasion for major pronoucements on company
operations or future policies by executive officers. Usually forecasts on “‘the year ahead” are made at this time.
The Club is an institution which has been described as affecting only two. types of employees—’*’those who are in and the rest
who want to get in.” Members have a great pride in belonging,
and most employees are looking forward to their entry date.
Over the fifteen years, active membership has _ steadily increased—and in the next four years a further overall expansion is
expected. These years which represent dates from 1934 onwards will find large numbers who joined the Company when the
depression was ending and many new employees were being
taken on the payroll.

G. McGuffie
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Many Diverse Wrappings
Used on Powell River

Newsprint Over the Years

Original newsprint rolls, 1

i eee
of newsprint
ewe bean
haveVital
been cone
vital concerns
ements
of
Powell River Company over half a century of

operations.

The type and degree of protection must be

predicated on all known hazards a roll of newsprint

will encounter from the moment it is lowered into
a ship’s hold at Powell River until it arrives at the
door of the publishing house.
Over the years many diverse “‘‘packs’’ have
been used to ensure protection against normal
Improved “China pack’’—early 30's,

shipping and transportation hazards. Several
such packs, many designed for special conditions,
are shown in the accompanying illustrations.

The first packaged rolls, which accompanied
our newsprint in its initial journey to publishing
houses in 1912 used an overall body wrap, with

strong wrapper on the ends, fastened by a heavy
string.

Until the twenties, practically all our shipments used this pack with varying changes in
emphasis. Our paper, for the most part, went to
First newsprint rolls in Hong Kong.

eine ce:
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its famous “China Pack” (see illustration), in which

rolls were protected by a heavy board covering,
fastened by tightly sealed steel bands. Unless a
crow bar was used, this packaging: held off all
assaults from land and sea.
A somewhat similar-situation was encountered

in South America. in Valparaiso and Santiago,
paper was also lightered, and heavier protection
was necessary to stand up against the frequent
transfers encountered. This brought into action
the ‘South American” pack, in which paper was
encased in barrel staves with cross wire steel bands.

For other shipments to certain areas, wooden
neads were uséd on the ends along with heavy end
wrapping paper.

We might add, that after our first Oriental ex-

perience, the use of heavy string was discontinued,

and
giue. wrapper was pasted on with specially prepared
In the forties, company shipments reverted
Packaging in 30's included steel bodied South American pack (center),

Canada, United States and the Antipodes, was unloaded alongside wharves and carried direct to the
publisher by horse drawn drays or in later years,
trucks.

In the late twenties and early thirties a new
element was’ introduced—shipments to South
America and the Orient. With these an entire set
of new transportation problems was encountered.

Many old timers in the Powell River plant recall the pictures of our first rolls arriving in Hong
Kong. The heavy end wrapper was torn off: the
strong string had disappeared. Two factors were
responsible. First, all newsprint was lightered into
riong Kong, and its transfer from ship’s side into
sampan-like lighters was a hazardous job, when
undertaken by inexperienced help.

Secondly, the

neavy end wrapper and thick string proved very
attractive to Chinese unloading crews, who found
personal and household uses to which it could be
profitably put.
From this experience, the Company designed

largely to the original markets in the United

States, Canada and Australia, and the board and
steel band types of extensive protection were no
longer necessary.

By this date too, Powell River Company shippers, after over three decades of experience and
study, had become professionals at their trade.

While special or unusual situations occasionally
called for different packaging, the present ‘’Purple

Band’ pack was originated. A new “built-in body
wrap’’ was produced which ensured protection
against loss of moisture en route—and the newly

designe
_ for
end wrapping
eliminated air “cushion
bursts andpack
similar
damage.
he heavy

purple band and wrapper completed the “‘pack
ensemble,’’ which mill operators believed is now
one of the most reliable in the industry; and capable of adequate protection against all normal
shipping and transportation hazards.
Newsprint packaging, like newsprint and newsDrint machines, has undergone an extensive evolution over the years. It is still a source of active
interest and study by operators and technicians—

for roll protection now, as in the beginning, is a
vital factor in paper manufacturing and delivery.

Modern ‘purple band’ wrapped rolls.

Dower
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The Centennial Year Saw Many Memorable
Events in the Life of British Columbia

menses

always been impressive, had gained Centennia!
recognition by the middle of the year. At the same
time, this plant won B.C. Safety gold certificates
for planer mill and sawmill day shift operations.
Both departments had worked safely for more than
eight years.
Martin Paper Products at Calgary operated the

entire year of 1958 witnout a lost time accident
and the standord in all divisions has shown subStantial improvement during the year.
Other Powell River Company organizations
winning Centennial awards were Port Hardy and
Kelsey Bay divisions of Alice Lake Logging ComDany.
The mill Safety Board draws employee attention to Safety as they enter
the plant on each shift,

Minister of Labor Lyle Wicks {left} and M. J, Foley, President Powell

River Co, (right} pose with Al Vincent, Mill Safety Committee, and Union
Presidents, Murray Mouat and Pat Thonison, at Centennial Safety Award
Presentations.

HE year 1958 was a banner year for Powell
River Company operations in the important

tield of Safety and Accident Prevention. Spurred by the challenge of the Province’s Centennial
Year, and the initiation of Centennial awards for
outstanding safety performances—Powell River
Company and its subsidiaries enjoyed one of the
best Accident Prevention Years in history.
in November, the Honorable Lyle Wicks, Minister of Labor for British Columbia, visited Powell
Kiver personally to present the Centennial Safety

Award to the plant. With Company and Union

MAKE Ree yy
“WILL SAFETY FREQUENCY
BEST MILL
AVERAGE

POWFLL RIVER

_ DEPARTMENTS WITH ACCIDENTS THISMONTH

__ LOGPOND 1”

officials, Safety Committee members, Company
supervisors and wives in attendance, Mr. Wicks
presented the framed Certificate, representing 76
consecutive days without a lost time accident, for
a total of 97,840 man hours. ln a heavy industry,
this was considered an outstanding achievement.
But the “Centennial spirit’’ was not confined to
pulp and paper operations of the Company.
During the year, Powell River Lumber -Company’s B.C.M. Division, whose safety record has
POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

Mechanical Pulp

trom Sawdust
The tests were exhaustive and involved many

complex technical applications and elaborate
equipment. [he net resuits were, however, encour-

=gging and show definitely that sawdust can be

N the past two decades intensive and accelerated
research has brought into commercial use many
new varieties of wood products.
Wood in the form of pulp has found wide favor

in the paper box field. Wood in the form of cel-

lulose pulp is used extensively in the manufacture

of rayons and other cotton or wool substitutes.
Wood fibres are now finding favor as cigarette
filters.

Everywhere in the pulp and paper industry
research crews and technicians are expanding wood

usage into fields scarcely dreamed of a few years
Qgo

A. striking feature of modern wood research
has been the steady conversion of former waste
or partially waste materials into new and valuable
commercial products and an important factor in
holding down production costs.
The use of sawdust, once both a waste product

from sawmills and a potential fire hazard, is an
example of the activity going on in the technical
field.

As early as 1930, Powell River Company pioneered the use of sawmill! waste as boiler fuel.
This resulted in a tremendous cut in oi! fuel costs.

And recently, Donald Stewart, Powell River

Company technician, has pioneered a further step
along the sawdust trail. Hie suggests the use of
sawdust for production of mechanical pulp. ExtenSive experiments have already been made in the
Company iaboratory witn western hemlock. Logs
used were normal run of the mill quality——and not
specially selected for these experiments.
Arrangements were made with the Bauer Refining Company of Springfield, Ohio, to have special tests carried out with commercial equipment
at their Fibre Products Laboratory. Sawdust was
shipped from Powell River.

ulped satisfactorily.
In the reduction process, a 36-inch refiner was
used, and the final results when tabulated clearly
indicated the process is feasible. Uniformity of
reduction was no problem; tearing strength was
fully equal to that of groundwood; the fibre-length
distribution of the sawdust pulp was very similar,
and the refined sawdust, surprisingly enough, is
not a particularly short-fibred pulp.
There was a considerable loss in brightness in
the sawdust pulp. This, however, is not attributed
to the use of nemlock or to the process, but to the
effect on the hemiock of the very high ore content
in Springfield City water.
ln the laboratory refinery process brightness
was in the same range as would be expected of

groundwood from the same type of wood. The
brightness of refined sawdust is believed to be
equal to groundwood.

Mr. Stewart, in summing up the results of the

Powell River Company experiments states:
‘The results of these trials leave no real doubt

that the production of a groundwood-type pulp

from sawdust is practicable, and that, without pretreatment, the power consumption would be about
the same as for groundwood. The results also help
to show the requirements for a sawdust pulping
lant. “*

Basically, then, these experiments, which are
being continued and extended, represent another

forward step which the pulp and paper industry

of Canada, with its alert and experienced research

staffs, is taking in the study of wood, in elimination of waste, reducing costs and keeping the
industry in the forefront of modern developments.

It is naturally a source of satisfaction to us
that Powell River technicians and research men
spearheaded ‘these advances.
Continuation of experiments with sawdust will produce pulp similar to
groundweood.

Successful: Experiments with
Sawdust Pulp can—
1. Help Wood Conservation
2. Reduce Costs

3. Maintain Quality on

Par with Groundwood
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IMARTIN’S NEW REGINA PLANT
N WEDNESDAY, February 4, the Hon. T. C.
Douglas, Premier of Saskatchewan, cut the
ribbon and pushed a button to start up the

corrugator, marking the official opening of the
new Regina plant of Martin Paper Products Ltd.
Attending the opening ceremony of Martin’‘s

fifth plant were: Directors M. J. Foley, R. M. Shaw,
J. E. Liersch, L. F. Stevenson and George B. Hills.
Among the many guests were customers, suppliers,
government officials and friends, all of whom were
greeted by Miss Regina.
Mr. Lloyd E. Angle, manager of this new plant,

great increases in population and industrial output
in the future.

Following the official opening ceremony, all

guests were conducted on a tour through the new
plant and later were received at a reception held
in the Hotel Saskatchewan.
The Regina plant, of over 50,000 square feet, is
situated on a seven-acre site and incorporates the

latest in design and machinery. The building

features laminated beam construction and the outer
walls are of vertical cedar siding; these are unusual

features in prairie construction. Many of the

Martin and the operations of
its parent companies, Powell
River Company Limited and
MacMillan & Bloedel Limited.

materials used in the construction came from the
lumber mills of the parent companies, Powell River
Company Limited and MacMillan & Bloede! Limited.
The 78” double-decked
Langston corrugator is custom-designed for the Regina
Diant from the finest corrugating machinery available.

They told of their appreciation of the fine co-operation

printer-slotter is. coupled to

acted as master of ceremonies and, after welcoming ‘

the guests to the official opening, introduced the
speakers that followed. Mr.
Hills, Mr. Shaw and Mr. Foley
each spoke for a few minutes,

explaining the history of

The two-color Greenwood

an automatic stacker, the
first of its kind in western

received from the citizens and
government of Saskatchewan
during the planning and con-

struction of the plant.

Canada.

Klis

The Regina plant, em-

Worship, H. H. P. Baker,

ploying about 40 people with
an annual payroll of approxéi-

Mayor of Regina, responded
on behalf of the city and the
Hon. IT. C. Douglas spoke on
behalf of the province of Saskatchewan. Mr. Douglas out-

lined *the great industrial
growth of the province in
recent years and forecasted

mately $160,000, gives
Martin plants in every western

province, providing an unbroken chain to _ service

western
Premier T. C. Douglas cuts ribbon to start new plant.
L. E. Angle behind Premier and Mayor Henry Baker on left.

Canada from the

lakehead to the Pacific

Ocean.
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New Martin Warehouse at Kelowna
CROSS the Rockies Martin’s have also expanded their facilities. Their British Columbia

plant, at New Westminster, looking to the

expanding regions of central B.C., have carried its
operations into the Okanagan area.

The latest western adventure of the firm has

been the construction of a large, modern warehouse
at Kelowna.

Located in the heart of the rich fruit growing

area of the province, the new warehouse will provide quick service for the packers and fruit growers
of the Okanagan. Officiating at the opening ceremonies were avor Richard Parkinson of Kelowna
and M. J. Foley, resident of Powell River Company
and Martin Paper Products, and Mr. R. M. Shaw,
President, McMillan & Bloedel, and Mr. Geo. B.
Hills, Jr.. Executive Vice-President and General
Manager, Martin Paper Products.

Company Executives Elected to Responsible

Professional and Bodies
URTHER appointments of Powell
Riverposts
Company
officials and
to responsible
in the industrial
professional life of B.C. continue.
Vice-President of Engineering Harold
Moorhead has been elected President of
the Professional Engineers Association

of B.C., and Norman English, for many

years
a leader
in President
the logging
as been
named
of industry,
the Red
Cedar Shingle Bureau.
Harold Moorhead joined Powell River
nearly 16 years ago as resident engineer;
and in 1950 was promoted to Chief Engineer, covering all operations of Powell
River Company and its subsidiaries.

Since 1942 he has been in the thick of the
- extensive post-war modernization and development
that has proceeded at Powell River without letup.

He was appointed a Vice-President in April
1956, and is responsible for the direction of all
the engineering operations of Powell River Com-

pany and its subsidiaries. He has been active in
affairs of the Professional Engineers Association

and his appointment to the responsible post of
President is recognition both of his sustained interest in the Association and of his place in the
engineering profession of British Columbia.
JANUARY 1959

Norman English

Norman English needs no introduction in the

logging circles of British Columbia. Since the
early twenties, he has been prominent in B.C. log-

ging and today there is scarcely a logger on the
Coast who hasn’t heard of or met Norman English.

After managing the operations of Wood &
English for several years, he joined Powell River
Company in 1941 as Manager of the newly subsidiary, O’Brien Logging Company. At the time of
his retirement from Powell River last year, he was
General Manager of Logging Operations.

The “S. D. Brooks,” originally “St. Faith,” makes her first trip to Powell River in 1926,
Below: “St. Faith’ enters port with hull of U.S.S. “Charleston” in tow.

HE M.V. “S. D. Brooks,” flagship and pride of
Powell River Company’s tow boat fleet has
completed her conversion from steam to diesel.

This famous tug, known to every ship’s crew on
the West Coast of Canada, is now equipped with
1,400 B.H.P. diesel engines. She has been fully
modernized from galley to captain’s cabin. With
the house flag of Kingcome Navigation Company

at her masthead, she holds her place with the
stoutest and best of the big bulldogs of the coast.
The “Brooks” has steamed up and down the

shipping lanes, dodging between the thousand
islands of the long coast line, has taken the strain

of the tow line in hundreds of inlets and coves
along the fiord-gashed shores of British Columbia

from the 49th parallel to Alaska. in her thirtythree years service with Powell River, she has
brought millions of logs safely across the open

seas of the north and through the tricky passages
between islands and mainland. She has rushed to
the aid of ships in distress and has “stood by” in

many other emergencies. She has towed flat
booms, converted log carriers, Kelley rafts, and lat-

terly, the modern log barge pioneered by Powell
River. She is a veteran of the fleet and of the
coast.

The “Brooks” was built by the British Admiralty in the first World War. She was one of the
famous “‘Rescue’’ type tugs, with dimensions of
135 feet, 29 foot beam and a 14 foot depth.

Sne

Built for the British Admiralty,
the big tug has had a long
record of towing in B.C. waters
was equipped with two Scotch marine boilers and
one triple expansion engine and could work .up to
a sea speed of |I2 knots.
Until 1936, she was known by her christening
name of ‘St. Faith. ”’ At that time, the name was
changed to S.S. “’S. D. Brooks,” in honor of the
late . D. Brooks, who was Chairman of the Board
of Directors of Powell River Company Ltd.

The big tug was purchased primarily for log
towing service between Queen Charlotte Island

points and Powell River. With the doubling of
newsprint capacity in 1926, the expanded pro-

duction of timber in the Queen Charlotte Islands
necessitated a larger and more robust tug than
any in service at that time. The 500 mile tow
south to Powell River included the passage across
riecate Straits that unpredictable space of open
Pacific water between the Charlottes and Von-

couver Island. In its storm swept waters, the

smaller, less powerful craft were often compelled
to cut their tows and millions of feet of valuable
logs were lost in the swirling waters.
POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

The modern M.V. “Brooks,” complete with new 1,400 h.p. Diesel engines after ‘refit.

For more than three decades, broken only by
occasional jaunts on “‘special’’ jobs, the “Brooks”
has remained on the Queen Charlotte run. She
has taken her share of bumps and bruises, fought
many a battle with winds and high running seas.
But the powerful engines and the stout Admiralty
hull have stood the test, and she has remained
firmly on her feet.
Two years ago. she was able to take life a bit

“Brooks’’ can run through from the Charlottes to
the booming ground at Teakerne Arm on regular
four day trips—a journey which in the days of the
log rafts, meant anything from ten days to three

ing log barges. The long days of skulking in

the port of Powell River. She was the quest of
honor for the day, was toasted at dinners and

easier by reason of the newly introduced self dumpsheltered spots waiting for the glass to change were
Over.

With her charge now happily more capable

weeks.

Hundreds of Powell River residents still recall]
the day in 1926 when the “St. Faith,’’ resplendent
in banners and bunting, with representatives of the
Company, government officials and notables in
the towing industry aboard, steamed proudly into

of defending itself against the sea, the M.V.

banquets and visited by masses of excited children
and curious adults.

Towing steel, self-dumping barges from Queen Charlotte Islands to
booming grounds is regular job of “Brooks.”

Two days later, the big bulldog put to sea to
start her log towing career. For over thirty years
she has been a favorite of local employees and residents, and her outline as she passes up and down

the coast is recognized by every schoolboy and

housewife.
On occasions she has been seconded for special
service. One such occasion comes to mind.
In 1930, Powell River Company purchased from
the U.S. Navy dockyard at Bremerton, Washington,

the steel hulls of the old cruisers U.S.S. ‘“Charles-

ton” and U.S.S. “Huron.” They were to be used

as breakwaters for the rapidly extending log

The “St. Faith’’ was
sent to Seattle to tow the cruisers back—a job
well within her strength and capabilities. Occastorage basin at the plant.

sionally she has been pressed into salvage service

or other jobs requiring the strength and power
possessed by only a few of the giants.

But whatever the job, in fair weather or foul,
the M.V. “Brooks” has met her responsibilities,

and done well for her master and owners.
Now, refurbished, spic and span from stem to
stern, her newly fitted engines working smoothly,
this robust veteran looks forward to further adventures and responsibilities in “tug boat alley.”
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CANADIAN NEWSPRINT GROUP
SPONSORS AD RESEARCH
BOVE are members of Newsprint Information
Committee, representing a group of Canadian
newsprint producers, discussing with Louis A.
Weil, Jr. (second from right), Chairman of Bureau
of Advertising, ANPA, and publisher of Lafayette,
Ind., Journal & Courier, a plan for the committee

the impact of newspaper advertising upon

Left to right are Harold

the best use of newspapers as a medium for

to underwrite major research into newspaper
advertising effectiveness.

S. Foley, chairman of Powell River Co., Ltd.,

Vancouver; Percy M. Fox, president of St. Lawrence

Corp., Ltd., Montreal, and Douglas W. Ambridge,
Chairman of Newsprint Information Committee and
president and general manager of Abitibi Power &
Paper Co., Ltd., Toronto.
The research program was worked out jointly
by the Bureau of Advertising, ANPA, and the Newsprint Information Committee but will be financed
solely by the Canadian newsprint group in NIC.
Procedures and techniques to be employed in the

research are being submitted for review to the

Advertising Research Foundation.

it is expected

the studies will be conducted Dy one or more

leading universities in the United States.
Douglas W. Ambridge, chairman of NIC said

in announcing the program that “the newsprint

producers making up the committee believe it is in

the interest of their industry to work closely with
their prime customers in maintaining and bettering

the competitive position of mewspapers as a
medium.

“Accordingly, we are demonstrating this belief

through this project to explore scientifically,
through independent research, a new dimension of

consumers.

“In addition to their vital civic role, news-

papers have consistently met the challenge of
competing media. Research such as that being
undertaken will benefit newspapers, suppliers and
advertisers alike by providing important clues on

maximum results.”’
Said Louis A. Weil, Jr., Chairman of the Board
of Directors of the Bureau of Advertising, ANPA,
and Publisher of the Lafayette, Indiana, Journal
and Courier:
“Results of this major research project, which
the Newsprint Information Committee on its own
initiative has selected, and which will be paid for
by the committee and conducted by independent

authorities, should help guide advertisers in
investing a larger share of their advertising dollars
In newspapers.

“The Board of Directors of the Bureau of

Advertising, at its meeting in Chicago on January
23, passed unanimously a resolution expressing its
appreciation to the Newsprint Information Committee for volunteering to conduct this research
project.”
Not shown above are Newsprint Information

Committee members E. M. Little, representing
Anglo-Canadian Pulp & Paper Mills, Ltd., and
Anglo-Newfoundland Development Corp., and
Donald S. Abbott, president, Donnacona Paper Co..,
Ltd., and Canada Paper Co.
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Present-day Rocky Mountain News,

Rocky Mountain News Centennial
HE Rocky Mountain News will round out a

tull 100 years of service to Denver, Colorado
and the high country of the American West

on April 23, 1959.
On the snowy night of April 22, 1859, the
first copies of The Rocky Mountain News were

laboriously printed by candlelight with a Washing-

ton handpress in the attic of a log cabin in a
town which wasn’t certain what to call itself. About

00 copies were printed on damp rag paper and

Nung up on lines to dry; a few of them still survive
in libraries and museums.

Today, printed on Powell River newsprint,

160,000 copies roll nightly from mammoth Hoe
presses, and The News has become one of the

country's major morning newspapers.
The century between has worked some mighty
changes.

in April, 1859, the Pike’s Peak or Bust! gold
rush was on. The two frontier settlements which
straddled an insignificant stream called Cherry
Creek were known as Auraria and Denver City.
Birthplace Rocky Mountain News.

The Cherry Creek towns now have become
Denver, major city of the West with a population
pushing 850,000. Jet-powered airplanes have
replaced the covered wagons and _ stagecoaches.
The new Air Force Academy has been built nearby,
and a multi-million-dollar launching station for the

Titan—made in Denver—is being constructed.

Satellites whirl through space, and tourists by the
thousands are converging on Denver for the “‘Rush
to tne Rockies’’ Centennial.
At every step of the way, The News played an
active part in the transformation. It helped found

city government, worked for Colorado Territory

and then for statehood, and it has been the cham-

pion, critic and monitor of everything that has
happened since.

Originally a weekly, The News became a daily
on August 27, 1860, and has been published without interruption since.
After several changes of ownership, The News
became a member of the Scripps-Howard organization on November 23, 1926, and now is one of the
leading papers in the chain. After nearly 50 years

in what originally was described as the West’s
most modern printing plant, the paper moved in
June, 1952, into a new $3-million building.
Jack Foster, long-time Scripps-Howard execu-

tive, has been editor of The News since 1940.
B. W. Lewis is business manager.

A full-length centennial history of the news-

paper——’ The First Hundred Years’’——by Robert L.

Perkin, a staff member—will be published later

this spring by Doubleday & Company.
Tne Digester extends its congratulations to the
publisher and staff on their fine achievement and
record of progress over the century.
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blade

rirst time newsprint carrier was British-built freighter S.S. “Glenmoor,” outward bound for Hawaiian Islands.

N mid January, a sturdy freighter warped her
way alongside our deep sea wharf warehouse.

She was greeted with more than ordinary
curiosity for she was a first time visitor. To the
veteran longshoremen, long accustomed to regular
or periodic appearances of freighters, the sight of

q_new sea face is always stimulating. The
~Glenmoor,”’ accordingly, attracted a big crowd

of visitors, and the captain entertained at a special
dinner banquet aboard.
S.S. ““Glenmoor”’ was carrying a cargo of general: freight, including Powell River newsprint for
publishers in the Hawaiian Islands. Consignments

special features have been built in to increase the

protection of newsprint cargoes. The rolls are

packed tight against the wrapper protected timbers
and officers claim damage from shifting cargo will
be eliminated.
Officers of the ship were on hand to supervise
and check loading, and the men of the ““Glenmoor”

are confident they can make the long trip across
the Pacific and eliver their cargo at destination
to the entire satisfaction of the Island publishers.
The ship’s captain believes that some freighters

on the Pacific run have not devoted sufficient

launched from Hawthorn Leslie Shipyards at New-

study to the stowing and handling of newsprint.
“It is a specialist job’’ he declared “‘and we are
making every effort to provide full protection for
this type of cargo. We hope to prove on landing
in Honolulu, that our ideas have paid off.’’

charter by the Hanseatic-Vassa Line.

normal interest, reports on the condition of the

were for the Honolulu Star Bulletin Honolulu Advertiser, Waikiki Publishing Company and Alexander and Baldwin Ltd. for Maui Publishing Co.
The freighter is comparativel new. She was

castle-on-Tyne in 1953. At present she is on

Equipped with five loading hatches, she has

been specially modified to carry newsprint. Local
stevedores, who have handled hundreds of news-

print carrying vessels from all parts of the world

were highly impressed with the ‘“Glenmoor’s’’ stow-

ing facilities. All beams, struts and floor space

nave been arranged to provide maximum stowage

with maximum protection (see accompanying
picture).

The ship's officers have made a special study
of damage resulting to newsprint in transit. in
the “Glenmoor,” the heavy timbers protecting
the bilges have been covered with double backing

of strong wrapper to eliminate friction. Many

Company stevedors will follow, with more than

newsprint cargo on arrival at the “Cross Roads of
the Pacific.”
Over the ears many ships of many lines have

carried Powell River newsprint to the Hawaiian
islands. Among the most famous carriers were the
well-known Blue Funnel Line ships, who, in pre-war

days, made regular visits to this district. Some of
the stout craft that warped away from our wharves
included the Tyndareus, Protesilaus and others.
The Blue Funnel ships suffered heavy casualties

during the war—and their well-known outlines have
been missing in the past decade. The Glenmoor,
on her maiden newsprint voyage to Honolulu, follows many worthy predecessors in the trade.
POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

Each year, Powell River Company calls in its Logging Supers and Foremen

to Vancouver, where problems past, present and future are talked over

HIS year the Logging Division Supervisors’
Conference which is always held early January,

followed a different pattern than many of the
previous sessions.

Firstly, the Logging Managers and Superin-

tendents met at Powell River on Monday, January
5th. Under the leadership of Dr. Ralph Patterson,

Assistant Resident Manager, and Clair Smith,
General Manager of Logging, the group toured
most of the Mill, with special emphasis placed on
the wood room, and later problems of common interest were discussed.

S. A. Collicutt, Superintendent of Technical
Services, presented a paper on scaling of small-

wood; J. L. Keays, Superintendent of Research, and
E. Patterson, of the log pond, led the discussion on
wood rot; R. MacDonald, Superintendent of Wood
Preparing, talked about rough logs, and J. Hunter,

Industrial Engineer, gave his ideas on uniformity
of spruce lumber log supply. All this discussion
resulted in mutual respect for each others problems,

with the indication that many of the difficulties
can be overcome.

The general portion of the Supervisors’ Conference was held at the Vancouver Hotel on January
7th and 8th. There were about 50 men in attendance, comprised of engineers, foresters, personne!

directors, foremen, superintendents and man-

They were segregated into seven groups of
‘about seven men each, with each group seated at
agers.

an individual table. For the most part the general conference was nothing more than an informal discussion period chaired by Bert Gayle, staff
Assistant to General Manager of Logging.
There was spirited conversation at all tables
for each of several problems under every topic
heading. The recommendations to be followed to
solve the problems were then summarized by each
group leader. From all reports, this was one of
the best conferences ever held.
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The following headings were used to record and
discuss the problems:

Falling and Bucking - Safety
Fire Protection - Personnel
Inventory and Purchasing

Logging Methods - Salvage Logging
Forestry and Engineering
The shop foremen from each camp were also
present at their own conference held at the Vancouver Hotel on January 6th. For the remainder
of the week they attended a school sponsored by

the Department of Railways which outlined the

maintenance procedure for air equipment on logging and gravel trucks.
The entire conference ended up with a supper

dance held in the Ballroom of the VWancouver
Hotel. George Thorneycroft of the Log Supply
Division was responsible for the entertainment.
Particularly hillarious was the audience participation with the hula hoops, where even the judges

were required to demonstrate their skill at this
strenuous pastime.

This year’s Conference was well received by
The visit to Powell River was
particularly stimulating and informative to both
all representatives.

logging and pulp and paper men. Many of the
visiting group had worked in or around Powell

River in other days, and found scores of old friends
in the district.

The opportunity of seeing how their logs were
handled in the plant was welcomed by all, and the
chance to discuss logging and production problems
informally brought every one closer together.
Logging representatives came from camps distributed widely over the West Coast area of British

Columbia, from Queen Charlotte Islands in the

north to the Powell River and Sechelt areas, nearly
five hundred miles south.
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This relief map shows the irregular topography of B.C. and site of proposed power development in Peace River area.

Big Developments Loom
in B.C.” s Rich Northland
HE “Great North” of British Columbia, the
oldest part of the province, yet the youngest,

is now opening up, and the next ten years
may well see a complete revolution of the economy
of the country as a result.
it is a strange twist of geography and history

Even now, the few settlements which nestle in

the great northern end of the Rocky Mountain

Trench, are isolated fur trading posts, and to the

that the rim of settlement and development comes

to practically a standstill exactly half-way up the

map of B.C., with the exception of the Peace River
country and a couple of tiny, isolated areas. But
in the beginnings of our history, this region, called
New Caledonia by the fur traders, was the nerve

POWER, MINERALS, OIL
ARE BEING DEVELOPED

centre for an economic unit which stretched almost down to the Columbia River.
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WEST AND NORTH OF

CANADA

west, across the Stikine Mountain range, there is
even less until you come to the coast.
As far as the Trench is concerned, it is due to
change, now that the Pacific Great Eastern Railway,
owned by the province, has reached Fort St. John
and Dawson Creek in the Peace River country.

It took the line almost 40 years to get there,
and nobody for one minute believes ‘end of steel’
will long remain there. Everywhere you hear the
question asked ““Where to now?”
Never have the possibilities for expansion in
the north been so ripe as they are today. To the
north-west lies the new state of Alaska, champing

at the bit, bursting at the seams and filled with
youtnful enthusiasm.

The Yukon Territory also cries to be served,

and to the north-east, Canada’s huge North West
Territories, fabulously rich in minerals and petroleum resources beckons.

By building to Alaska, direct rail link with
continental United States is possible, through con-

otner big announcement concerning the north was
made which staggers the imagination.
The Peace River Power Development Co., controlled by the vast Axel Wenner-Gren organization,
announced plans to build the largest hydro-electric
Dower scheme in the world on the Peace River.
Cost of the project, which would be completed by
1966, is estimated at between $500,000,000 and
$600,000,000.
a7
Experts say the Peace will supply 4,000,000
horse power at the dam site, plus 4,000,000 h.p.
down stream. The power will be transmitted more
than 600 miles down to the lower mainland. Behind the dam, a lake some 2/0 miles long would
be created. It would tgke 12 years to fill, though

power would be developed within two years of
compietion.

Because huge tracts of timber stand in the

projected lake area, the government is expected
to demand that these be cut, and this indicates

that a forest industry for the Trench is in the

nections with the Great Northern at Vancouver.

offing.

Such a link would be a tremendous boom, not only
to the people of Alaska but to the P.G.E. itself.

stupendous scheme, include Viscount Alexander
of Tunis, former Governor-General of Canada, and
Lord Tweedsmuir, son of a former governor-general who may be better known as John Buchan the

The line to the east would not have such immediate significance, but the cost of getting there
would not be so great.

And a few weeks after the first train rolled

into the Peace River district early in October, an-

Directors of the companies involved in the

novelist.

And so, the cry today in British Columbia is
‘Look to the north, look to the north!”

The Inaugural Special is welcomed by Peace River residents,
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It was a grim day...

Around about this period, we always manage

to sneak in a little plug about our weather.

this page are pictures taken on January 2nd during
our first snowfall this winter. We hasten to int
out for the benefit of our California and uth

West friends that the entire snow crop had disappeared two days later. Temperatures 40-50°

—not bad for this “‘northern land of ice and

Last winter was an exceptionally mild one—
no snow and only a week with the temperatures
below the freezing point. - Throughout last December, and to date this year, temperatures have
been below freezing on only five days.
Each year we bring this weather reminder up
——just to re-emphasize that our climate in this area

is about the mildest on the Pacific Coast, north of
California. Of course, we do have some rain up
here—average precipitation around 36” annually.
Not really bad, when you compare it with Vancouver or Seattle!!!

The featured story of the New Year on the
With the

domestic front has a barnyard origin.
price of eggs soaring and cake bakin

becoming

more expensive, Mrs. Stella Gall of Westview

found a happy solution.
a
The solution was a hen that lays ‘triple yolked
—yes, triple yolked—eggs. in January, Mrs. Gall
walked into the local newspaper. office with an e

4 inches inches in diameter, and 3%

ounces in weight. |

The producer of this hi

stroyer was a |O month old

cost of living de-

rred Red Rock hen:

.&3€<:,
In the sports. field, ice hockey. continues: to

dominate the picture. Powell River Regals are on
top of the Pacific Coast Amateur Hockey League,
with only one loss in twelve ‘games. Attendance
nas averaged better than 1,
at each game, and
fans are lookin forward to the Provincial. Play-

Otf series, which get under way in February.
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Extension of small boat harbor facilities in

the Municipality will be undertaken this year. lr
Powell River, as in many parts of the nation, there
Nas been a tremendous expansion in small boat
ownership—and facilities have been overtaxed.
The new section will almost double previous berthIng space. Authorities estimate sma]| boat ownership will increase by nearly 30 per cent in the next
eighteen months.

Powell River, located 75 miles north of Vancouver, iS an average day's sailing for visiting
yachts and small pleasure craft running up the
coast, and the extension is expected to greatly increase the number of such craft anchoring in port
during the summer months.

Painting of early days in Powel River shows high quality of work done
by Powell River Art Club members,

The Powell River Municipality has undertaken

the extension job of completely renaming and
numbering streets in their area. The old avenues,

Ist, 2nd, etc., have been discarded and street

names run alphabetically—e.i. Alberni, Brookman,
Cypress, etc. The numbers run consecutively without regard to individual blocks. Once the system
has become familiar, a house number should provide as equal identification of an area as an avenue.
A bit confusing to start with—particularly to
the old-time residents.

HAWAII TRIPS POPULAR
Powell River, it seems, like most residents of
the Northwest Pacific States, has caught the “’Go

to Honolulu” fever. In the past year, scores of
residents are heading across the Pacific to spend

from three weeks to three months in the fabled
islands. interesting to hear their talk about ““main-

land folks’ on their return—and their stories of
the Pearl Harbor disaster are certainly not those
we read in the history books. However, we have
yet to find anyone who didn’t enjoy the trip and
the unique hospitality of the islands.
retain the long cellulose fibres for added strength,
10% zine hydro solution involving | Y2-2 tons per

ART CLUB BUSY
Centennial year provided a real stimulus to the
efforts of the Powell River Arts Council in encour-

aging members in the painting of local scenes—
historical and present. Many high-calibre paintings
were seen at the Club Exhibition. The one depicted
above, showing scenes along Powell River’s water-

front on 1912, was among the most popular.

GERMANIUM IN POWELL RIVER AREA
Widespread local interest has been aroused in
the reported discovery of Germanium deposits in

the Powell River area. Located in the Wolfson

Creek district about ten miles south of Powell River
townsite, the deposits are being further developed.

Capital is being raised—a portion of it locally—

and promoters state if present favorable signs are
proved up in quantities, minor operations will be
shortly undertaken.

The presence of another industry would be

welcomed by the municipality, who are according
surveyors every reasonable co-operation. The deposits are found in Eocene coal veins. Meantime,
local residents are hoping further surveys will justify extended work on the project.

The most important line in our transportation is the ever-busy wharf “‘locie’’ carrying newsprint from the plant to wharf warehouse.
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Fall Visitors
Last Year Record One for Visitors
Left to right: Messrs. C. Campbell, C. Holmes, Roy Foote, A. Cuil,
G. Morrow.

and Continental Europe than in previous years.

The Orient, from Singapore to Tokyo, sent its
friendly representatives. A fine year all round.

UR Visitors Page at this time of the year is
usually affected by cloudy skies and lower
temperatures. The cooler days of fall and

winter are not vacation weather, and only the hardier souls in search of knowledge or special business

assignments make the trip. Tne waves of the
Gult of Georgia are running higher; its cold fishing on Powell Lake, even if the tish are there: the
view from the Directors’ House is less impressive
than in summer—and the bare trees and enervated tiower beds are less colorful. (Although we
still had a few roses in bloom on New Year's Day).

And so we miss the steady stream of old friends

and new that makes summer in Powell River always interesting and inspiring. But already, we
are beginning to look forward to spring, which in
this area is not far around the corner. Up at
Rainbow Lodge on Powell Lake, preparations for
spring are already under way. So it won't be long
before our Visitors Page will be crowded again.
The year just passed was one of the most in-

teresting and diversified on record. We were
priviledged to meet representatives from every
continent, and trom almost every state in the
United States.
There were more people from the British Isles
Back: Joe Shaw, F. Cross, C. Bowman.
Front: Mrs. Shaw, Mrs, Cross, Mrs. Bowman.

That we are able to make up a Visitors’ Page
in this issue is largely due to the large number
who came in the late summer and early Fall. lt
was not always possible to include everyone, although we tried hard.
The groups shown here were in the “’fall’’ category, and came in to us after our pages had been

made up. We hope they will excuse the late

appearance, and may still recall some pleasant
memories of their brief stay with us.
Among our last regular Powell Lake visitors
were Mr. Nick Schmidt, Seattle, and a group of
business associates: Messrs. W. W. Monroe, P.
Sullivan, R. Sullivan and W. Hemphill.
From Butte and Billings, Montana, came Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Shaw, Butte: Mr. F. Cross, represent-

ing “Western Livestock’’ and Mrs. Cross, from

Billings: Mr. C. Bowman of Post Publishing Com-

pany, Butte, and Mrs. Bowman. Powell River Sales
Company Vice-President: Roy Foote, accompanied

a group from Vancouver, including Mr. C. Campbell of Evergreen Press, and Messrs. G. Holmes,
A. Cull, and G. Morrow from the B.C. Telephone
Company, Vancouver, B.C.
Among our final visitors for the year were Mr.

and Mrs. A. J. Gilbert; Mr. Gilbert is Manager of
the Hudsons Bay Store in Vancouver.

Left to right: W. W. Munroe, P. Sullivan, R. Sullivan, .W, Hemphill.
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River—the giant hemlocks from the Queen Charlotte
Islands—famous also for its great Sitka spruce stands.
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Northern tip of Texada Island, showin
Gypsum, Lime and Alag town
stine Company.
of Blubber Bay and plant of

British Columbia s

GOLD
_ SILVER

LIMEROC
COPPER
All are being mined
on rich Texada Island

Plant of Texada Mines at Gillies Bay. Pile of iron concentrate in the foreground.

Richest Twenty-five Square Miles
MORTAR shot from the mainland of Powell

River, the northern tip of lTexada Island

parallels the coast line. In this northern tip,
in an area of 25 square miles, today is a busy hive

of industrial activity—as men wrest iron, copper,
gold, limerock and other minerals from its depths.

Many island residents refer to this area as the
richest 25 square miles in British Columbia.

Whether entirely true or not, Texada’s northern
tip has been and still is a -potent factor in the
mineral history of British Columbia.
Located and named by. Capt. Malaspina and

his Spanish explorers in the last decade of the 18th
century, the island has had a long history of mining
operations.
In the early days of the present century, some
of the richest gold deposits in Canada were found
on the island. Today, the ruins of the once fabulous

Marble Bay mine at Van Anda are still visible.
Other famous gold mines of that period are the

Little Billy, Copper Queen, Cornell and Nutcracker
claims.
Gold was the magnet that attracted the investor
and the miner forty years ago; and when the gold
MARCH-APRIL, 1959

claims were exhausted, the miners moved elsewhere leaving ghost towns behind them.

But in their search for the yellow metal,

prospectors: discovered other hitherto unknown
sources of wealth.

They found magnetic ore—and
the possibility of iron mining; they found an area
abounding in almost ptise limerock; they found
promising copper prospects.

Today, the gold is gone but the iron, the jimerock, and to a limited-extent, copper are doing a
thriving business:on.the..“’old stand.”

In addition to numerous small operations,
three large industrial corporations are working

properties in. the “richest 25 square miles.”
At the éxtreme northern tip (see photo) is the
busy settlement of Blubber Bay, where “G.L.A.”,
the Gypsum, Lime and Alabastine Company of
Canada, have a large lime manufacturing plant.

This product, from the limerock to the finished

sacks of lime, is manufactured in this plant.
immediately south of Van Anda, on the Powell
River side of the island, are the properties and

plant of La Farge Cement Company. A world

organization, La Farge have installed one of the

Above ground, the small logger is active. There
are over fifteen small outfits, supplying logs to the
B.C. market and for domestic use on the island.
Probably the most spectacular, or at least the
most publicized, operation on the island is that of
the Texada Mines Company at Gillies Bay. located
on the other side of the island, four miles across
the neck from Van Anda, Texada Mines are pro-

ducing approximately 1,000 tons of iron and
copper concentrate daily, in the proportion of 85
per cent and 195 per cent respectively.
The history of iron mining at %sillies Bay dates

back to 1875, when the property:was acquired by
the Puget Sound Iron Company:; Between 18831893, considerable development work was under-

taken; and the mine: operated spasmodically
between 1883-1908... Total shipments of 50,000
tons were made, but: little'real work was done until
1951, when the.present:company started operations.

In that year, Texada Mines began a serious survey

and devélopment of the property. Roads were
built, a mill s erected, docking facilities installed
and a mine camp opened up.
The plant commenced production in 1952, and
in succeeding years operations were extended and

further development work completed. Today,

Foreground—The mine working pits look acrcss Quit of Georgia to

Vancouver Island.

most modern rock crushing plants in the world on

their site. They ship limerock to pulp and paper

companies, and produce cement concentrate, which

is shipped to their cement manufacturing plant in
the Vancouver area.
At Van Anda, the Imperial Lime Company has
a small but prosperous and compact stucco rock
producing plant. Deposits of pure white limestone
are located here, and a crusher plant reduces the
rock to grain size. It is sacked and shipped direct
from the Van Anda docks—only a few yards away.
in this area, too, the Ideal Cement Company
mine limerock for shipment outside in addition to

cement concentrate. This company supplies
Powell River with all the limerock used in the
sulphite process.

Flotation process by which the iron and copper concentrates are extracted.

around 300,000 tons of concentrates are exported
annually.
Mr. Bruce Alexander, general manager of the

mine, informed us that new magnetite veins are
being discovered and worked; that present showings
indicate many assured years of operations. The

Company is now driving a 3,000 foot tunnel
through the rock at sea level—preparatory to
opening up new reserves.

The Texada plant employs 150 men: has its

own wharves where deep sea ships load concentrate

for direct shipment to consumers.
The Gillies Bay properties produce both copper
and some gold. The former runs to nearly 15 per

cent and there is expectation that considerably
more copper ore may be uncovered.
The mine is particularly interesting because it is
one of the very few iron mines in British Columbia.

A few years ago, it was the only active operation.
British Columbia is rich in copper, lead, zinc, gold
and many other minerals—but thus far, few iron
Ore fociles are important transportation mediums at Texada.

deposits have been located. The big iron deposits
are in Eastern Canada, controlled by large corpora-

tions like International Nickel, Noranda, Steep
Rock and others.

The limerock deposits on Texada have long
been noted for their high quality—and with the
tremendous expansion of the pulp and paper
industry in the past decade—the demand for

Texada limerock is increasing. The island is now
the largest economically available source of limestone on the Pacific Coast. The limerock is 98 per

cent calcium carbonate and for many years has
been used in the Powell River plant. The properties

of Ideal Cement Company are only a few miles
across Malaspina Straits and limerock can be
barged to the plant in*an hour's sailing.

It is a strange coincidence that on Texada

Island, which is thirty miles in length, the deposits
outlined in this article are located almost entirely
in the rich 25 square miles on the northern tip, and
do not extend to the southern section.
But this northern area, which has had. a long
and honorable association with the mineral industry,
still appears to possess tremendous staying power.

Limerock operations of Gypsum, Lime and Alabastine Company
near Slubber Bay.

The gold, at least the easily worked gold of the
early days, has gone—but the limerock, the iron
and the copper still remain—and from them. the
iron blast furnaces, the pulp and paper mills and
the cement factories derive their raw materials.

Texada Island and Powell River are becoming

more closely associated each day. There is a

regular daily ferry service connecting Powell River
with the city of Van Anda, in addition to a special

car ferry operating between the two points. A
large number of Texada residents cross to Powell

River regularly for shopping purposes; and the

Powell River Hospital is a medical centre for both
areas. Certain products from Texada are shipped
via Powell River wharves. The increasing import-

ance of industrial activity on the island has

contributed to the growth and development of
many merchandising concerns on the mainland
side.

The Joading wharf at Texada Mines, where deep sea ships sail direct
to destination.

New quarry opened by Ideal Cement Company. The trucks are: loading
limerock for Powell River.

Building of La Farge Cement Company. The cement concentrate is
in left foreground.

4 Block no-man carriage is now
in full operation.

HIGH SPEED
CARRIAGE
COMPLETES

~ SAWMILL MODERNIZATION PROGRAM
ITH the recent installation of q new 4 block
no-man carriage, completely controlled by the

sawyer, original plans for modernization
of Powell River Company’s sawmill have been

completed.

Eighteen months ago, the modernization pro-

gram was initiated with the introduction of a 3

block no-man carriage on the “left The
new carriage on the “right side’’ provides the

entire sawmill with the finest up-to-date equipment.
This installation is a high speed carriage, with
Sellset controls and can handle logs up to 44 feet

in length. Fully automatic, the carriage runs

without an operator at the controls. it has substantially increased the efficiency of the operation
and has brought about an improvement in lumber
quality.
Today there are two distinct operations in the

Powell River sawmill—the cutting of pulp wood and
lumber.
Pulp logs generally are processed on the “left”

or pulp carriage; logs for lumber on the “‘right’’ or
lumber side, where five shifts a week are employed
solely cutting lumber.

The normal “‘operation”’ is therefore “‘pulp on

the left,” “lumber on the right.”” This is not,

however, one hundred per cent true. On both sides

the ‘selective process’ is observed. Ihe outside
portion of a lumber log, or a low grade section,
would be used for pulp. Similarly, a high grade

Strip cut from a pulp log might be used for lumber.
The integrated nature of Powell River operations
makes possible the best and most economical use
of all logs.
Powell River sawmill today demonstrates the
POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

evolution of the pulp and paper sawmill in Western
Canada. Prior to 1946, when the hydraulic barker
was introduced all logs used for pulp and lumber

were processed in the sawmill. Today a large
portion of these travel direct to the barkers and
through the whole log chippers.-

The injection of more and enlarged barking
equipment may largely eliminate sawmills for the
processing of pulp logs.

Except for the large sized

log—and these are appearing less and less as
second growth stands come into use—the sawmill
will De mainly used for lumber, with the pulp logs

going direct to the chippers or groundwood

conveyors.

The @volution, as suggested above, is already
unde? way in Powell River, and that in essence was
the principle behind the modernization, the present
Stage of which has just been completed.
Dial below automatically registers width of the ‘‘cut.”’

From Canada’s Largest

Smelter at Trail, B.C.

Comes—_

BRIGHTENING AGENT
FOR WESTERN WOOD —
The resultant reaction produces impure zinc
hydrosulphite which flows from the high, or discharge end, into a. small water-cooled pot where

particles of zinc are settled out. It is then pumped
to a 3,000-gallon settling tank where zinc sulphide
and. other insoluble products are removed. From

the settling tank it flows to a series of storage

Jim MacIntosh prepares “Zinc Trees” for pulp brightening mixture.

HE use of zinc as ‘a brightening agent for
newsprint brings Powell River into close association with another of British Columbia’‘s
world-famous plants — the Consolidated Mining
and Smelting Company, with head offices and
smelting plant at Trail, B.C. Consolidated is one
of the world’s greatest producers of zinc and lead
and its products are sold in all parts of the world.
All the zinc used at Powell River is mined and
smelted by this company.

Shaped like little grey coral clusters called

trees, or as bead-like shot, zinc is shipped in 75pound sacks to customers in the pulp and paper
industry. How the customer transforms this zinc
into zinc hydrosulphite tor brightening the pulp

ines
iver. learned from the process used at Powell
To understand this process properly, we should
perhaps first explain that to make a good sheet of
newsprint for today’s fast printing presses necessitates two types of wood pulp. The bulk of the pulp

(some 85%) is obtained by grinding the wood

mechanically against grindstones. This is known
as the groundwood or mechanical process. And to
retain the long cellulose fibres for added strength,
the rest of the pulp comes from cooking. small wood

. chips chemically in huge cisterns or pressure-

cookers known as digesters. This chemical cooking

is known in the paper industry as the sulphite

process, in which sulphurous acid is made and used

to reduce the chips to pulp.
The brightening agent, zinc hydrosulphite, is

the end product of the reaction of zinc and the
sulphurous acid: This solution is introduced into
stainless steel reaction drums, each 3 feet in dia-

meter by 12 feet long, lying in a_ horizontal

position with a slope of | inch per foot, the inlet
being the low end.
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tanks.

The manufacturing rate at Powell River is
approximately 8,000-10,000 gallons per day of
10% zine hydro solution and uses 112-2 tons per
day at a zinc conversion efficiency of 85%.
From storage the grinder room draws as much

as is required to give the desired groundwood
brightness and, therefore, newsprint brightness.
With darker wood more zinc hydro is required.

The solution is normally added at the grinders to
take advantage of the high temperature and maximum reaction time.
Before going to the paper machines the pulp
must be washed to maintain the brightness and to
reduce corrosion. Zinc hydro is very corrosive,
particularly on bronze machine wires, but it has ¢
compensating good feature in that it almost entirel eliminates slime from the system.
Much work has been done on the efficiency of
different types of zinc in the reaction. Zinc dust,
as originally used, tends to pass out of the drums
and is also much more expensive than zinc trees
now that it cannot be bought as a by-product.

The continuous zinc hydro plant at Powell
River was started up on a mixture of zinc trees
and cut cathodes. The trees were good, but the

cut cathodes tended to “float’’ out of the discharge and caused endless trouble.

Zinc cubes were tried several years ago and

were found to be better than trees in reaction
efficiency. While the trees have a large surface
area per unit weight, their many small pockets fill
with insoluble compounds and become inert. The
cubes remain polished and for that reason have
more active area than the trees. Since shot is
easier to manufacture and is as efficient as cubes,
we are now using a mixture of trees and shot.
Different species of wood used normally produce varying degrees of brightness in the pulp but
the use of zinc has enabled the manufacturers to
keep brightness under their control to the desired
degree.

logging career in B.C. camps in 1915 as a laborer.
He moved quickly up the promotion ladder and for
14 years was general superintendent of Capilano
Timber Company.
For five years he was a partner in the H. & R.
Logging Company, and in 1937 formed the Consolidated Timber Company. He disposed of these
properties in 1942 and during the war his services
as a forestry specialist were commandeered by tne

Canadian Government. An _ expert on timber

leases, he was retained in an advisory capacity by
various lumber and logging companies, and in 1945
was an advisor to the famous Sloan Commission,

Harold Renwick

when Forest Management License policies were
first initiated.
Lloyd joined Powell River in 1951 as a member
of the British Columbia Manufacturing Company,

Lloyd Roge

Prominent Logging and Sales Executives Retire
HE retirement of two well known Powell River

Company executives, Harold Renwick and
Lloyd Rodgers, and two Powell River Sales
Company officials, Oswald Crawford and Alex
Stewart, has been announced.

Vice-President Hlarold Renwick has been an
outstanding figure in the sawmilling industry of
British Columbia for the past 36 years. Born in
Miami, Manitoba, he came to British Columbia in
1901, attended school in Kelowna, and started his
business life with the Kelowna Growers Exchange.
From 1918-1923 he was Assistant Sales Manager
of the Okanagan Fruit Growers Association.
In 1923 he joined the British Columbia Manufacturing Company to make his first entry into the
lumber business. Over the years he became one of

the province’s outstanding lumber executives—
and when Powell River purchased the plants and
properties of the British Columbia Manufacturing

ground of the logging industry than Lloyd Rodgers.

Another native son of Manitoba, he started his
and since that time nas been a leading logging
executive of the Company, and his contribution to

the development of its logging operations and
practices has been invaluable. Mr. Rodgers will

also act as advisor to the Company on forestry and
wood procurement matters.
*

*

*

Retiring atter a lifetime in the traffic business
is Oswald Crawford, Traffic Manager for Powell
River Sales Company. Recognized as one of the
continent's top flight traffic experts, Oswald has
been directing the many and complex problems
associated with the Company’s operations for the
past 17 years.
re has been engaged in traffic work for over 40
years, and his personal contribution to its develop-

Company, Harold Renwick joined the Powell River
family as Vice-President and General Manager of
B.C.M. Later he was promoted to Vice-President,
Powell River Company, the position he now holds.

A prominent community worker, he is a past

chairman of the Foreign Trade Bureau of the

Vancouver Board of Trade, a past chairman of the
B.C. Section Canadian Manufacturers Association
and a director of the Pacific National Exhibition.

He is an active member of the Kiwanis Club of

New Westminster, who have recently honored him
with a life membership.

To Powell River, Mr. Renwick’s wide experience in and Knowledge of lumber and sawmill
operations have been tremendous assets. While
retiring from full time duties, he will continue as a
Vice-President and will act as a consultant to the
Company.

7"

Few men in British Columbia have aq more
intimate knowledge of the organization and back-

Oswald Crawford

Alex Stewart

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

M. J. FOLEY HEADS Boy SCOUTS
‘HE Boy Scout movement
throughout the world has

always enjoyed the patron-

MM. J.” — A Former
Star Scout Takes

citizens. Since this world move-

on B.C. Leadership

age and co-operation of distinguished and public minded

ment was founded by Col.

Star scout-and drummer in his
troop in the United States, and
has served four years on the
British Columbia Council.
Like many other responsible
and progressive business leaders, Mr. Foley has been widely
associated with the community
life of British Columbia in the

Baden-Powell, its dedication to

youth training has enlisted
the support of leaders in all
branches of business, industrial and community life.
Britisn Columbia is no exception. In March, M. J. Foley,
President of Powell River Com-

pany, was elected President

of the Council for the Boy

past ten years; and his Boy
Scout post is only one of the
many major projects and organizations in which he has

Scouts Association of British
Columbia and the Yukon. Mr.
Foley succeeds Stuart Keate,
publisher of Victoria Times,
another outstanding citizen of
our province. Other Council
members include men prominent in all bDranches of civic
and industrial endeavor.
Mr. Foley has been identitied with the Scout movement
for most of his life. rie was a

ment was recognized in his appointment, a few

years ago, as President of the Canadian Industrial
Trattic League. In 1952, he was appointed First
Vice-President of that association, the first time in

history anyone west of Ontario had been so
recognized.

in railroad and shipping centres of

the continent, his wide knowledge, cheery disposition and calm approach to all problems—and there
have been many—vwill be greatly missed.

Mr. Crawford has established a traffic consulting firm in Vancouver.

Part of his consulting
_activities will be devoted to special assignments for
Powell River Company.

taken a leading part.
The Scout membership in
B.C. has more than doubled
between [949 and 1958. En-

rollment has increased 145
percent, from 14,000 to 31,OOO. The national Canadian

increase in the same period
was 127 percent.

when it was formed on January |, 1937, and has

taken a prominent part in its development and
expansion.

Alex is well known in business circles in Vancouver. Prior to joining the Powell River Company,
he was employed for many years with McLennan

& McFeely, one of the city’s leading wholesale
firms. During the First World War, he served
overseas with Vancouver Seaforth Highlanders,

and has been prominent in activities of that association over the years.
In recent years, as a Powell River Sales Company official, he has become very well known to
publishers, particularly in California, which he has

frequently visited, and where he has a _ large
Alex Stewart has been with the Powell River
Sales Company for the past 22 years, as Accountant

and Comptroller. He has occupied the latter post
since 1940.
rie was recognized throughout the industry as
one of its most experienced financial men. He

was an original member of the Sales Company,
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number of personal friends.

He is a great sports enthusiast, a former soccer

star, and latterly a devotee of Canadian football.

Also an ardent fisherman, Alex has bought a

country home in Langley, less than an hour's run
from Vancouver, where he can pursue his hobby
of gardening and have a head start to the fishing
areas of the Fraser Valley.

Recession Conditions

Three Months Strike
Surplus Capacity
Influence

ANNUAL REPORT
TO SHAREHOLDERS

19058

Sawmill Operations
There was some increase in demand for lumber

Annual

in the last quarter of 1958, and this with the

Report

modernization and expansion of the Company’s
sawmill facilities last year, enabled Powell River to
increase its lumber sales to 83,000,000 f.b.m. as
compared with 62,000,000 f.b.m. for 1995/7.
Research and Development

POWELL RIVER COMPANY LIMITED

An active research program was continued

ARNINGS for 1958 dropped for the third

consecutive year and represented the lowest in
the past decade. They were the equivalent of

$1.81 per share against $1.85 in 1957, or

$7,600,089 and $7,762,377 respectively. This
was the keynote of the Powell River Company’s
forty-eighth annual report to its shareholders issued
last month.

The ‘report states: “The results for the year

were seriously affected by the strike in the British
Columbia pulp and paper mills which commenced

November 14, 1957, and was not settled until
February 4, 1958.

The present over-capacity of

the pulp and paper industry and the general

levelling-off in business, together with increased

wages and property taxes, also had adverse effects
on 1958 results. The market for lumber improved
in volume but this improvement was largely offset
by a decline in prices. The average discount rate

on U.S. funds improved by approximately 1% as

compared with the previous year and this was
reflected in the 1958 earnings.
Pulp and Paper Operations
Due to the continued inability of consumers to
use contracted newsprint tonnage it was necessary
=

to curtail production in the pulp and paper mill.

This curtailment was achieved in two ways: paper
machines operated at lower speeds, and periodic
mill shutdowns were programmed to balance production with delive schedules. Actual production
of newsprint was 357,322 tons or 36,748 tons less
than the previous year.
Commenting on the overall position for 1959,
the report says “‘there are indications of improved

business conditions in 1959, which if they
materialize, snould be reflected in increased
demand for newsprint.”

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

throughout the year. The successful operation of
the pilot plant for high yield sulphite pulp justifies
the conversion of the entire sulphite plant to the
high yield process—a program that will be completed by 1960.
Following further wood research, Powell River's

new product, flakeboard will be produced com-

mercially. Plans for a 60-ton mill have been
completed, and the plant is expected to be in
operation by the end of the present year.
A 40-ton-per-day fine paper mill to produce a

variety of fine papers is being engineered. Ihe
plant will be on Annacis Island near New Westminster and is scheduled for completion in 1960.
The following represent the principal features
of the report:
1958

1957

Net Sales ....................$55,628,000

$66,9/2, 000

1.8]
Earnings Per Share......$
salaries, Wages ..........$16,68 | OOO
Taxes

$

Net Earnings ..............5 7,600,089 $ 7,762,377

1.85

$19,081,000

Federal Income ......$ 6,680,000 $ 6,800,000

Provincial Logging .$ 720,000 $ 750,000
school & Property... 1,347,000 $ 1,095,000
Newsprint Production:

Yons = 397,322

394,070

Peter Powell

JOIN POWELL RIVER

SALES STAFF
Peter Powell

HE appointment of Robert H. Thurston and

Peter Powell to the staff of Powell River Sales

Corporation in the United States has been

announced by R. G. McHugh, President of Powell

River Sales Company. “Robbie” Thurston is

attached to the Los Angeles office in Pasadena;
and Peter Powell to Seattle Neadquarters.
Both young men have had sound instructional

training at Powell River before they joined the

sales force.

Robert [Thurston was brought up in the wood
manufacturing industry. His family were partners
in the original Thurston Flavelle organization at

Port Moody, B.C., and he has been associated with
several lumber and logging firms in the past seven
years. Prior to entering Powell River Sales Com-

pany on January |, 1959, he spent some time in
California. as a manufacturer's representative,
specializing in paper products.

“Robbie” is a Commerce and Forestry graduate
of the University of British Columbia; and attended

‘Robbie’ Thurston

Stanford Graduate Schoo! of Business in 1952.
Peter Powell is aq 1953 graduate of University
of British Columbia, and was employed at Powell

River for two years prior to his present appointHe was in the Technical Services branch

trom 1956-1958, transferring to the industrial
engineering department in the latter part of last
year.

He was active in the community life of the
Powell River area, particularly with the Navy

League Cadet Corps, of which he was commanding
officer. The Navy has been his particular hobby.

He was a member of the Royal Canadian Cadet
Corps at University—and for a year after gradu-

ation was a navigation instructor at the Royal
Military College in Victoria.
In his nearly three years at Powell River, he

became familiar with all phases of newsprint

production and shipping methods—a first class

Practical background for his work in the Seattle
OTTICe.

Australian
Newsprint Distributor
Visits Powell
FLCOME visitors to Powell River recently
were
Mr. and Mrs. Geoff May, of Sydney,
Australia.

They were accompanied by Powell
River Company President, M. J. Foley.
Mr. May is a director of Gollin & Company, who
have served as agents for Powell River newsprint

in -Australia for the past three decades.
Officially, on his present trip, Mr. May headed

the Australian Trade Mission, which arrived in
Vancouver in April, on the first leg of the trip
which will take it through Canada, the United
States and United Kingdom.
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By HON. ALVIN HAMILTON
Federal Minister of Northern Affairs and
National Resources

great northland is on the threshold:

the world and the increasing demands for other

Nave a far-reaching effect on the futur

Zo already led to such major developments in
northern areas as Knob Lake and Kitimat and have

of an era of development that is bound toa

economy of the nation. It involves seven-tenths o
the land area of this country in which there is no

only a sprinkling of population—in fact less th
and a half per cent.
The vast area involved includes the Northwes
and Yukon Territories with their million and a hal
Square miles and a very sizeable part of ever
iprovince except the Maritime Provinces of Ne

nswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island
“Canada’s northwest has long been considered
“treasure house of much needed resources and the

scientists is revealing tne firm basis for this belief.&
There are great standing forests, much arable land

prompted explorations on the shores of Ungava
Bay, Baffin Island; and northward and westward
along this new frontier. The continued progres

hoof this development will not be determined solel
by need but by the success in revealing the extent
of these riches and the progress in overcoming the
obstacles to profitable development.
Briefly this is what the Federal Government

doing towards increasing knowledge of th

resources of the north and making straight the wa
for development. Because the Northwest Terr

; tories and the Yukon are administered by the
Federal Government through its Department of
Northern Affairs and National Resources, it seem

fitting that this article should be restricted to that
AQ per cent of all Canada. The Geological! Surve

World conditions indicate the tremendou
mportance of this great economic potential. - Th
1ep]

Nas so far surveyed and prepared maps of mor

than 60 per cent of the mainland area of the North

west Territories and of 20 per cent of the Arctic

Seven-tenths of Canada’s land
surface lies in the north—1,500,000
square miles with less than one-half

of one per cent of our
population

‘third of the area has been geologically mappe
Detailed exploration by independent prospectors}
and mining companies has followed closely in th
wake of the geologists and has reached unprece
J

dented intensity. New records of staking hav

resulted. Gold, base metals and uranium hav
feach held the spotlight in this hunt and today th
world’s greatest search for oi! and gas in terms o
the area involved is now in progress. Eighty miilio
acres are now under exploratory permit on th
Canadian mainland and an equally large area hasé
been applied for in the islands stretching away t
the pole. This search for petroleum and natura
gas will involve expenditures high in the millions o
dollars with the prospect of even
the search progresses.

work has already resulted in new mines in th
Yellowknife and Hudson Bay regions and |
preparations for the opening of others. -However,.

the mineral resources of the territories are stil
relatively untouched but this will diminish as

and development by reducing the problems facing
the economy of this area.

In the development of the resources of the
Territories it is realized that there is a close
relationship with similar activities in bordering
A common problem to botn and the
ie PFOVINCES.

chief obstacle to economic progress generally is
the limited transportation facilities. A program of
road development has been inaugurated in the
Territories and in addition the Federal Government
is sharing costs with the provinces concerned of a
Roads to Resources Program for the northern

provincial areas. Particularly in the wester

provinces it is envisaged that the Federal-Provincial
sponsored roads will link with those territorial roc
being constructed by the Federal Government.
The time-honoured means of transportation——#

iY rail—is also to add its quickening influence tc
the development of the North. The _ Federa!

Government's decision that a railway connection |
to be extended to the south shore of Great Slave
Lake is another good omen for the early openin

of a new and exciting chapter in the _econom

ICE HOCKEY, BONSPIELS,

SKATING CARNIVALS FEATURE

Our Winter Sports
Program
OUR years ago, the citizens of Powell River
built the Willingdon Arena—the first artificial
ice rink in the district.
Their investment and enthusiasm have paid off.
The “rink” is now the big centre of winter activities,

and thousands of Powell River spectators have
packed its stands for many and widely extended
entertainment features.

Ice hockey has drawn record crowds and packed

houses.

The ancient game of curling has caught

on like wildfire, with men and women equally

enthusiastic throwers of the “‘rocks.’” Regular bonspiels with outside cities have been popular.
Figure skating displays, and ice carnivals have
added to the interest and participation, along with
regular skating night for the public.
It's been great fun for all—old and young.

The annual Children’s
ne puis a favorite event with
The ladies have taken to curting in a big way.

This Is what the well dressed lady curlers wear at bonspie! time.

tched thrilling hockey games all winter.

Ch AY ae es eth blaze out against
the black outlines of a forest shrouded coast line

Looking south across the log pond to Westview.
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The Partiament Buildings at Victoria, where the Legislative Assembly holds its sessions.

inset: Minister of Labor Hon. Lyle Wicks.

Both management and unions must observe laws as

B.C. Government Amends Labour Legislation
MONTH ago, the Government of British
Columbia introduced a new lIabour bill in
the Legislature.
This now famous Bill 43 was designed, accora-

ing to the Government, “‘to achieve a_ better

balance between Unions and Employees, which is
deemed essential if the economic development of

British Columbia is to continue.’”’

The principal provisions of Bill 43, which
replaces the former Trades Union Act, are as

follows:

1. It limits picketing to those premises where a

legal strike or a lockout exists. The secondary

boycott, jurisdictional picketing and informational picketing where there is no strike, are
prohibited.

2. Picketing is limited to members of the trade

union involved in a legal strike, or to persons
authorized by that union to participate in the
picket line.

‘3.

Both employers’ organizations and trade unions
are liable for civil damages for violations of the

labour Relations Act.

4. Use of the ex-parte injunction in labour
disputes is limited and controlled.

Conspiracy charges are not applicable to labour
disputes.

The Bill has naturally aroused widespread
discussion and interest in British Columbia and
other parts of Canada.

The former Trades Union

Act is now repealed and Bill 43 is officially on

the statute books of British Columbia as the TradeUnions Act. It is the Government’s belief that the
new act spells out specifically the responsibility of
both employer and employee.

The Legislation states that both Union and

Management Organizations are legal entities, for
the purpose of suing or being sued for damages.
Previously there was confusion on this point for

violation of either the Trade-Union Act or the
Labour Relations Act.

‘In general,’’ the Honourable Lyle Wicks, Minister of Labour for British Columbia stated, ‘the
Legislation is designed to bring ‘responsibility to
Ss sf

both sides of the Labour-Management problem’.
POWELL RIVER. DIGESTER

Al Hansen — Pioneer Citizen and Paper Maker
N MAY 1, Emil Alfred ““Al’’ Hansen, Assistant

Born in the district, Asst. Paper Mill Supt.

after 46 years service with Powell River

Al Hansen has been prominent in the
industrial and community life of Powell

Paper Machine Superintendent, will retire

Company.

One of the best known residents in the district,
and one of the industry’s authorities on newsprint

machines, Al is retiring at the age of 62—and

Starting a new career as farmer and rancher on his
Fiornby Island “estate.”
In his lifetime, he has been a participant in the
continuing story of the Company. Fie was born at

lund, 12 miles northwest of Powell River—and

Started work on the paper machines in the mill in

1913. There were only two small machines in

River since 19]3

ranks, he was prominent in plant and union

activities, and was the first president of the local
Paper Makers’ Union in 1937. In the twenties,
he was president of the Employees’ Sick Benefit

Association, and later headed the Ex-Service Men‘s
Association. An outstanding athlete, he was one

of the best baseball and lacrosse players ever
developed in the area. rie has taken an active

operation, turning out about 100 tons of newsprint
daily. He saw Number 3 and 4 start up, and has
been active in the installation of every new machine

interest in youth activities. There are, in fact, few
community ventures with which he has not been

broke hustler to his present post of Assistant Paper

ris two children were both born in Powell River,
and both graduated from the University of British
Columbia, one as a teacher, the other as a forestry

in the intervening years. Paper machines have
been his life, and he has handled every job, from

Mill Superintendent—one of the key positions in

_the organization.

Al Hansen can feel sincerely that he has ful-

tilled his responsibilities, both as an employee and
a citizen. Fie was an outstanding machine tender

—and has been a self-appointed instructor to
scores of youngsters breaking into paper making.

His wide background of experience and his personal

Knowledge of every paper machine in the plant
nave been invaluable during the feverish construction period of recent years.
In the community life of Powell River, he has

been a leader. Before joining the supervisory
MARCH-APRIL, 1959

associated.

engineer.

In 46 years, Al’s only absence from Powell

River was his three years overseas with the Canadian Army in World War I. Hie emerged with the
rank of sergeant and a Military Medal for gallantry
in action.
On May I, he retires to his extensive acreage
on Hornby Island, near Powell River, where he will
carry on, in his own time, his new duties of dairyman
and cattleman.
Fie leaves behind him a record of unequalled
service to his Company and his community.

Four Royal C

Navy mi

pers were

visitors last month. Above, the four are tied up alongside Powell River Dock.

SEA CADETS ENJOY CRUISE

A recent visit by four Royal Canadian Navy

minesweepers proved highly popular with members

of Powell River’s Seq Cadet Unit. Lieutenant-

Commander D. M. “’Bim’’ Waters, in charge of the
squadron, arranged for a four-hour cruise with the

cadets on board. The commander put his four

ships through various exercises; personally conducted them to the radar and wireless equipment,
and explained the principles of manoeuvering.
it was a typical example of the co-operation
Powell River has always received from the R.C.N.—

and when the four minesweepers departed, they
left behind them a happy and enthusiastic group of
young sailors.

OUT FROM PAKISTAN

An interesting temporary employee of the
Company in the past several months is S. I.
Shahjahan of East Pakistan. Through the agency
of Sandwell & Company, who are building a paper
plant in Pakistan, he came to Powell River to gain
S. |. Shahjanan

practical experience and technical knowledge in

modern paper making.
On his return he will be employed as a control

chemist in the Knulina Newsprint mills, in East
Pakistan. It is his first time away from his native
land and he is finding his present work “‘interesting,

exciting and profitable.”

NEW PHONE NUMBERS
Powell River has been caught up in the province

wide revision of phone numbers—designed ulti-

mately to make house-to-house dialing possible all
over the continent.
The designation for all telephones in the Powell
River area is HUnter, followed by five numbers. in
the near future, it is hoped that local residents will

be able to dial friends in “Wancouver and other
mainland cities direct, without going through a
local central operation.
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SMALL BOATS

The small boat fraternity in Powell River is

another of the fast expanding recreational activities
in the area. Fiundreds of employees and residents
are now boat owners—and the numbers are increasing steadily.
On 30-mile long Powell Lake alone, there are
around 10Q boats and probably more than double
that number on the “‘salt chuck. With scarcely
half a mile between the lake and the sea, owners

can move their boats freely from one area to

another. lf the trout are biting in the lake, they
can load their boat on a trailer and be on the scene
in Tiftteen minutes. if the salmon are jumping in
the straits, they can reverse the process.

THE LADIES TAKE TO CURLING
in Powell River, as in many parts of Canada,
the game of curling is enjoying unprecedented
popularity. Women, as well as men, have entered
the fray—and recently the women staged their
own bonspiel, which was featured by competition
from first class ladies’ rinks from many districts of
Vancouver and the Lower Mainland.
The sport has caught on and with one of the

best ice surfaces in the West, Powell River is
developing some outstanding curlers.

JUNIOR FOREST WARDENS

The Powell River and District Junior Forest
Wardens were hosts last month to a group of young

wardens trom the Pender Harbor area, on the
Sechelt Peninsula.

Over 70 youngsters sat down to
lunch and discussed their work and efforts. The

Junior Forest Warden movement is growing in the
area, and has done much to arouse interest among
young people in the protection and preservation of
timbered areas.
25 YEAR CLUB
Over 300 men and women attended the annua!

2) Year Club banquet last month.

It was the

largest attendance on record, with 16 new members

receiving engraved watches from President M. J.
Foley. Tne president delivered the one address of
the evening, reviewing last year’s operations and
outlining prospects for 1959. (See story on page 8).

Spring weather is paint up and clean ‘up time at
small boat harbor.

ROYAL COMMISSION ON EDUCATION
The Royal Commission, appointed last winter to
review and make recommendations on the educational system of British Columbia, had hearings in

Powell River late in March. An _ outstanding

feature was the presentation of a brief by the Grade

12 students of Brooks High School. The intro-

ductory paragraph to the brief presents an encour-

aging, and perhaps surprising, picture of the

students attitude. It says:
“Many students give the impression that all

they worry about in school is the fastest and easiest
way to get out. The majority of the students, how-

ever, are interested in their education; and have
very definite ideas on wnat type of educational
courses should be offered.’

The students’ brief recommended that al!

students write final exams in Grade |12—(in other
words, no passing on recommendation as is the
policy now), more written essays in English Compo-

sition, separate classes for faster workers, and
rather surprisingly, “‘stricter discipline.”

Powell River Company Executive Vice-President
John E. Liersch is one of the three members of the
Royal Commission.
Vice-President R. M. Cooper presents skating award to Jean Kosterewa.

Harold S. Foley, Board Chairman, snapped with three Powell River
brothers, Fred (left), Hec and Stan Davies, all members of Powell
River Company’s 25 Year Club.
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World famous Paseo de la Reforma, beautiful main boulevard of Mexico City.

By BOB METCALF

Editors Note: [he author has just com-

pleted his second vacation in Mexico, and
has recorded his impressions in these pages.

Mr. Metcalf has his own photographic
offices in the Powell River area, and is
official photographer for The Digester.

Photographer Bob Metcalf found great
progress in education, saw many contrasts in
modern and ancient ways of life in this
warm and hospitable clime
®

=

The old Statue to the Friars looks over the ultra modern business

EX!ICO to me is a land of high contrasts. High
contrasts in light and color; high contrasts in

architecture, from the modern offices and

buildings of Mexico City to the old cathedrals and

the remnants of Inca culture; in the loud, fast,
brassy tempo of the Mariachi bands and the soft
melodic waltz strains of the serenade. Contrasts,
as might be expected in values, both human and
economic.

in my recent trip, | travelled by air from

Vancouver to Los Angeles and then direct to
Mexico City, where we were quickly cleared by the

courteous Mexican customs and _ immigration
officers. We travelled to our hotel by the world

famous Mexico City taxi cabs, whose performance
suggests Mexicans rate high as mechanics. The
bulk of these cabs are 1940 and 1941 vintage cars

that run as smoothly as 1959 models, and are

driven by the fastest and most daring drivers | have

ever seen behind a wheel. The first thrill is a

sneak look at the speedometer and when you see
the needle hovering over the 100 mark, swallow

fast and then recall that the dials are calibrated
in Kilometers. This means a speed around 60
miles per nour.
After a restful sleep, the conventional trip the
next morning is a stroll along the Paseo de la
POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

Reforma, the main avenue of the city and rated as
one of the most beautiful in the world. it extends

from the Place of Fine Artes, past Alemada Park
around the statue of the Golden Angel up to the
castle of Chapultepec. Tnere are tnree streams

The plow still competes with the tractor |
The burro and its load with the truck

of traffic each way, each four lanes wide and
separated by boulevards of trees, shrubs and
flowers.

Along the Reforma the most modern hotels,

department stores, restaurants and office buildings
contrast with old Spanish architecture—the grilled
ironwork and the narrow doors containing family
owned and operated craft shops of all kinds. With

the Mexican peso rated at 12.5 for one dollar, a
visit to these shops discloses fine leather tooled
goods, native silver craft, native liquors (gin, rum,

tequila, etc.), native hand woven fabrics. The

prices are reasonable, but imported items—foreign
cameras, American and Canadian liquors, tools—
are as high or higher than at home. This is because

Mexico has adopted the policy of Mexico for the
Mexicans and has placed a high import duty on
luxury items and products that are made or could
be made within the country.

Agriculture too, is being accorded strong

government stimulus. Travelling through agricultural areas, | saw experimental farms where crops

suitable to the area were being tested and new
Strains developed. Much of their effort is directed
to training the young and ambitious Mexicans in
modern farming methods and soi! treatment.

Typical of the modern Mexico is this spectacular skyscraper.

The old Spanish architecture with the
most modern architecture |

More production per arable acre and a higher
quality product are the results. Here again the
high contrast is evident. One farm is being culti-

vated or harvested by modern tractors, gang plows
and disc harrows, threshing machines and the crop
nauled to storage or market in modern truck transport. The adjoining acreage may be cultivated by

an oid wooden plough drawn by a yoke of oxen.
The crop is threshed by being walked on by the
oxen; the corn separated from the chaff by the

wind winnowing method; and the sacks placed one
on each side of the patient burro.
The government appears very school conscious.
Everywhere, in every small town and centre, schools

were much in evidence—large, bright buildings,
mostly new or near new and very functional.
dropped in on a school in a small rural centre,

where the teachers and caretaker were most cour-

teous in showing me around. The rooms were

large, bright and airy as befits the climate. There

were no frills but lots of blackboard space and
books.

The teachers told me the students arrive at

8:00, although school does not open until 8:30.

They are free to go home at 4:30, but they have to
chase them out at 6:00 or they would never leave!
A report sent home does not bring an irate parent
down on the neck of the teacher but rather a parent
that wants to know what they can do to help the
student and teacher work better. The students are
not only taught the three R’s but also how to live
and use the modern conveniences and furniture.

There are many contrasts in transportation

from the burro with its load of charcoal, firewood or

corn stalks to the sleek jets of the Mexican Air
System. On a network of good highways, ultra
modern refrigerated truck trailers rush fish caught

in the morning, or fresh fruit from the tropic sea

coast—-pineapple, papaya, oranges, limes, etc., to
the markets of Mexico City. Modern buses, air
conditioned with reclining seats and complete with

two drivers, spelling each other off every hour,

transport you on schedule for very low fares.
| boarded one of these modern coaches at 9:00

a.m. and arrived in Mexico City at 8:30 p.m. with
49-minute lunch stop—for a cost of $2.25. The
government has an extensive highway construction
program underway and is spending large sums on

repairing and improving present highways. The

trains, too, offer high contrast, from the coal burning steam locomotive hauling the old style coaches,

lit with gas lamps to the most modern Swiss
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manufactured, stainless steel and aluminum air
conditioned streamliners powered by diesel electric
power plants. The entire country is also served by

a number of Mexican airlines flying everything
from the workhorse of the air, the DC-3, to the
Private flying.is popular and
at any airport you may see dozens of single and
double seater private aircraft lined up.
modern jet airliners.

What does it cost to stay in this land of

contrasts and what is there to seee Standard hote!

accommodation will cost from $2.50 a day and

ultra modern accommodation in the tourist centres
starts at about $6.00 per day. On the other hand, |
stayed at a hotel famous for its hot spring, located
about 200 miles from Mexico City for $3.20 a day
including meals and pool privileges.
For the sightseeing traveller, one can spend a

month, as | did on my recent tour, visiting the

Old World charm Is displayed in all its contrasting beauty in the massive
Mexican cathedrals.

pyramids outside Mexico City, seeing the famous

ruins at Oaxco, Mitla and Monte Alban.

New
ruins are being uncovered over on the peninsula at
Chichen-lItza.

It the old Aztec, Inca or Toltec

The unmatched charm of Spanish motif and design are of never failing

fascination to the Canadian visitor.

civilizations don’t appeal to you, perhaps you may
be interested in the beautiful old cathedrals built
in the |l4th and 15th centuries. if you prefer the
Mexico of today, you can board a bus and travel
through the scores of scattered hamlets and villages
where the traditional customs and manners of the
people may best be seen.

Large, well constructed ultra modern homes
with pools, patios, double garages, wrought iron
gates are selling in Mexico City in the $12,000
price range. This: seems fantastic in a land where
a cook and gardener (usually a young husband and

wife) can be hired for a total of $50.00 a month
and room and board.

But, as | suggested, Mexico is a land of contrasts—and that is one of its greatest charms.
POWELL RIVER DIGESTER
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Huge traffic jam, as Deas Isiand Tunnel opened.

Deas Island Tunnel,

an example of modern

engineering ingenuity, provides

an alternative and fast route
to the United States border

Southern approach to Deas Island Tunnel with Fraser River at top. Inset, Hon, P. A. Gaglardi, Provincial Minister of Highways, taking
movie shots of opening.

Trattic Snarls Aplenty as

$23 Million Deas Island Tunnel Opened
Me Mg

N MAY, 1957, the Prime Minister of British

Columbia, the Hon. W. A. C. Bennett, tipped the
first bucket of concrete, which set the construction of the Deas Island Tunnel in motion.
Today this prefabricated tunnel, running under
the Fraser River and linking up with roads running
direct to the United States border, has been opened

for traffic.

The two year construction operation has been
described as a marvel of engineering effort. The
tunnel was built in sections on dry land and floated
into a pre-dredged ditch in the river. It involved

an expenditure of $23,000,000 and is 2,155 feet
long, with an. additional !,100 feet of approaches
on either side.

>

The tunnel provides an alternate and quicker
route to the United States border and will relieve
the heavy traffic load on existing river crossings.
The sections went into place without difficulty;

the sometimes contrary tides of the Fraser were
reasonably quiet—and outside of the odd nagging
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deJay in material delivery, construction went ahead
close on scheduie.
And so, on Saturday, May 23, the residents of
the lower mainland prepared for the opening.
Motorists (had .linéd up’ eight "hours ‘before the
opening. for the honor. of being among the ‘first te
make the’ crossing. Don: Bradley of Vancouver’
slept.all night on the roadway to be the first through
aT J/ am.
The..t nel ‘did.‘all that. wasexpected. of it—-

but on the first

seemed that every:.car’ in British ‘Columbia was
rushing the gates. Between::7 aitn, Saturday and*

midnight, Sunday, crossed through

with over 7,000 cars an hour, in the peak periods.
but the traffic jam on the as-yet-unfinished road
beyond the approaches was something that had to
be seen to be believed.

On Sunday stalled traffic extended in an un-

broken line which seemed to stretch back to
Vancouver, ten miles away. Many motorists, not

sure of which way to turn on leaving the exit roads,
ended up in farmers’ back yards and created further

confusion as they endeavoured to turn and twist
pack to tne roads. Royal Canadian Mounted Police
in cars, motorcycles and even helicopters worked
feverishly unsnarling traffic tangles.

Traffic through the tunnel was completely
Stalled for twenty minutes as cars collided and

bumped tenders on the roads leading to and from
the area. By 3 p.m. a solid line of closely packed
cars extended a full five miles along the Vancouver
road.

From / a.m. on Saturday when the tunnel

opened to midnight Sunday officials estimated that

nearly half a million people passed under the
Fraser.

Horns: were tooted and loud speakers blared to

produce a bedlam of noise, the like of which has

not been heard before in this comparatively
peaceful countryside.

All told, it was a concatenation of hectic,

hilarious, and often aggravating confusion. But it
was all an inevitable part of this highly publicized
construction for which residents had been waiting,

and is unlkikely to be repeated—particularly as
tolls were placed on cars the following day.

The Deas Island Tunnel is now a solid reality
and will undoubtedly be widely used as summer
tourists speed back and forth to the international
pDorder. its four lanes will be ample for normal or
expected traffic—and the strain on the main cross-

ing at Pattullo Bridge will be greatly relieved.

There is still considerable work to be done on the
trunk roads and the final stretches to the border.
When these are completed, it means that motorists

will have, in essence, a through way from the
border almost into Vanceuver:
When Queen Elizabeth visits Britisn Columbia

in July, one of her first
.duties will*be to officially
aa
open the tunnel:
Tne Deas Island crossing is:one of the many
L,

new and essential links to feed the swelling. trans-

portation needs of the lower mainland of British
Columbia...

Le es

Pre-fabricated sections of tunnel under construction.

in this area with the large City of Vancouver
as its nub, the biggest traffic problem centres
Tne three mile wide Burrard Inlet
on the north and the Fraser River to the south are
around bridges.

water hazards which increasingly heavy traffic
must cross. Until just recently the inadequate

three-lane suspension bridge and the old combination railway and car crossing over to Vancouver's
west and north shores, the old wooden span leading

to the airport, and the Pattullo Bridge over the
Fraser at New Westminster, were the main exit
and entry gates.

The tremendous industrial expansion in the

West and North Vancouver and New Westminster
areas, and the big boost in population, taxed exist-

ing facilities, far beyond their capacity; and the
Present speeded up program of road and bridge
building is the result.
With the Deas Island crossing and the fine,
recently completed Oak Street Bridge, a direct
route to tne border which by-passes the City of
New Westminster, is now open from Vancouver.

Cars can proceed from city centre south on Granville Street, across the four lane Oak Street Bridge,

and travel via the new four-lane highway running
direct to the tunnel.
Two other major bridging projects are under
way. The Second Narrows Bridge across Burrard
Inlet is nearing completion, and another structure
will cross the Fraser River at Port Mann, east of
New Westminster. Highway widening is proceeding simultaneously.
Wien

With these installations in place, a Powell

River resident, for example, could travel east with-

out touching any of the main cities of the lower
mainland. He would travel south to North Vancouver, cross the Second Narrows Bridge, by-pass

New Westminster and cross the Fraser over the

new Port Mann Bridge and proceed eastward along
the Trans-Canada Highway.
These are expensive but necessary programs,

particularly in a province with slightly over one
million population scattered over an area larger
than Washington, Oregon and California combined.

rirst official group to pass through the tunnel were horsemen, not motorists.
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Typical of rugged, yet picturesque, area around Haslam Lake, source of the municipality's new water supply.

N ASSURED water supply, capable of supporting a population of 30,000 in perpetuity.
This is what the extensive water development
program now being pushed forward by the Municipality of the District of Powell River means to the
population of the area.

Water is now supplied trom Powell Lake and

from the smaller West Lake. With the steady
expansion of population and increased power

requirements by Powell River Company, the available water supply forced curtailments in domestic
Use. This problem would inevitably be aggravated
in the future.
A year ago an $800,000 bylaw authorized the

municipality to proceed witn the development of
Haslam Lake, slightly over a mile from the municipal boundary.

This work is now under way—and will be.
completed in the late fall. The gravity feed
system, rather than pumping, was approved by
engineers. The installation will be a reinforced

concrete pipe line, 6,600 feet long. The eduction
line for the first 4,400 feet will be 36° in diameter,
tapering to 24” for the final 2,200 feet. The line
divides into north and south mains of 18° and. 16”
respectively, both of asbestos cement construction.
Since sections of the Haslam Lake area have
been reserved as park lands, the water supply can-

not be closed off to the public and chlorination
will be necessary. Screens and flowmeters are
being installed at the intake and plans for. fish
protection nave been prepared.
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The water in Haslam is of exceptionally high

purity—and the lake level can be raised to provide
increased supply for future needs when necessary.
This will probably not materialize in the forseeable

future. The present population of the area is

around 11,000 and the new facilities will provide
for three times that number.
Thegznew. municipality is looking well to the
future
ye present operation on Haslam Lake

guarantees one of its west important growth

assets—an assured supply of pure water now and

for the future.

Westview Motel, in the heart of Powell River’s business district.

HE newest and perhaps fastest growing industry
in Powell River is the expanding tourist business.
The prosperity of tne Powell River area and its
11,000 inhabitants has been, and to a large extent
still is, dependent on the operations of Powell River
Company’s pulp and paper mills. But today, the

ability of tourists to drive from Vancouver has
enabled hundreds of visitors to continue their

journey northward. fhe modern tourist motel, as
a result, is now a well patronized institution in the
.. district.

grown up in the short space of five years.

Prior to

the opening of the Vancouver Highway, foreign
cars were rarely ever encountered in local streets.
Even a car with a Vancouver licence was a rarity.

The only ingress or exit from the area was by
boat—and in latter years by plane. Neither was

practicable for cars. The thousands of visitors
who flocked into Vancouver either turned homeward or crossed by special car ferries to Vancouver
Island. This is no longer true. The attractions of

the “Sunshine Coast,’’ the beautiful scenic ferry

Today, there are five first class motels within
<ix miles of the heart of Powell River. Most of
them,are located to comm@nd a good view of the
picturesque waters and green swathed islands of

fishing or pleasure use. All
motels are of recent construction; all are fully
modern and. compare favorably with any the
renta]

traveller will encounter in a Canadian or American
trip.
It is difficult to realize that the business has al!
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trips across Jervis Inlet and Howe Sound—the quiet

coves and inlets, sandy beaches, guarded by the
Beach Gardens Motel, set in attractive surroundings is another
popular resort.

Snow tipped crests of tne coast mountains, are
bringing fame and patronage to the new coastal

highway.
In the ““Powell River section,’” which embraces

tion, Powell River joins the tourist world and

reluctantly, perhaps, builds her motels, erects her
tourist signs (as yet rather timidly), and prepares
for a new and growing industry.

Two of the existing motels are owned and

a thirty mile long stretch from Jervis Inlet in the
south, to the fishing village of Lund in the north,
the tourist has a wide choice of activities. rie can

operated by former and present employees of Powell
River Company. Former millwright Harry Cook was

Cook’s Motel, owned and built by Harry Cook, former Powell River

Marland Motel, started by George Smith and son Bruce, both

ompany employee.

enjoy trout fishing on innumerable small lakes and
streams; or scarcely more than a stone's throw away
he can troll for salmon off the coast. He can bring
along his tennis racquet, his golf clubs or his fishing
tackle and keep them all busy. The roads are good
and there are plenty of interesting and picturesque
picnic sites available. re can watch the fishing
fleet at seqa——the seiners and the trollers. Hie can

see at close range the sturdy ships of British

Columbia‘’s Bulldog Fleet—the log towing tugs as
they bring the raw products of the forests from the

scattered camps of the nortn to the big manufacturing plants of the province.
And so after forty years of comparative isola-

Company employees.

the first to take the plunge into the motel pool. Hie
retained his job in the plant while constructing his
buildings—and worked like a beaver on his days
off, in the evenings, and weekends.
George Smith, mechanical superintendent, and
son Bruce, have recently added the modern Marland
Motel. It is a family affair, with wives pitching in,
and George and Bruce spending their spare hours
doing necessary repair and maintenance work.

Both Harry Cook and the Smiths were able to
do most of the work themselves—da basic factor in
the very considerable cost entailed in such a project.

Both believe their faith in tne tourist potential of
the district will be justified.

Impressive and modern Madrona Motel faces the main highway and looks over Malaspina Straits.
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STEEL SPAR BRINGS

NEW MOBILITY [0 LOGGIN
HE accent on mobility, speed and efficiency in western

logging has injected into the industry the portable steel spar
tree—one of the most significant advances of modern times.
Western logging, with its often difficult terrain and particularly
its big trees, offers few choices for basic improvement in operating
methods. The hi-lead system has been in vogue for half a century,
and no apparent major substitution is in sight. Truck logging in
recent years has replaced the old logging railroad. These have

been the principal developments in British Columbia logging
during the past 30 years.
The portable spar tree, which has been under development
and experimentation for the past five years, is now a reality in
most of the larger operations—and represents a tremendous
Torward step in logging methods.

Most of our readers are familiar with the former spar tree
In cutting into a new tract, a suitable
spar tree must be located, and this was not always easy or
convenient. The tree had to be first topped, limbed and block
operations in the west.
rigged.

Tnis process would average from two to three days alone—

but until recently it was the only method available in the larger

operations.
The portable spar tree will eliminate most of the disadvantages

of the older system, will save time and substantially reduce costs.
The two key words in the new trees are ‘‘portable”’ and “‘steel.”’
The steel spar is mounted on a flat bed multiple wheeled trailer,
which carries it direct to the spot desired. Hydraulic jacks lift the
wheels and the trailer is blocked to provide a firm base. The top
block and the tackle are already on the spar and the guide lines
can be run out immediately the trailer is set. Today, the “portable

tree’ can be moved from one location to another, set up and
ready for operation in less than four hours. No tree topping, no
limbing, no block rigging. It adds up to greater efficiency, less
cost, and decreases the accident hazard of rigging.

riowever, the portable tree is not the complete answer to

additional mobility in our woods. it has its limitations—notably
it can only operate efficiently on reasonably flat ground. There
are certain areas in the B.C. woods where only a logger and a
mountain goat can operate, and in such areas the old spar tree
and the skidder are still king.
But overall, there is little doubt that the portable steel spar
tree is here to stay and in the future will exercise a dominant role

in western logging, particularly with the increased cutting of
second-growtn timber stands and salvaging the smaller timber
left on. logged-over areas.

But with progress, alas, comes the elimination of many

picturesque and romantic features of the “‘old’’ days. The new

mobile equipment.does away with the famous western high rigger—
whose cool nerves atop a swaying tree over a hundred feet above
ground are an unforgettable saga of logging history.
The latest evolution in western logging—the portable steel spar tree saves time and money,
and reduces accident hazard.

NOTRE DAME HONORS
HAROLD S. FOLEY
a

The First Canadian

Appointed fo College Lay Board
This is the first time in history that a Canadian
nas been elected to the Notre Dame Board. Itisa

tribute to the place Mr. Foley occupies in the
industrial and educational centres of the con-

Harold S. Foley

ECOGNITION of Mr. Harold S. Foley’s contri-

- bution to and interest in educational and

cultural affairs has been made by Notre Dame
University, which has elected him to its Board of
Lay | rusteees.

tinent—and to himself as an outstanding alumnus
of the college.
Mr. Foley received his B.Comm. Degree from
Notre Dame in 1921 and holds Honorary LL.D.’s

from both St. Mary's University, Halifax, and
University of British Columbia.

JOHN E. LIERSCH APPOINTED TO
DMPANY DIRECTORAT
N APRIL 14 at the annual meeting of Powell
River Company, Executive Vice - President
John E. Liersch was elected a director.
Mr. Liersch joined Powell River twelve years
ago, as a specialist in forestry. In this period he
has been promoted successively to assistant vice-

president, vice-president and executive. vicepresident.

He has been actively associated with the
development of the forest products industry in
British Columbia for nearly 30 years. He is a past
president of the Professional Engineers Association;

charter member and past chairman of the Asso_ciation of Professional Foresters; a past president

and executive member of the Western Forestry

and Conservation Assoc.; a member of the Manage-

ment Committee, Pacific Logging Congress, and

vice-chairman of the. Advisory Committee on
Research for the Dominion Forest Products
Laboratory in Vancouver.

In the past year he was appointed by the

Provincial Government to serve on the three-man
Chant Commission on Education, which is studying

the educational system of this province and pre-

paring recommendations for revisions to the
present act.
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John E. Liersch

Mr. Liersch fills the vacancy occasioned by .the
recent death of senior director, Robert H. Scanlon,
of San Francisco.

All-Time Safety Record as

AVEHAD 9

Hee MAN HOURS TO

POWELL RIVER
PASSES ONE MILLION

MAN HOUR MARK
cised strong leadership; safety committees never

Today the pulp and paper industry of British
Columbia, encouraged and stimulated by the
Vice-President R. M. Cooper, Saftey Supervisor Stuart Slade and representative of Union Management Safety Committee were present to register

the 1,000,000 safe man hours record. (Left to right): Stuart Slade;

Safety Officers, Stan Richardson, Rex Needham, R. M. Cooper; Frank
Fiett, Personnel Manager, and Safety Officer Al Vinson.

-L SAFETY. records at Powell River were
smashed on the week end of June |, as safety

officials chalked up the magic figure of one
million safe man hours on the big plant safety
board.

For the past two years, the one million mark has
been the promised land for the hard working safety
committees. On more than one occasion they have
come close, only to see success snatched away at

the last minute. Twice the 900,000 figure was
reached after 9! consecutive non-accident days.
This fine achievement by Powell River has been

generally typical of what has been happening in

the pulp and paper industry. Management, supervisors and employees have combined their efforts,

response of employees, is reducing accidents to
dimensions hitherto considered impossible. And
they are doing it with a united team, imbued with a
strong conviction that accidents are not inevitable,
and that no accidents mean greater efficiency,

happier employees and worry-free dependents.
No industrial struggle has been more strenuous
than the battle against accidents. Lip. service, by

management and ‘supervisors, indifference of
employees, lack of sincere efforts to prevent accidents, have had to be overcome. A united team,

lead by responsible management, had to be created.
This goal has been reached——the goal for which

the National Safety Council and others have been
striving for many long years.
Powell River has passed the one million man
hour mark, because we now have a strong team
united in the cause of safety.
Plaque presented by National Safety Council.

determined to make their industry one of the
safest on the continent.

In nine years of intensive campaigning the
results have been spectacular. In 1957 Powell
River’s accident frequency was 7.56. In 1958 it

was reduced to 6.35——and_in the year to date the

figure is .83.

This very desirable and mutually beneficial

result has only been possible through sheer hard
work and steady perseverance. Frustration, disappointments, uncertainties, were the daily lot of
committees. The educational programs and per-

sonal contacts sometimes appeared unavailing.

But slowly and steadily the safety “feeling”

spread around the plant. Employees began to

watch the safety board more closely, inter-

department competition and emulation became
more active; management and supervisors exerPOWELL RIVER DIGESTER

R. KENNETH F. BARTON has been appointed

Traffic Manager of Powell River Sales Company Limited to take over the duties of Mr.

KEN

sword
wno retired
onPowel
Apri 30.iver
KenCrawford
has been associated
with
operations for the past 24 years, starting with the
Production and sales department at Powell River
in 1935.
In 1937 he was transferred to the executive
offices in Vancouver and in the same year joined

_l a ile a a ae

New Traffic Manager

Powell River Sales, handling orders and shipments.

He enlisted with the Seaforth Highlanders of

Canada in December, 1941, and served in various

areas overseas. Me was wounded in Italy in

December, 1943, and.on discharge in September,
1945, ne joined the traffic department under Mr.

Crawford.
Ken was employed by the American Mail Line

for three and a half years prior to joining Powell
River, and this, along with his lengthy background
in shipping and general traffic with Powell River,

gives him a wide knowledge of the _ intricate
a

Le

problems associated with his job.
He will also manage traffic matters for Powell
River Company Limited and Kingcome Navigation
Company Limited.

Construction of Fine Paper Plant Starts in July

Artist’s conception of Powell River Company’s new fine paper plant which wlll go into production next year.

60 tons of fine paper daily.

Located on Annacis Island it will turn out

SPUR OIL DEVELOPMENT |
by

be Honourable P hud Comtois
MINISTER OF MINES AND TECHNICAL SURVEYS

RRITISH

COLUMBIA

ALBERTA

Interest in the Athabaska tar sands of northeastern Alberta is mounting these days
as a special technical committee considers the feasibility of setting off an underground
nuclear explosion to recover oil from the sands.
The problem—how to extract 300 billion barrels of oil—more than the world’s total
known oil reserves.

,*

The decision as to whether or not: this experiment will be conducted must await

intensive studies by the committee, and should approval be given for the unique undertaking,

it could be staged in about a year.
lt would be the first nuclear explosion in Canada.
And if the experiment materializes and proves successful, it could lead to such
significant results as these:
1. The world’s known recoverable reserves of oil might ke more than doubled.

2. North America might be put into the position of being completely independent of
the Middle East for petroleum supplies.
3. Canada’s readily available riches might be increased by hundreds of billions of dollars.
Because of such enormous stakes in the balance, numerous efforts have been studied
for solving the secret of how to economically separate the bitumen from the sticky sands that
contain an estimated 300 billion barrels of oil.
The most promising possibilities, however, have developed from atomic tests conducted
in the United States with setting off nuclear devices underground.
As a result of the promise offered by those tests for Canada’s 17,000 square miles
of bituminous sands, consideration is being given to a proposal whereby a nuclear device

would be detonated at a depth of about |,200 feet.

The special technical committee was formed recently by the Department of Mines and
Technical Surveys with various other agencies also being represented. The major purposes of
this committee are to ensure resource conservation and development and the interests of safety.
Chairman of the technical committee is Dr. John Convey, Director of the Mines Branch
of the Department of Mines and Technical Surveys.
Canada’s bituminous sands have been eyed enviously by the petroleum world for decades,
because of the vast oil reserves they contain and their strategic location tor supplying North
America when other sources might not be availabie.
However, major obstacles always presented themselves. Only about two per cent of the

are exposed and can be mined, the other 98 per cent consisting of underground

deposits, cannot be mined because of their unstable nature.
But scientists would not be discouraged. They tenaciously pursued their objective to
convert this immense storehouse into wealth.
In the meantime, too, investigations have been proving that the ultimate magnitude of
the petroleum reserves in the bitiminous sands region may. be substantially greater than
known at present. Continued exploration has expanded the area under which oil-soaked sand
is found.
Nevertheless, even the present estimates of the sands excite the imagination. The rest
of the world’s known oil reserves add up to something like 250 billion barrels. And the known
recoverable reserves in the rest of Canada are placed at four billion barrels.
Fortified with their experience with the oil-soaked sands and inspired by the possibilities
opened by nuclear tests, scientists now feel that they may have the answer for tapping the
fabulous reserves. They are convinced that the secret lies in shaking up the bed of oil sands,
breaking it up so as to allow heat to permeate, and creating an underground cavity into
which the heated and released oil will flow for pumping to the surface.
A site has been selected in a tar sands lease held by the Richfield Oti Corporation,
which initiated the idea. This site has an overburden of about 800 feet covering a 200-foot
bed of tar sands, making conditions suitable for underground testing.
The thought now before those engaged on plans for the possible experiment is to drill
a six-inch hole to a depth of 1,200 feet and lower to the bottom of it a two-kiloton nuclear
device. Loose sand or concrete would fill tne nole for some distance.
The nuclear device itself would be wrapped in a compound which encourages the
trapping of fission products.

With the detonation of the device, a very hot fire ball would form, melting the rock
in the neighborhood and creating a cavity 150 feet in diameter. The inside of this huge
crater would then have a formation of glass about four inches thick, and in this glass shell
would be sealed the harmful fission products resulting from the atomic explosion.

Meanwhile, the pressure from the explosion would have fractured a lot of the im-

mediate rock arid the fire ball would begin to cool. With the cooling process, the whole cavity
would collapse, bringing down the fractured rock into the hot crater.
On collapse, the tar sands would fall into the main crater itself, into heat and pressure.

The heat would lower the viscosity of the bitumen, causing the oil to flow and settle
towards the bottom of the crater. Conventional pumping methods then could be used for
bringing the oil to the surface.
Even with the oil obtained, the operation would not be completed as further problems:
would remain. The oil is heavy and not liquid enough. It has a low density and also a
high content of sulphur. Therefore, processing would be required to make the bitumen
acceptable to refiners.
There is strong confidence that all of the problems will be surmounted by the ingenuity

of scientists. Though the tar sands are baffling and tricky with their mysteries, they are
regarded as a challenge that must be solved in the interests of North America’s petroleum
reserves and to further strengthen Canada’s economy.

TC

CW WESTMINSTER. B.C.

As part of its nation-wide
publicity plan

PRODUCTS’ MOBILE DISPLAY
) TRAVEL THE CONTINEN
wholesale customers, building centres, architectural
centres, and universities throughout the continent.
The second display in the Architectural Centre

in Vancouver serves as a lumber reference and

literature library for architects, builders, their
This panel will advertise Powell River Forest Products across the continent.

clients and the public. Pull out shelves showing
samples of lumber and literature provide a visual

and exact reference for the architect and his
clients.

ODAY more than ever before the lumber
industry faces tough competition from com-

petitive building products. Many of these

industries are pouring huge amounts of money into
their advertising campaigns. The lumber industry
decided it was time to strike back with a stepped-up
advertising campaign, to remind the trade and the

public of the fine structural qualities and natural
beauty of wood.

Most mills are doing a limited amount of

This is just a small part of a continent-wide
lumber promotional program which is helping to
revitalize this gigantic industry.
Lumber is the backbone of British Columbia’s
wealth, with approximately 40% of the province’s
economy centered in the forest products industries.
And Powell River Lumber Company, whose operations include those of tne former British Columbia
Manufacturing Company and Westminster Shook

Mills, at New Westminster, is one of the long

is, as a rule, too much for the individual lumber

established lumber producing companies in Western
Canada. The properties came into production just

by associations. As part of a wood promotion

operated without a break for fifty-seven years.

which markets. our lumber products, has prepared
two displays. One is housed in the Architectura|
Centre in Vancouver, B.C., and the other, designed

the complete mobile unit products are displayed on both sides of panels.

promotion.

But the cost of nation wide advertising

mill to bear. So most of this promotion is handled

program, Powell River Forest Products Limited,

as a mobile display, will travel all over the North
American continent.

The mobile display consists of three 4’x8’

revolving panels showing samples of the products
manutactured by our two mills with pictures of the
plants of the Powell River Lumber Co. Ltd., and
photographs of the manufacturing processes. A

blackboard on the back of one of the panels is

used when the display is needed for sales instruction
work and sales clinics. This display is at the present
time on the first leg of its journey after having been

used for sales clinics with the retail lumbermen in
the Vancouver area. It will eventually be sent to
POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

after the turn of the present century—and have

Summer Sports are

Away to a Good Start
T. W. Green opens lawn ‘bowling season with floral presentation to Mrs.

R. Fletcher, wife of club president.

LL the ear marks of a good season—weather,
enthusiasm and opportunity.
That sums up the general attitude of Powell

River's athletic and sporting fraternity as the

stimulating rays of a June sun bring everybody
outdoors.

The fish are biting in the lake and in the

“salt chuck.” Small boat owners are increasing
over night, and the promise of a new small boat
harbor guarantees safe mooring.
Summer soccer is under way, with a tasty fare
of top Vancouver teams billed for the season, and

tournaments arranged with Vancouver Island
elevens. Timberlane Park is all turf, a full sized
soccer field, with one of the best playing surfaces
in British Columbia.
Tennis enthusiasts have been batting the bail
across the nets since early May. The four concrete
courts provide ample accommodation and there
are seldom hold ups in obtaining playing time.
The native Canadian game of lacrosse is being
revived. Once one of the district’s most popular
sports, it dropped away during the war years. A
fast and spectacular game, the netted stick sport is
coming ahead again. All games are played in the
Willingdon arena, used for ice hockey in the winter.
The soccer tilts provide lots of excitement.
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The perennial Powell River favorite, lawn
bowling, started off with the usual ceremonial
flourish of presenting flowers to the wife of the
club president. The club has its own greens and
modern club house, and a full membership. This

year local representatives will compete in many
tournaments throughout the country—at the B.C.
championships in Vancouver, and others in Oakland and in Pasadena.

On the golf course, where play has continued

without a break all winter, tournaments and
matches carry on; and at sea and on the lake, the

pleasure boatmen, their wives and families, are
spending their days off afloat.
For in summer the outdoor beckons and there
are few places where it beckons more attractively
than in Powell River-by-the-sea.
Lacrosse looks forward to a good summer.

The Vancouver Court House, centre of British Columbia’s Judiciary.

THE CANADIAN JUDICIAL SYSTEM
| while
knit
ir culture
America, closely
while closely knit
in language,
culture,

ALL JUDGES IN CANADA, FEDERAL,

differences in their respective political and judicial

PROVINCIAL AND COUNTY, ARE

customs and habits, have certain clearly defined

systems.

In a previous issue of the Digester some of the
political features of the two nations were outlined.

APPOINTED FOR LIFE.

command” and functions of the Canadian judicial

governs the selection of most judges, with the main
exception of the highest federal courts—-Supreme

Here we review briefly the overall “chain of
system.

Basically,. both the Canadian and American

Court and Appellate Court, where appointments
are made by the president. The election, rather

a federal state—and the two systems are very

than appointment of judges is considered by many

systems were designed to meet the requirements of

similar in composition and in functions.
The two chief differences are the “election” or

“appointment” of ‘the judiciary, and in the juris-

Americans as being more democratic than the
Canadian method, and less rigid and. uncom-

promising. us .

Both principles have their: adherents—and

diction of the federal and provincial Gr state courts.
In Canada all judges from the Supreme Court
of Canada down to the County Court are appointed
—and hold office “during good behavior.”’ In etfect
this means.all Canadian judges are appointed for

perhaps each harmonizes with the temperament
and background of the respective nations.
The second difference, as suggested above, is
jurisdictional. In the United States the federal

political influence or political interference.

field, while in Canada there is considerable. overlapping in federal and provincial. jurisdiction.

life and automatically become divorced from

In the United States, the elective principle

and state courts are virtually separate in their

The present judicial system of Canada was
POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

incorporated under the British North America Act,
British

at the time of Confederation in 1867.

Columbia joined the union in 187] —and_ its

judiciary follows the regulations of this act.
Under the provisions of the B.N.A. Act the
federal government has established two major
courts—the Supreme Court of Canada, and the
Exchequer Court of Canada.
The Supreme Court consists of the Chief Justice

2.

The Supreme Court consists of a Chief Justice
and eleven judges. it has original jurisdiction

in all cases, civil and criminal, arising within

the province.

3. The County Courts

British Columbia is divided into eight counties,
each with a county court. in each county there
may be one or more county court judges.

Generally speaking, the county courts have

wider powers than the Supreme Court of the United

original jurisdiction in all personal actions
where the amount of controversy does rot

Appeals may be brought to this court for final

cases involving lands and premises up to

of Canada, and eight judges. It has considerably
States.

judgment from the supreme courts of the provinces,

or from any other final judgment, provided permission is granted by the provincial supreme court.
The Exchequer Court consists of a President and
four judges. This court has original jurisdiction
in ali claims against the crown and federal atfairs—
and over all cases involving revenues of the crown.

Where the legislature of any province has
passed an act, the Exchequer Court has jurisdiction in disputes between that province and
Canada.

It has control over railways, not wholly
within one province or are otherwise subject to the
legislative authority of Canada.

Any judgment rendered by the Exchequer
Court may be appealed for final decision to the
Supreme Court of Canada, where the amount of
controversy exceeds $500.00.

Provincial Courts
in the Province of British Columbia there are
three main courts:
1. The Court of Appeal, presided over by the Chief
Justice of British Columbia and six judges. The
jurisdiction of this court is wholly that of appeal.

It is the court of final appeal in British

Columbia.

exceed $3,000.00, and in certain instances,
$7,000.00 in value.

Judges of the several county courts, except
those of Vancouver and Victoria, are also local
judges of the supreme court.
While Canada and each of its provinces main-

tain their own courts, the federal government

appoints, pays and removes all judges, including
those of the superior and county courts in each
province.

The judges of the Supreme Court of Canada,
the Exchequer Court and the County Courts of
British Columbia are subject to compulsory retirement at /D. The judges of the Court of Appeal
and the Supreme Court of British Columbia have
no compulsory retirement regulation.
The guiding principle of the Canadian judicial
system was summed up several years ago by the
Right Honorable Sir Norman Birkett, K.C., when
he said:
in these days of change when the
cherished institutions are in some danger
is

from revolutionary hands, it is vital that

that upon which everything else depends,

the respect for tne law, for its administration, should be preserved.”

THE BEAR FACTS
|

HEY look awfully cute at this age,” muses

Mrs. Georgina Kulai, Powell River housewife,
as she feeds a stray bear cub which recently
wandered into her back yard.
The “cute little fellow’ (left) became separated

from his mother and Mrs. Kulai picked it up and
introduced it to her family as a temporary pet.

The cub is doing very well and now weighs five
pounds, but does not help the family buaget. it

- consumes a quart and a half of milk daily and
receives extra rations in the form of honey and

pablum.
Bears and bear cubs are not uncommon in the
area—and frequently they wander close to homes
in. the suburbs. Last year a lone bear wandered

along the main street in Powell River, much to the
interest and anxious delight of youngsters in the
block.

At the moment, the Kulai cub is doing well—
but what happens next when the Kulais start feeding a growing bear is another problem. Meantime,
the little fellow is hard to resist.
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S.P.C.A. OPENS NEW QUARTERS

The S.P.C.A. organization is occupying an
increasingly important role in the community life
of the area. In May, they officially opened their
new animal shelter with a public reception.

The

organization has done a highly creditable and
valuable work in locating, caring for and finding
homes for pets.

ROD AND GUN CLUB
Last month the Powell River Rod and Gun Club
held its annual awards dinner. Over ag score of
prizes were given out for varying feats in the great
outdoors—trap shooting, hunting, fishing.

The club is one of the largest in the district,
with an enthusiastic membership in excess of 300.
Various competitions, including fishing derbies, are

held regularly. The accompanying photograph
shows some of the silverware awarded to the. top
nimrods and Waltonians.
FISHING WAS GOOD

DRUMMERS TO WORLD COMPETITION

Fishing statistics released for last year show
that in the waters off Powell River (including fresh
water fishing), sport fishermen caught 2,475 spring
salmon, 5,000 cohos.and 2,150 grilse. During the
summer months around /O boats were out in the

Three of Powell River Company's pipe band will
go to the world’s pipe drumming championships to
be held in Scotland at the end of June. They will
form part of San Francisco’s Caledonian Society’s
Pipe Band.
The three locals, George Pryde (a former world

evenings.

champion drummer), George Hetherington and

Some good sized springs were caught offshore

—a few over 30 Ibs. and quite a lot in the 20-30
pound class. Largest number averaged between
10 and 15 pounds.

David Bruce are considered “‘tops’’ in Canada, and
are a main reason why the Powell River Company

drum corps have won every trophy available in
Britisn Columbia and the Pacific Coast.

Impressive array of trophies are available for the nimrods of Powell River’s Rod and Gun Club, one of the largest and most
enthusiastic in the district.
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MUSIC FESTIVAL

Tne annual Music Festival sponsored by the
Powell River Knights of Pythias was again well

patronized with wide participation. The Foley Cup,
awarded to the individual or group who received the
highest aggregate of points was won by the Powell
River Choral Society.

Marilyn Crossley won the Russell”M. Cooper
Trophy and the H. B. Urquhart Trophy for individual awards; and the Carl Whitney Trophy went
to Gordon Persson.

i

The general standard of perforrhance was

hignh—and received special commendation from the

presiding critics. Well over one hundred entries
were on this year’s program.
Presentaticn of Foley Cup (see above).

David Kotula with trophy (see below).

ANOTHER GOLDEN BOY AWARD
Powell River continues to hold a prominent spot

in British Columbia junior and juvenile soccer
ranks.

In May the British Columbia Tournament

of Champions was held in Vancouver, and | 3-yearola David Kotula of Powell River was selected as the
“Golden Boy’ of the two-day tournament. in all,
fourteen teams, the finalists from their respective

areas, competed.
David was selected as the outstanding player—

the highest award in British Columbia junior
SOCCeT.

YACHT CLUB FORMED

In the seven years in which this award has

been up for competition, the Golden Boy Trophy
has been won four times by a Powell River boy.

Director George W. O’Brien (left) chats with Father Collins and R. G.
Mchiugh at sharenolders’ gathering.

latest organization to join: the many social
and recreative groups in the area is the newly
formed Powell River Yacht Club. This was an
almost inevitable result of the tremendous expansion of small boat owners in the past three years.
The club has designed its own pennant, and an
enthusiastic response of boat owners to the club
idea has already brought in a substantial membership.

With several hundred boats in the district——

and their numbers growing daily—Powell River
Yacht Club will probably be one of the strongest
groups in the municipality.
ANNUAL MEETING

Following the custom of the last ten years,

Powell River Company directors and executives

visited Powell River last month for a special meeting
with local citizens and shareholders. Operations of
1958 and prospects for 1959 were outlined; with

Mr. M. J. Foley, President, as principal speaker.

Tea and refreshments were served and old friendships renewed ina friendly relaxed atmosphere.
MAY-JUNE, 1959

Flower heds and attractive lawns surround Company’s office building.

section of the
A\ Section
ofPowel]!
the Powell
River plant person-

nel is listed under Mel]
Gardeners. [hese men

nave the responsibility of keeping the

areq around the

plant buildings and

approaches, neat
ana attractive oat
ali times. Ihe presence of appealing
lawns and floral dis-

plays is a very im-

portant part of modern

mill design. It is rightly

considered that drab, va-

cant and unkept areas

aground a plant are a direct

criterion of lack of interest by
management.

in contrast, a bright

and attractive appearing mill area

Lawns and rockeries fil! the area between Mill Stores and No. 8
Paper Machine building.

Paved approach, flanked with lawn and flowers, have been added to
Steam Plant front.

reflects favorably on management outlook and approach. With the Powell
River plant area com-

prehending over 80

acres, mill gardeners

have a busy and

challenging job on
their hands. Eacn
new change or addition requires new

landscaping. Un-

sightly banks must

be covered, untidy ap-

proaches transferred
into lawns. and flower
beds. Good plant house-

Keeping creates. contfi-

dence in the visitors and
customers and contributes

directly to employee moral. It is

an integral part of modern and

progressive industrial operations.

Colorful flowers brighten the mill approaches.

POWELL RIVER'S “MR. PAPER MAKER” RETIRES
APER Mill Superintendent, Walter Snyder, who
has spent a lifetime in making paper, and who
first started with the company on June 3, 1913,
has retired.

To the paper makers in

who know that he can do anything they can on
the machines.

if there was ever a case of a man in his proper
niche, it is Walter Snyder, who since the age of 17
nas followed the paper mak-

Powell River—and hundreds

in trade. He started out

in the industry across the

as a youngster with Crown-

continent — the

qnmounce-

Willamette at Oregon City

in 1912. Eight months

ment will be greeted witn

later he heard of the
new four machine mill in
operation at Powell River,
British Columbia, waved a

mixed feelings.

While pleased that Wal-

ter will be able to enjoy
many years of pleasant

greatly missed by the paper
making fraternity of Powell
River. He is truly Mr. Paper

tond farewell to Washington,
and headed north. That was
on June 3, 1913, and save for
an odd few months break in
1918 and 1922, he has been
in Powell River ever since.

Maker, the master craftsman,
who knows paper machines,

orate plans for retirement,

leisure and relaxation, after

an extremely active and
vigorous life— he will be

Walter has made no elab-

in all their moods, as few

but is casting an eye on some

men do.

of the near and far distant

Paper making has been

almost a hobby with him.
Paper machines are in his

fishing locations he has heard

of in his travels aground the
country. Next to paper makWalter Snyder, Master Paper Maker.
bones, and he is never haping, fishing and hunting are
pier than when there is a
his great hobbies—and his
repair, clean-up or installation job to be done. Local
many old friends wish him the very best and good
paper makers declare that Walter, if given time,
fishing in the years ahead.
Rove

could dismantle and reassemble an entire newsprint

But, its an even bet that if Walter selects a

machine, without leaving a single nut or bolt

fishing spot, there will be a paper mill in the

displaced.

vicinity!

In his paper making career at Powell River, he
has actively participated in the installation of our
four largest machines, and has watched production
climb from 200 tons in 1913 to over 1500 tons daily
in 1959. He has worked on and helped dismantle
or assemble every machine in the mill.
His outstanding ability has been recognized by
successive promotions from boss machine tender to
assistant paper mill superintendent, and then to the
top of the paper making ladder as paper mil! super-

intendent. He is highly respected by his crews,
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rrank H. Brown, Coi. Grosvenor, Mrs. Grosvenor, Duchess of Abercorn, Duke of Abercorn, George W. O’Brien.

istinguished British Visitors Inspect Plant
DUKE OF ABERCORN AND

tirms have already erected plants and others are
in the construction stage.
Powell. River Company are specifically concerned with the area. It has been selected as the
site of the company’s new fine paper plant, which

COLONEL GERALD GROSVENOR

ARE PRINCIPALS IN THE BIG

will be in operation next year. Another Powell

River subsidiary, B.C. Paper Converters Limited,
nas just completed its new building, adjacent to
the fine paper mill site and is now in production.
Annacis Island involved a huge capital outlay
on the part of Grosvenor-Laing Estates and the
demand for space has been brisk. it will, in the
near future, probably be British Columbia’s best
KNOWN island of industry.”

ANNACIS ISLAND INDUSTRIA

DEVELOPMENT NEAR VANCC P

ss *

“thetheDuke
Duke and
andDuchess
Duchees
of Abercorn
of Abercorn
and Colonel!
ad Coes
and Mrs. Gerald Grosvenor. They were on a
business and pleasure trip to Vancouver and flew
up to Powell River for a tour of the plant. They

Representatives of various British Columbia paper companies photographed

O'Brien and Mr. Frank H. Brown, C.B.E., and

Court, Smith, Davidson & Lecky; D. Murphy, Barber-Ellis.

were accompanied by Company Director George W.

welcomed by Vice-President R. M. Cooper.
The Duke of Abercorn and Colonel Grosvenor
are interested in many British and Canadian enterprises—one of the latest of which is the Annacis
island development, controlled by the Grosvenor-

Laing Estates, of which Colonel Grosvenor is a

partner.
This island, lying in the Fraser River near New

Westminster, is rapidly becoming one of British
Columbia’s most compact industrial sites.

Many
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during a short trip to Powell River last month (back row, left to right):
vl. J. Lucas, Crown Zellerbach; R. Benson, J. C. Wilson Ltd.; M. E. Miller.
Columbia Paper; R. Milne, Pioneer Envelopes. Front row, left to right.
A. A. Hugman, MacMillan & Bloedel; W. Marshall, Coast Paper Ltd.: T.

I entree

“smo RAND),

OMe MITE.

eu Pep .
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Miser
Resa
om
a ne
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his freighter is approaching Powell River docks carrying

clay from Europe. Clay is one of the important raw materials
used in the production of newsprint and the purest variety

used in the plant must be imported from _ overseas.
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The Queen at the official opening of Queen Elizabeth Theatre in Vancouver.

For six weeks the full glare of the
publicity spotlight was concentrated
LA. Lundie. Editor.
R, F. Metcalf, Staff. Pho

on Her Majesty's trip. In what was
perhaps the most demanding sched-

ule ever faced by a public figure,
COVER PHOTO.

this gracious and dignified lady, our

uy Me Baer ground. 8 Gl

Queen, met and talked with Cana-

roads.

dians in hamlets and villages, in cities

and towns, on farms and in industrial
plants.

This attractive silhouette was mounted on T. Eaton store in Vancouver.

Welcome fo Pour Majesty
Millions of Canadians from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from

the Arctic to the American border, gave the Queen and
Prince Philip a real welcome to Canada.

ROM June 18 until the end of July, the focus
of public attention centered on the Canadian
tour of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth and His

Royal Highness Prince Philip.
For six weeks, these two unparalleled ambassadors of Commonwealth goodwill travelled from

the Atlantic to the Pacific, from the international
boundary to the Arctic Circle.
Her Majesty, facing a demanding schedule of

public appearances that would have tried the
endurance of the hardiest, saw her Canadian
subjects in many and varied facets of their lives.

The Queen officially opened the St. Lawrence
Seaway, the great inland water artery which
“- flows through Canada and the United States to
serve the Great Lakes. She dedicated new buildings,

opened numerous public projects, including British
Columbia‘’s Deas Island Tunnel. She travelled the
highways and byways, in addition to attending the
scores of public functions arranged in her honor.
She presented colors to famous Canadian battle

regiments, the Royal Twenty-Second and the
Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry. She
visited hospitals and schools, and talked with
thousands of the ordinary people of Canada. She
visited Indian tribes and talked to Indian chiefs.
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A smiling Queen greets guests at tneatre opening.

This gracious lady, who like her father, has

Eisenhower, a man whose achievements and person-

accepted her duties with a deep sense of dignity,
responsibility and understanding, has dedicated
herself to being a Queen and she has seen and
talked with her subjects in all corners of the globe.
No one who followed the Queen’s triumphant tour
across Canada will question the loyalty and affec-

ality have made him a popular figure with

conviction that—
“She is truly a Queen”

and genuine welcome, unsurpassed even in her

tion she has instilled in the hearts of Canadians.
Canada can say with quiet pride and with deep

Canadians of all ranks and opinions.

The Queen’s visit to Chicago, where she

received a truly royal reception from the citizens,

was another outstanding event which made the tour
a memorable one. Chicago, which in the past has
not been reluctant to express its opinions of Royalty
generally, extended Queen Elizabeth a spontaneous
tour across Canada.

It is only in recent years that a reigning

sovereign of the Commonwealth has visited Canada.

The first Royal visit was in 1939, when the late
King George VI and the Queen Mother Elizabeth
toured Canada. The present Queen's first appearance as Queen of the Commonwealth was in 1957,

when she opened Canada’s Parliament—the first
time such a duty had ever been performed by a
sovereign.

Other British kings have visited Canada—but
not during their reign. The Duke of Windsor, as
Prince of Wales, made several trips, official and
unofficial; George V toured Canada at the beginning of the present century as Duke of Cornwall:
and Edward VII, when Prince of Wales, visited the
Dominion.

The changing nature of the Commonwealth—
and the benefits of quick air travel have combined
to make periodic visits by the Queen to all corners
of the Commonwealth and Empire desirable and
easier to accomplish.
There are many highlights on this latest tour
of Her Majesty. On this occasion, she was joined
by the President and Vice-President of the United

States —-and Canadians had the privilege of
welcoming as the Queen’s guest, President Ike

The Queen is officially welcomed to B.C. by Premier W. A. C. Bennett

(left). Mrs. Bennett and Prince Philip look on.

The Queen with Vancouver’s Mayor Alsbury at Empire Stadium.

rier Majesty talks to Indian Chief at Nanaimo, B.C.
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Amalgamation of Powell River — MacMillan
and Bloedel Companies Proposed
facilities possessed by these two great companies,

and in combining the technical know-how and
efforts of research and production ‘personnel, we

hope to make important progress in improved
production techniques,and in product quality.

The two companies are in many respects

Harold S. Foley
Chairman
Powell River Company

complementary to each other, each specializing in
certain forest products which the other does not
produce, and each having marketing facilities not
possessed by the other.
J. V. Clyne
Chairman

MacMillan & Bloede!l Ltd.

We believe the amalgamation will allow us to
regain and retain our position in the rigorously

competitive world markets. This, in turn, will
HE proposed amalgamation of Powell River
Company and MacMillan & Bloedel Limited,
two of British Columbia’s largest producers of

provide greater job security and increasing employ-

forest products, was announced June 30.
The amalgamation, if approved on the proposed
basis by shareholders of both companies, would
Dring into existence a co-ordinated industry with
present gross sales of approximately $225, 000,000,
large for Canada but small compared to the giants
in the U.S. forest products industry. Both companies nave been in existence for a long time; both

Shareholders of Powell River Company will be
asked to approve an increase in share capital! from
the present 4,800,000 shares (4,200,000 issued) to
22,000,000 and a 2-1 split in the stock for Powell
River shareholders. Powell River will offer MacMillan & Bloedel shareholders 7 shares of the new

have highly trained specialists and skilled personnel, and their combined forest reserves give
consumers greater assurance of regular supplies
and deliveries into the forseeable future.
Flarold S$. Foley, Chairman of the Powell River

Company Board of Directors, stated the general
purpose and conception of the proposed amalgamation in a letter to shareholders. rie said:

“At meetings of the Boards of Directors of
Powell River Company Limited and of MacMillan &
Bloedel Limited, held simultaneously in Vancouver
at 2:30 p.m., June 30, 1959, approval was given to

a plan for amalgamation of the two companies,
subject to acceptance by shareholders of both
companies.

The new company would be called MacMillan,
Bloede!l and Powell River Limited. Some months

will probably elapse before all the details can be
worked out. Particulars of the plan are contained
in letters being mailed today to shareholders of
both companies.

With the pooling of resources of men and
JULY-AUGUST, 1959

ment opportunities for the employees of both
companies.”

stock for 3 formerly held in the old company.
If the shareholders approve, it is expected the
amalgamation will not be completed until early
next year, and the story of the amalgamation and
something of the background and development of
the two companies will be reviewed in greater detail
in a later issue of the Digester.

M. J. Foley
President
Powell River Company

Rm. Shaw

President

MacMillan & Bloedel Lid.

“Fastest Growing County in
‘dhe Fastest Growing State”
FULLERTON
PLACENTIA

\ What They Say of

ORANGE
COUNTY
Disneyland, which has seen ove 15,000,000
people pass through its gate in the pc four and

one-half years, is’ one of the many

Features of Orange Caunty. Another is the tremen-

deus surge, which has caused this former

‘ orangegrove area to be described as “the fastest
growing county in the fastest growing state.”

“The last official United States census took
Hqce April |, 1950. At that time the population

of Qrange County stood at 216,000. Eight years
laterNt was nearly 550,000 or 160 percent greater
ror the nited States as a whole during the sa
eight yearsNhe increase was approximately 14 pér
~~

cent; with the State of California being 35 per

cen¢.

HEY tirst named it Orange County, begause t
its location in the heart of the famous Set
orange groves of California. But, today

This prodigious growth is mirrored in the

paper circulption, advertising lineage and

print consumption figures of Orange C

orange groves are fast disappearing before thé:.
encroachments of population and industry. Housin

tracts, manufacturing and assembly plants,

research centres, distribution warehouses and
shopping centres are springing up wheré orange
trees recently flourished.

Today, Orange County is well known as the

home of Walt Disney's Disneyland, an acreage that
was once almost exclusively devoted to the culti-

vation of oranges. Ihe fabulous Disneyland is
an internationally famous attraction and over

éreasing demands for paper by the

newspaper pUblishers. Probably two out

wews@gper pages are printed on Powe

its two dozen week

All the five avtfies.
News-Tribune, Garden"
Daily News and Sant
River newsprint. Also

qa private submarine fleet and a monorail transit
system to vie with his already famous Amazon

Daily News, Orange >
h Register, use Powell
ng Orange County and
supplementing the five aning dailies published
within the County, are th wo large metropolitan

and adventurelands. A fifteen storey replica of

Times and Los Angeles Examiner.

$26,000,000 have been invested in its development
and expansion. Recently, Walt.Disney has added

River trip, his old railway system, his frontier towns

Switzerland’s Matterhorn delights and amazes the

tourist. His submarine fleet consists of eight
submarines which carry the visitor under a polar
ice cap, past the lost city of Atlantis, through a
graveyard of sunken ships — with hundreds of

colorful fish — shark, manta ray, octopi and
legendary sea creatures swimming in the ‘‘Disney
Sea.”’

‘..

Los Angeles morning newspapers, Los Angeles

The former also

prints a regional Orange County edition of the
Sunday Los Angeles Times.

Among the most popular sailing centres of

southern California is Newport Harbor in the Balboa
Bay area, where the Newport Harbor News-Press

and the Costa Mesa Globe-Herald, both users of

Powell River newsprint, have their offices and

Dressrooms.
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Here’s a typical Orange County scene, showing how the inrush of industry is displacing the great orange groves of the area. included in the picture are
Kimberly-Clark Corp., Arcadia Metal Products, Standard Products, Ensign Carburetor Co., Sylvania, Moore Business Forms, National Cash Register.

The Major Industries
of the Continent—Research
Centers, Aircraft Plants, Insurance
and Financial Firms—Are All Moving
Into Fast Growing

ORANGE COUNTY
PRES ig a OER

Hughes Aircraft Company Products Group, Semi Conductor Division,
Newport Beach.

Allstate Insurance Company (Sears) Regional West Coast Offices,
Santa Ana.

county. Representatives of the pulp and paper
industry are in the forefront of this growth, with
Moore Business Forms, Kimberly Clark, Growers.
Container (St. Regis Paper Company), Menasha
Containers and Dixie Cup (American Can Company), all owning properties within its boundaries.
Industrial research centres are springing up,
including the exotically-named Aerodynamics and

Propulsion Laboratory and the Aerothermo-

chemical Laboratory of Aeroneutronics Systems Inc.

(Division of Ford Motor Company) at Newport
Harbor.

Richfield Oil Corporation, United States
Borax and Chemical Corporation and Robertshaw
Fulton Controls Company have erected facilities in

Anaheim. Beckman Instruments Inc., one of

whose divisions produces precision potentiometers
(plus components for more than two dozen different

missiles), and the ground systems laboratory of
Hughes Aircraft Company, both have impressive
facilities in Fullerton. In Orange County, too, is
the Giannini Research Laboratory in Santa Ana

which specializes in research on high temperatures

and their effect on materials (plasma physics

research). At Giannini, heats up to 15,000 degrees

Xeldin are probed. These research centres are

supplemented by numerous others serving a variety
of industries.
ea ale

Preview of tomorrow—here today at Disneyland! America’s first daily
operating monorail trains travel silently over a concrete ‘“‘highway in the

sky’’ on the Disneyland-Alweg Monorail System. The monorail trains
carry 82 passengers.

Further south along the coast is the favored

resort section and artist colony of Laguna Beach, a
popular holiday mecca of western Canadians. This

delightful town is served by the Laguna Beach

South Coast News and the Laguna Beach Post.
The County has numerous smaller communities

whose names date back to the days of Spanish
ownership of the great ranchos that existed in

today’s Orange County—La Habra, Placentia, San
Clemente, San Juan Capistrano, and Yorba Linda.
This chronicle would not be complete without
mention of the industrial growth in all parts of the
Orange County’s famous Newport Harbor, where tiny cat boats are almost
as common as Dicycies.

Some of the best known names in North
American industry have located major manufacturing plants in Orange County or are in the
Process of doing so. A partial listing of these
companies includes the Delco-Remy Battery
Division of General Motors, the U.S. Industrial
Chemicals Division of National Distillers, Northrop
Aircraft, Kraft Foods, Hunt Foods, National Cash
Register, Dow Chemical, Anaconda Wire and Cable
and a great many others.

The individual distribution map shown in the

cut gives a schematic idea of the explosiveness of
the Orange County expansion. A great many more
orange groves will disappear during the sixties as
this burgeoning county capitalizes on the seemingly
relentless long range trend showing vast numbers

of the United States population migrating to the
shores of the Pacific Ocean.

syivania Electric Products Inc., Fullerton.

New 8.C. Paper Converters plant on Annacis I[siand.

Powell River's Smafllest but Fast-Growing Subsidiary. . .

B.C. PAPER CONVERTERS OPEN NEW PLANI
EN YEARS ago Powell River’s smallest subsidiary, B.C. Paper Converters started operations in the heart of Vancouver's industrial!

specialities. In a decade of operation the “smallest

subsidiary’’ has extended its business throughout
western Canada, Northwest Territories—and some

qred.

shipments have been made to overseas export

Today it is still our smallest subsidiary—but a
growing, prosperous and confident one. in June
last, B.C. Paper Converters

The firm is another “first” in the paper industry
for British Columbia, pioneering the field of small

| moved into its new and
| modern home on Annacis

Island at New Westminster,
next door to the company’s

fine paper site also mentioned in this issue.

The growth and develop-

ment of this small but fast
expanding member of the

Powell River family was

originated by Henry MacLachlan, employed in the

In addition to its roll manufacturing, B.C.

Paper Converters is doing an increasing business of

roll slitting and rewinding for printers and other
An 84” wide slitter, capable of handling rolls up to 56” in diameter, is an important
part of the company’s equipment.
The new building on Annacis Island (see cut)
is modern and spacious, providing for continued

converters.

expansion.

The firm is now well known in British Columbia

printing and converting circles. Under Henry

office. He conceived the

machine for the moanu-

future is bright.

idea of introducing a

facture of small roll paper specialties, chiefly from
newsprint.

He sold his idea to company officials and

opened up a small plant with a staff of two, and one
machine producing teletype rolls, business machine
rolis, rolls for cash registers, etc.

Business for the first few years was slow, but

expanding population and introduction of new office
equipment, combined to generate steady improvement over the past five years. The plant now has

Six machines in operation, producing all types of

small business rolls, teletype paper and other
JULY-AUGUST, 1959

business machine roll converting.

MacLachlan it has given first class service. it is
no longer an idea, but a prosperous, fast growing

companys Vancouver
Henry MaoLachlan

markets.

company, whose development is assured and whose

The Annacis Island plant moved their

machinery from Granville Island in Vancouver at
the end of June, and Henry MacLachlan and his

staff of twelve men and women opened a new page
in the history of their young company.
Another view, showing office (right) and approaches.

sales manager.

In February, 19955, when Powell

River Forest Products was formed, Gordon was
named sales manager. He rejoined Powell River
Lumber in 1958, and in March 1959, was appointed
general manager of that company.

Promotions tn

Field

Gordon is considered among the outstanding

young executives in the industry in British
Columbia.

He was recently appointed president
of the Western Red Cedar Lumber Association,
one of the major groups formed to develop and

publicize the cedar lumber industry in British

Columbia, and his election to this post is recognition
of his service to the industry. He was also named
vice-chairman of the Canadian Wood Development
Council at a recent meeting in Montreal of Canadawide regional wood associations.

Fred Ridley joined B.C. Manufacturing in

January, 1954, in lumber sales and went to Powell
River Forest Products along with Gordon when that
company was formed. He was with Glaspie Lumber
Company in sales for many years before joining the
Powell River organization. Fred has an extensive

background in lumber sales and an_ intimate

knowledge of marketing problems in the foreign
and domestic fields.

Mike LePage, appointed assistant sales manager, has been closely associated with Gordon and
Fred in sales for several years. rie joined Powell
River in 1953 and prior to this gained experience
in the lumber field with a local sawmilling firm.

Powell River Lumber Company was formed in
1958 to consolidate the former subsidiaries’ B.C.
Manufacturing Co. Ltd. and Westminster Shook
Mills Ltd., located at New Westminster, B.C., and
which were acquired by Powell River in I951.
These plants have enjoyed a long and honorable association with lumbering in the west dating
back to 1903. They now operate under the name
of Powell River Lumber Company Limited-——B.C.M.

Division and W.S.M. Division.

Gordon Douglas

ARLIER this year Gordon Douglas, Fred Ridley
and Mike LePage received promotions in the

Powell River Jumber

Gordon was named general manager of Powell

River Lumber Company Limited while Fred was
appointed sales manager of Powell River Forest
Products Limited and Mike assistant sales manager.
Gordon is a native son of British Columbia and

a graduate of the University of British Columbia.
He joined Alaska Pine & Cellulose Ltd. in the midA0‘s and early in 1953 joined the B.C. Manufac-

turing Co. Ltd. (now Powell River Lumber Company
| imited). In March of that year he was appointed

Fred Ridley

Mike LePage
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Take Out the Small Trees First
it Cuts Down Damages,

Perhaps Costs...
That's the Theory Behind

EW and interesting experiments promise to

bring about wide changes in western logging.
In our last issue we outlined the importance
of the recently introduced steel spar tree in woods
operations.

This time, its prelogging.
For the past several months, prelogging operations have been conducted on the rugged slopes of
the Gordon Pasha watershed near the Powell River
plant.

What is prelogging? It is a preliminary selective cutting operation undertaken before the main
portion of the standing timber is removed.
in the normal logging procedure, small trees

are felled at the same time as the larger ones.

This invariably means high breakage of the small
species that stand in the path of the falling giants.
To minimize this loss, “‘prelogging’’ harvests the
smaller trees first.
Small logs are yarded out with steel spar and loaded with a Lorraine

shovel. ihe fogs are bundied on the truck.

smaller trees, many of

All trees 22 inches or smaller in diameter are
telled, bucked, limbed and yarded out between the

larger trees which remain standing. By this

method as much as two-thirds of the total number
of trees in the original stand are removed, but only
about one-third of the total wood volume.
ror this experiment, one of the new steel spars

is being used to yard out the small logs, to the

loading area where the logs are bundled and trucked
away.

What is the objective of “‘prelogging’’? it is
primarily to minimize falling and yarding breakage
so that aq maximum amount of wood can be harvested from a given area.
Is it an economic operation? We do not know
the answer as yet, but with the help of the Forestry

Branch of the Department of Natural Resources
(Federal Government) we hope to find out. A team
of six men supplied by the Forest Branch, carrying

stop watches and scale sticks, is conducting a time

and motion study of the logging method. The

result of their check should tell the logging company

how much more wood is available—and whot its
harvesting cost will be.

The experiment nas been widely discussed pro
and con by loggers and operators—and it is being

watched closely by the logging fraternity of the
province.

Loggers generally agree that there will be some
saving of wood in removing the smaller trees. Some
consider the wastage of small trees is not sufficient

to justify the cost. still others feel the industry in

the west may be on the verge of an important

discovery that may open up a new chapter in the
history of logging.
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Many Old Friends and New

Ail the Pages of

OUR VISITORS’
SUMMER ALB
ITH lovely summer weather greeting old
friends and new, June and July were booming

months for visitors.

The waters of Powell

Lake were smooth and inviting; the fish were
SOME Soe ee

RS, > el il he Sabie. ele <> +2

Back: B. Warnock, Vallejo Times-Herald; H. Grover, R. Benne,

generous and broad minded; Rainbow Lodge, nest-

ling in its protected cove, guarded by the tree

D. Conger.
Front: Mrs. Warnock, Mrs. Grover, Mrs. Benne, Mrs. Conger.

swathed mountain slopes, was a cool and restful

Frank and Mrs. Blethen, other members of the Seattle Times staff and
friends: Back: Fred Kubasta, “‘Times,’’ Mrs. J. Mesdag, Mr. J. Mesdag,
Mr. Gerry Pennington.

ing houses were among our visitors. We were

haven.

Publishers and representatives of many publish-

particularly pleased to have with us some old and
special friends of long standing: Mr. A. Moscarella,
former publisher of the Vancouver Province, now

retired, and Mrs. Moscarella; Tom Brooks, who

started his industrial career with Powell River and
Brooks-Scanlon, working as a lad out of college at

Powell River and Bend, Oregon; and Mr. Frank
Blethen of the Seattle Times and Mrs. Blethen.

Both Vancouver Province and Seattle Times have
been using Powell River newsprint since the first
rolls came off the original machines in 1912; and
Tom Brooks’ father was the first secretary of Powell
River Company when is was incorporated in July,
191].
We were equally pleased to welcome the many
guests shown in the accompanying photos and we
hope that they enjoyed their stay with us.
Front: Mrs. Blethen, Mrs. Kubasta, Mrs. S. Capiloto, Mr. Capiloto,
Frank Blethen, Mrs. Pennington.

Mr. Fergus Hoffman and Mr. A! Brock, Seattle P.{., and a group of
Seattie business friends are shown above:

Back: Richard Maginot, Fergus 1. R. Stanisiaus, Af Brock,
ao

oOI1rOTtia. —

Visitors from the Bay Region found the fishing good on Powell Lake:
Back: Wes Suman, C.P.A., W. G. Werner and J. A. Luczak (Alameda
Times-Star), W. A. Hislop, L. S. Hislop.

Front: Mrs. Suman, Mrs. W. Hislop, Mrs. L. S. Hislop, Mrs. W. Werner,
Mrs. Luczak.

From Riverside and San Bernardino, California, came Howard Hays, -

Jr. Riverside Daily Press: John D. Lonergan, Howard Hays, Sr.,
president of the Press; J. A. Guthrie, president, San Bernardino SunTelegram, and Or. Dan Hays.

found |
Rakersfield Californi
Publisher ne eatin
ne on eee (jake lates
found
Back: Mrs. Charles Linfesty, Sam M. Crim, Walter Kane, Judge Frank
Noriega, George Barnett.
a

Front: Betty Lou Kane, Mrs.
Barnett,
Marcha Linfesty, Mrs. Kane, Mrs.
orlega,
Mrs. Crim.

| ewww
Back: H. Dunbar, Don Berry (Snohomish Tribune), Chas. Gemmer,

Back: James Richter (Acme Colorprint), Melvin Sykes (San
Hernardino Sun-Telearam T. B. Haskell (Vancouve B.C.),
)

Front: Mrs. Dunbar, Mrs. Berry, Mrs. Gemmer, Mrs. McGee.

Front: Mrs. Moscarella, Mrs. Richter, Mrs.. Haskell.

Washington visitors,
including
ofvune.
the Snohomish
ripDune, aQroppe
Nn auring
Horace McGee (Snohomish Tribune).

TO ee eras ichar We Bandon
oe

rrom Montana and Arizona we welcomed:

Back: G. Garrett (Tucson), L. Cole (Great Falls), M. Garrett
(Tucson), B. Huntingdon, B. Cushman (Great Falls).
etree ail a

Front: L. A. Morton (Tucson), Mrs. M. Garrett, Mrs. E. Morton, Mrs. T.
riuntingdon, Mrs. Cush E. Cushman.

;

Tom Brooks (right), met many old friends on his visit in July. rie was
accompanied by Zarah Chapman (left), Miss Kate Barton, Rt. Rev. W.
Barton and Mrs. Barton.

Aerial view of fine paper mill under construction.

Inset—view along first floor.

ME expansion of Powell River Company‘’s wood

who now feel the move is justified by growing

using facilities, announced earlier, is moving

population and demand, particularly in the lower

and on Annacis Island, construction crews are
pushing forward the erection of the Flakeboard

the fifty tons to be manufactured daily will be

ahead on schedule.

Over in New Westminster

and Fine Paper plants.
Both plants—flakeboard and fine paper—are
the first of their kind to be built in British Columbia.
Their completion will broaden the production base
for the company.
The Flakeboard plant is being installed imme-

diately adjacent to Powell River Lumber Co.—
B.C.M. Division at New Westminster. The new
plant will use cedar flakes manufactured from sawmill trim. it is a natural expansion of sawmilling

activities with highest economy and efficiency in
operation.

Production of flakeboard, featured by its

attractive finish and non-warping qualities is being
watched with special interest in business and indus-

trial circles. Public reaction has been favorable

and marketing analysts predict a good sales
reception.

The plant should be completed and in
Production before the year’s end.

The Fine Paper Plant — Powell River’s first

move into the field of specialty paper—is expected
to be in operation next summer. With the anticipated upward acceleration of our economy in the

next two years, the production “‘timing’’ should

bring this new product on the market at an opporTune moment. The movement into the fine paper
area has long been considered by company planners,
POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

mainland of British Columbia. The larger share of
marketed within the boundaries of the province.

The Annacis Island locale—one of the fastest

growing and more attractive industrial sites in
British Columbia, was the final and considered
selection of management. Rail, power and water
facilities are at hand. The island, owned by the
Grosvenor-Laing Estates, has been specially geared

for industrial development. The plant is in the

neart of the most populous centre; and shipments
to any part of the province or to overseas markets
can be made quickly and efficiently.
Meantime, the concrete mixers, the welders,
drillers and steel men are on the job. Foundations
nave been laid. Columns are going up and by next
summer the $8,000,000 expansion program will
have been completed and further wood products
added to the growing list bearing the Powell River
laDdel.

Flakeboard Plant, to be completed this year, is progressing on schedule.

QUEEN ELIZABETH THEATRE STIMULAT
CULTURAL LIFE OF VANCOUVER

hota i iyi oo ape

Vancouver’s new Queen Elizabeth Theatre. Seating 2,800, the building nas latest in acoustics, comfort and
stage setting. it was offictaily opened by the Queen on July 16.

‘aT IS my pleasure that this fine auditorium be named the Queen Elizabeth Theatre.”

These Were the words of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth, when, among her many public
appearances in western Canada, she officially opened Vancouver’s new $6,000,000
auditorium during the International Festival this year.
The auditorium is considered by many to be among the finest of its kind in the world.
This judgment was endorsed by Hanya Holm, New York choreographer, who pronounced the
theatre and its appointments “‘outstanding. ’
Vancouver citizens, who have waited long for a worthy cultural centre in their city, believe
the wait has been worth while. The theatre stage is the largest in Canada—-125 feet from
side to side, with a proscenium opening /5 feet wide. The depth is 65 feet, which can be
increased to 85 feet by raising a five section hydraulically-operated platform stage into position.
There are 80 sets of counterweighted lines tor raising and lowering scenery and backdrops. With the orchestra shell, the stage will accommodate 100 musicians and a choir of
300 people.

Total seating capacity is 2,800 in “generously spaced seats as comfortable as a lounge
chair in your living room.’’ Speciai acoustic properties have been added, which designers
believe will equal those of England’s renowned Festival Hall.
The theatre will featur extensive stage lighting installations controlled from an electronic
pre-set console which operates 340 separate circuits. included in the lighting facilities are:
six sets of border lights; 48 spotlights over the acting area; 25 ceiling spots in front of the
proscenium arch, balcony spots, and high intensity follow spots together with the usual
assembly of flood lights, spot lights, light trees, etc., used at stage level. Complete scenery
can be projected onto the stage cyclorama by means of special projectors. An elaborate
high-fidelity sound system can boost any sound from the stage and direct it evenly to all
parts of the theatre.
Not the least of the theatre’s attractions are its facilities for intermission enjoyment in
air-conditioned lounges and lobby areas. There will be an attractive restaurant accommodating 200 people as well as several refreshment counters; landscaped plaza complete with
fountains, flowers and shrubs.
Facilities for the actors leave little to be desired. There will be eight separate suites of
rooms for stors. These will be completely appointed and will include telephones, shower and
lounge facilities. In addition there will be two large general dressing rooms accommodating
50 men and 50 women respectively. Included in the plans are an artists’ lounge, a musicians’
lounge, a large rehearsal room that occupies an area almost as big as the stage, rooms for

costumes, sewing, laundry and work shops, office space for permanent staff and visiting
management, and ample box office facilities.

“The city has waited a long time for this,"" Mr. Panrucker, the manager, said, ~ but

perhaps the waiting was a blessing in disguise. Now we have been able to incorporate the
very latest in theatrical developments and Vancouver has ao theatre that compares favorably

with the very best in the world.”
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Increased Skills

and Study Encouraged

New and Original
Mechanics’ Program
Increases Employee

Incentive
XPANDED opportunity for emplcyees,

“evelopment of increaced skills and greater

efficiency in operation.”’
These were the objectives behind the recently
introduced Mechanics’ Program, initiated by Powell
River Company this year.
Basically, the purpose was to provide a strong
pool of mechanics, with known skills available for
any emergency or special tasks.
Up to the introduction of this program, the four

classes of mechanics, A, B, C+ and C were
dependent for promotion on a vacancy occurring.
In a plant like Powell River, where the number of

mechanics in each category is maintained on a
set level, the C+ and B mechanics might face an
indefinite period before moving on to the higher
rates.

The new program, based on the individual's
own initiative and application, guarantees promotion to B and A grades within a stipulated time

seniority as a major factor in promotion. Class C+
mechanics, whatever their plant seniority, cannot
be raised to B level unless they qualify by examination; and the same is true for promotion to Class A.
One question frequently asked is: ‘‘But won’‘t
you soon have an over-supply of Class A men on
your pay roll, with additional costs?”
The Company's answer is ““many Class B men

are even now doing similar work to Class A, but
cannot go ahead because of ‘‘establishment’’ regulations. If we have more Class A men, they will be

better qualified, will have greater skills and, we

believe, far more interest in their work. We believe,

in addition to being a sound and fair plan, it may
well prove economical in a few years.”

period.

Briefly, it works on the following basis:

A man after being selected for one of the

trades will work as a Class D Helper for six months,

and will then be qutomatically promoted to Class
C. After working six months at this level, the man
will be eligible for promotion to Class C+ Mechanic
when an opening occurs.

After promotion to C+, the man will work two

years in this bracket and then, providing he passes
on-the-job tests and a written examination, he will
be promoted to Class B Mechanic. After two years
as a Class B Mechanic, he will be promoted to Class

A Mechanic, once again after passing on-the-job
and written tests.
The advantage of this plan, which is still rare
in heavy industry, both to employer and employee is
evident.
By setting definite tests and examinations, both

practical and written, the Company knows that a
man has attained a certain standard of performance
in line with what he is expected to know.

The employee, once he has reached C+

Standard, knows that if he passes his tests he will
automatically be raised to Class A in four years—
with pay and privileges of his rank. To a considerable degree, it eliminates the overall compulsion of

There are hundreds of different types of mechanical operations in Powell
River. A typical one is shown above of Elliott Stromberg operating one
of the drill presses.
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WILLIAM MANSON RETIRES FROM LOGGING DIVISION
N AUGUST, the retirement of William “‘Bill’’

he has served as manager
of Salmon River where his
past experience in both the
practical and firfancial sides
of the business have been
invaluable to the company.

Manson, manager of Salmon River Logging, one

of Powell River Company's main logging sub-

sidiaries, was announced by President M. J. Foley.
His retirement came after forty years in the logging
industry of British Columbia, in which time he has
become widely known and respected among woods
operators and loggers.

baseballer

and top soccer player in his

younger days, Bill in addi‘tion to being a past president of the B.C. Loggers
Association, is also a past
president of Shaugnessy

A native of Nanaimo, British Columbia, Bill

received his education in public and high schools

of the lower mainland, started off as a bank
clerk for a year—and then headed overseas.

Since 1919, ne has been associated with the
lumber and logging industry. In 1932 he was a
log salesman and office manager for Green Point
Logging Company; and later secretary-treasurer

and director. In 1945. he became managing
director of Salmon River Logging Company, which
was bought by Powell River in 1951. Since that time

William Manson

Heights Golf Club.

The Digester joins his

legion of friends in the logging and athletic circles

of the province in wishing him continued good
health and pleasant relaxation in his well earned
retirement.

==
WHAT DO THEY DO UP POWELL LAKE?
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FISHERMEN GET COUGAR

While the fish were biting, the cougars were
SWIMMING. At least this one was. Jonn D'Angio
and Steve Nassichuk were out in a boat on Goat
Lake up near the head of Powel! Lake.

Two Powell River hunters, John D’Angio and Steve Nassichuk, caught this
seven-foot cougar swimming in Powell Lake.

FISHING IS STILL GOOD

On the outdoor front, fishing continues to
draw the spotlight. Two fishing derbies, each of
which attracted hundreds of entrants, have been
held in'the past month.
Several good catches have been made by local
sportsmen.

Walt Elly’s 6’2-pound trout won the

single day's trout derby on Powell Lake. The Rod

and Gun Club nine-day derby saw Ted Bertram
come out on top with a 25-pound spring.

A cougar

suddenly flashed close to the boat, apparently
swimming across the lake. The big cat, about
seven feet in length, was killed after a churning
struggle around the boat. (Several years ago, a
cougar, in the same place, attacked and damaged
a boat in which a Powell River man was fishing!)

NEW SMALL BOAT HARBOR
It is expected that plans for the new small boat
harbor in the Powell River area will be completed in

July. The addition will be built by the Federal

It rained on July 1—came down in buckets for a while—but the cars
were out in force to take the kids to the sports—train cr shine.

Ken Macken’‘s seven-year-old granddaughter set

the rail birds on their ears in late July when she
hooked on to an 18%-pound spring a few hundred

yards off shore, and with the help of grandpa
successfully landed the big fellow.

IT RAINED—BUT THE YOUNGSTERS
CARRIED ON
Our national holiday, July 1, didn’t break any
“a>

records for sunshine. In fact, it rained heavily
most of the time. But the youngsters weren’t
daunted, and a surprisingly large audience turned

out to Willingdon Beach with the youngsters, to

watch the races and entertainment. The Westview
road was slippery, but the cars were packed for a
good two blocks opposite the beach. (See picture.)
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Government and work is expected to start in
September. The move is widely welcomed by
Powell River residents who are among the most
boat conscious group on the coast, and will greatly

assist in relieving the crowded condition of the
present anchorage, which is bursting at the seams,
as more and more small boat owners turn up. “Soon
almost as many residents will own boats as they do

cars in the district,“ a boatman declared. As in
many. other favored sea front areas, the expansion
of small boat ownership has been phenomenal in
the past three years.

THE GARDENS ARE BLOOMING TOO

With plenty of moisture to work on the roots

in the early months of the year, and with the
“Queen’s weather’ in July and August, gardens
and lawns are making their best appearance in
years.

Two rather outstanding garden specimens have
been unearthed recently. Attracting wide attention
was Ben Silvestrini’s two-colored rose. The two
shades stand out conspicuously—one side a clear

and beautiful white, the other, a deep soft pink.
Ben has been working on this particular specimen
for the past several years, crossing various flowers,

experimenting with different seeds, to come up
with his present perfect and uncommon specimen.
98. . eff @ aff g *
A second§ sf... . excellent
in the gardening club
goes to Ewart Craigen, former electrical superintendent, who came up with an 1 1-bloom lily, all the
blooms appearing simultaneously. itis a beautitu |!
flower and as far as we are aware, no other local
gardener has been able to report eleven blooms on a

lily at one time.
The untque, carefully nurtured two-color rose raised by Ben Silvestrini.
(See story).
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Everyone seemed to get in the act last month. Two youngsters, Jerry
Mattson and Gordon Persson, come up with a big one.

Ewart Craigen, former electrical
superintendent,
is proud of his rare
“pioom
Titty.

With Strikes

and What Not...
Lots of Things Have Happened
Since We Saw You Last
HE past six weeks have been busy ones around

Powell River. We have had problems—high

adventure, excitement and activity.
Events began to speed up early in July. The
effect of a possible strike by the woods and sawmill
workers had been anticipated by the company, and
a large inventory of logs had been cut, placed in
the water and boomed before the strike deadline
on July 6.
Consequently our log and storage ponds (see
pictures) were busy centres. They were crammed

to maximum capacity as the panting tug boats

hauled their long flat rafts to mill storage. Millions

of feet of logs, legitimately boomed before the

Strike, were available to maintain production and
keep our customers supplied without interruption.
The right to move these pre-boomed rafts without
interference has been upheld in the courts and by
local unions.
The MacMillan-Bloedel-Powell River amalgama-

tion was naturally the talk of the local realm for
several weeks. The overall advantages—consolidation, exchange of skills and know-how, expanded
efficiency were all thoroughly rehashed in public
and private forums on all street corners.
The office staffs, particularly the accounting
division, worked late at night preparing up to date

and complete financial reports for the first six
months of the current year.

For a few days before the amalgamation

rumours had begun to circulate and naturally were
transmitted to employees. But few had any idea

of the big amalgamation about to be proposed.

Office headquarters (right, adjacent to mill premises), was a busy place
in July as the Accounting Staff worked on half year statistics.

On the whole, it was probably one of the best
guarded secrets in the history of the industry in

British Columbia.
Of course in this period the amalgamation and
the strike had plenty of competition from the fish
who were biting well.
it was tremendous news in industrial circles,
but not big enough to keep the fishing clan away
from their normal haunts.

And on the national scene, of course, there
was the Queen’s visit—so all told, we had quite a
few things to keep our minds. working in July and
early August.
J

The log and storage ponds were hives of industry before and during !.W.A. strike.
Left: logs in pond. Right: foreshore, log barge and crowded storage pond.
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New home of Wharf Supt. Pete Hunter at Douglas Bay.

A typical employee’s hcme in the Wildwood area.

Many New and
Attractive Homes Spring Up as

Powell River Follows the
Move to Suburban
Areas
OE se dere Or

Frank Noseworthy, B.C. Electric chief in the district, is the proud owner
of this home.

Herb Hindle’s attractive Wesiview residence.

BOB BONAPARTE APPOINTED
MANAGER, POWELL RIVER SALES
HE appointment of Robert L. Bonaparte as
manager of Powell River Sales Company was

announced last month by R. G. McHugh,

President.

Bob, who joined Powell River Sales in July,
1958, has served as marketing manager for the
past year and his appointment to the responsible
post of manager will be welcomed by his many

friends in the trade, and in the Powell River

organization, where he has become popular and
well known.

With his wide background in marketing and
sales experience, Bob is well qualified for the
responsibilities of his new post.

He is a graduate of Columbia College, class

1947, where he was chairman of the student body
and class salutarian. He has an outstanding war
record, having served with the United States Navy

Air Corps and United States Air Force, and was
awarded the Air Medal with three oak leaf clusters
for his outstanding achievements as a navigator.

In his short career with Powell River Sales
Company, Bob, by his own personality, knowledge
and sense of responsibility, has gained many new
friends. We know that he will be equally successful

with all his business contacts, both as manager

of the Powell River Sales Company and a nice chap
to Know for himself.

Pulp and Paper Labor ontract Signed
AGE negotiations between British Columbia
pulp and paper companies and the locals of
the International Unions have been settled
amicably. The main provisions of the agreement

Main Features:

include a 3 per cent wage increase for all

employees; four weeks holiday after twenty-five
years; three cents an hour extra for midnight shift,

I. Overall wage increase of 3%.

and an additional 2 cents an hour for Class A and B
mechanics.

The tour weeks holiday after twenty-five years
was naturally welcomed by older employees. The
cost of this concession weighed much more heavily

2. Four weeks holiday after 25 years.

on Powell River Company than on other firms,

3. Increase in night shift differential.

Tne wage agreement of 1957-1958, which
followed a twelve-week strike, already granted

4. Additional increases for “A” and
“B” mechanics.

many of whom have none or only a few employees
in this category.

three weeks to all employees with over five years
service.
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Type of straight, strong fir from whioh cones are selected.

This year has produced the best
crop of fir cones in a twenty-year

cycle and Powell River foresters

are taking full advantage of the
opportunity. Cones are selected
from the finest trees, the seed is

stored available for replanting.

Haslam Lake, near Powell River, showing forest area in which cone
picking was carried out.

Careful and scientific picking of fir
cones aids conservation and

plants the seeds for

THE MASTER FOREST RACE OF THE FUT
BOUT five miles from Powell River, in the

Haslam Lake area, Powell River foresters are
carrying out an operation that may have a
far-reaching impact on the future forest development of British Columbia.

The operation is the careful and scientific
picking of fir cones, whose seed will be later used
for replanting cut-over areas. Forest experts state
that there has never been such a plentiful crop of

fir cones for the past twenty years—and the

conservation-conscious forest industry of British
Columbia is taking full advantage of the opportunity offered.
The objective of the foresters is nothing more
or less than the creation of a Master Race of trees
-—-a vigorous, strong race from which the sick and
ailing, the weaklings, the halt and the maimed
have been eliminated.
!

In the Powell River operation on Tin Hat
Mountain, the work is being carried out at the
1,500-foot level. In other parts of the Province

the cone picking will be conducted at both lower
and higher elevations.
The forester carefully surveys the area, selects
and marks out for picking the finest, straightest
trees—trees that have developed strongest resistance to frost and other afflictions that plague our
forest specimens.
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A bounteous harvest of fir cones greeted the pickers this year.

At this point the British Columbia Forest

Service comes into the picture and co-operates
witn industry. The Forest Service stores the seed
at constant pre-determined temperatures until
planted in nurseries.
The locale of the original cones, the elevation

at which they were picked, the type of soil in
which they grew are recorded in the nurseries and
the individual companies are certain of receiving
back the seedlings grown from the original seed.

The tree of the future, fifty to one hundred
years hence, will see the beginning of the new
Superior strain of trees—faster growing, perfect

specimens, disease and pest resistant and better
able to withstand the rigors of climate. Foresters
estimate that, on an average, a cut-over area will
reproduce itself in about 85 years—under conditions of natural growth. By scientific selection of
seed it is hoped to reduce this cycle to 50 years or
less. The industry is looking far ahead to preserve
and improve its new material of the future.

The Tin Hat mountain operation is being

carried out by Company foresters with the help of

local high school students. They skin up the

righ schoo! boy at werk with his bag picking cones.

The cones are collected, packed in sacks, and
shipped to a seed extraction plant in Vancouver,
where the seeds are separated from the cones,
cleaned and prepared for storage.
Forester, Don Schon, left, records each sack as picked.

selected tree, protected by safety belts, with both
hands free to pick into a sack. The lads are paid
by the sack, and the work provides an opportunity
to earn some pocket money—at the same time to
gain first-hand knowledge of the industry on which

the prosperity and development of their district
depends.
Close-up view showing the general forested area in the vicinity of
riaslam Lake.
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Honorable George Vanier.

An outstanding Canadian, he brings to his
high post a distinguished record of
service as statesman, soldier, diplomat

CANADA'S NEW GOVERNOR-GENERA
WO hundred years ago, on the Plains of

Abraham just outside the ancient fortress city
of Quebec, the forces of England and France
were pitted in a struggle which changed the entire
course of history on the North American continent.
On that day, September !I3, 1/95, the winner

in the field was General James Wolfe and the

vanquished, the Marquis of Montcalm. Both gallant
officers died in the short-lived battle, but it was not

the military outcome of the battle which was so
important, rather, it was the mark it left on what

was to be the nation called Canada.

Now almost two hundred years to the day, a
French-Canadian, Major-General George Philias
Vanier, has been appointed by Queen Elizabeth to
act as her personal representative in this country.
His Excellency is the second distinguished
Canadian to hold this office, succeeding the popular

Rt. Hon. Vincent Massey who held the vice-rega!
honor for seven and a half years.
In the First World War, as a founder-member
of the celebrated Royal Twenty-Second Regiment,
the famed Van Doos of two world wars and the

Korean campaign, he was twice wounded, and after

the war began to acquire the skills that will serve
him well in his new office.
He first learned the rigid protocol of Governy=

ment House in Ottawa in 1921 when he was
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appointed aide-de-camp to Governor-General the

Viscount Byng of Vimy, and to the Viscount
Willingdon who took office in 1926.
In the field of international relations, General

Vanier represented Canada at such gatherings as
the London Naval Conference and the Assembly

of the League of Nations. In 1931 he was
appointed secretary to the Canadian High Com-

missioner in London and worked under High

Commissioner Vincent Massey, whom he succeeds

as Governor-General, from 1935 until he left to
become Canadian minister to France in the troubled
year of 1939.

When the German army smashed its way into
Paris, Vanier made a dramatic escape to England.

He then acted as Canadian minister to the

various governments-in-exile which functioned in
London, including General Charles DeGaulle’s Free

French movement. Twelve days after Paris was
liberate he returned, nat as minister, but as a
fully-fledged Ambassador, and remained in Paris
until his retirement in |953.
And so, 200 years after the Battle of the Plains
of Abraham, a descendant of the pioneers of New
France sits in Government House, the representative of Her Majesty in Canada, a nation far greater
than Jacques Cartier, Samuel de Champlain, the
Marquis of Montcalm or General James Wolfe ever
dreamed possible.
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Artist’s conception showing present small boat harbour, left, and proposed addition, right.
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With nearly 2,000 small boat owners
Powell River welcomes

EXPANSION OF SMALL BOAT HARBOR
ERHAPS the outstanding feature of recreational
activity on the Pacific Coast today is the almost

fantastic inroads of the pleasure boat into our

lives. Not only on the coast, but on practically
every lake, river and stream on the continent,
there is a swelling outcry for more and more
berthing space from boat-conscious citizens.

in coastal cities, hamlets and villages, the

objective is now ‘‘a car and a boat” in every garage.

like all others on the coast, couldn’t cope with the
enthusiasm of a boat-conscious populace.

The extension (see picture) will help relieve
the strain—and provide breathing space for the
large numbers of foreign yachts using the harbor
in the summer months.
At the same time a new rash of boat owners,

only waiting for berthing space, will swell the

Powell River is no exception. The small boat

ranks of our small boat navy.

epidemic is sweeping the area and seldom a day
passes that a new owner doesn't tie up around the

2,000 boats of all sizes and horsepower. Regis-

already congested Westview boat harbor. The
district has practically arrived at the stage where

the chief advantage of owning a car is to transport

its owner to and from his boat berth—or to haul
his boat from one location to another.
Like the automobile, the small boat is a family
possession. Youngsters from five years upward
join the family for an evening whirl of fishing in
the straits, or across the water for a picnic ona
nearby island.

The phenomenal jump in the small boat

ownership has jammed every available berth or
anchorage along the coast and the federal government, confronted almost overnight by a new
problem, is endeavoring to provide additional

accommoaation.

Tenders for more than doubling the size of the

present small boat harbor have been let, and
construction of the new facilities started in September. The original anchorage was constructed

primarily for commercial fishing craft. With the

expansion of. the pleasure boat activity, the harbor,

in the Powell River area today there are nearly

tered craft of 10 H.P. or over number nearly
1,400. These figures are fairly substantial for a
total population of 11,000. Boat owners believe
this figure will be doubled in the next few years.
It is optimistically anticipated that the extension to the. present small boat anchorage will
handle demands for the next five years. Total

width of tne addition will be nearly 800 feet.

Initial construction will include three slips, each
approximately 300 feet long—in all 1,800 feet of
berthing space. Each can be extended a similar
distance, if necessary, in the future. The enclosure
will be dredged to a minimum depth of ten feet—

sufficient to accommodate most of the private
yachts that travel the coast.

Powell River's strategic position on the coast
—an average day's run by boat from Vancouver
-—has focussed attention on mooring facilities. in
the area, by the hundreds of visiting yachtsmen.
Construction of the enlarged anchorage areas will
be as welcome to them as it will be to the expanding boating fraternity of the district.
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Substanial capital expenditures to improve

quality of product are a regular feature
of operations. This time a

New Head Box and

Expanded Oil Storage
Are Installed
60,000-barrel ol! tank under construction.

N the past decade, Powell River Company has

completed many major expansion projects.

These include new paper machines, new wharves

and other projects involving large capital expend-

itures. These represent the more spectacular
installations which receive wide publicity, through

the outlay of millions of dollars.
But behind these big developments, regular
and essential expenditures have been and are

Along with the head box, new selectifier screens
will replace the old bird screens; the foufdrinier
wire will be lengthened. The installation will mean
an expenditure of approximately $250,000—and
its main purpose is to further improve quality of
newsprint production from this machine.
In the Riverside area, above Number 9 machine
room building, construction of a new 60,000-barre!

being made each year, all designed to modernize
equipment, reduce costs, increase efficiency and
improve the quality of the product. In total these
less glamorous, but vital installations, aggregate
many millions over the years.
Several such installations are under way or in

oil storage tank has been completed. The tank
will handle high viscosity oil for use in the steam
plant—a move that is expected to substantially
improve efficiency and reduce costs.
Fuel tank will be heated in the oil tanker at

August 27, No. 3 Paper Machine was closed down

former 10” pipe. A new feed line from the tank
will lead direct to the steam plant. This will be a

the planning stage at Powell River today. On

to allow the installation of a new Head Box,
similar to that on Number 7, 8 and 9 Machines.

Nc. 3 paper machine room was a hive of activity as service crews went
about installation cf new headbox.

dockside and pumped by a 16” line, replacing the

temperature-regulated line—a necessary addition,
since the high viscosity oil must be heated above

regular temperatures’ to flow freely through the
IpDe.

The 60,000-bbI. tank will sit beside the two,
already installed 30,000-barrel structures, to
which it will be linked by connecting pipes.
This expansion of oil storage capacity will offer

a definite advantage in tanker unloading. The

average tanker on the Powell River run will hold
about 105,000 barrels of oil, and the entire cargo
can be absorbed by the new storage capacity.
This is the first time the plant has used high
viscosity oil for the steam plant—and the temperature-regulated pipe line to this area is the
first of its kind used in plant operations.
Simultaneously, plans have been prepared for
the introduction of semi-automatic finishing rcom

equipment in Number 3 and 6 paper machine

rooms. This has already proved highly successful
on three other machines.

Each year the wheels of improvement grind

steadily on-——now a new, faster and more efficient

sawmill carriage, now a vacuum couch transfer,

new head boxes, or speeded-up machines, extension of warehousing or wharfage facilities—scores

of installations all directed to one basic aim—
improvement in product quality.
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Back row, left to right: Alex Law, Russ Swanson, Ned Thomas,

Gilbert Kaynor, Columbia Basin Herald, all from Moses Lake, Wash.

Frort row, left to right: Letan Kaynor, Todie Thomas, Eileen Law.
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Mr. and Mrs. Bill Blethen, Seattle Times and, front, sons Bob

and Biil, Jr.

active and pleasant

Summer as

Back row, left to right: H. Landon, attorney, Seattle; J. Grant,
Seattie Times; H. Cahill, General Manager, Seattle Times, and J.
Guinn, Saies Manager, Sunny Jim Products.

Front row, left to right: Mrs. Landon, Mrs. Grant, Mrs. Cahill and
Mrs. Guinn,

Back row, teft to right: Harry Bennell, Sacramento Bee; Gus Kortstein, Charles Lacure, McClatchy Newspapers inc.; Glen Young,
Fresno Bee; Henry Ryan, Modesto Bee.

Front row, left to right: Mrs. Mildred Bennell, Mrs. Mary Lacure,
Mary Ryan, Mrs. Greba Young.

Back row, left to right: E. Larson, Honolulu Star Bulletin; Dr.
C. F. Zigrang, Los Angeles; E. W. Warren, Warren Trucking, Los
Angeles; Leo McNally, J. P. Scripps Newspapers, San Diego.

Front row, left to right: Mrs. Pan Larson, Mrs. Jeanne McNally,
Mrs. Bonita Zigrang, Mrs. May Warren.

Left to right: David Cater, Pasadena; Hoyt Cater, Publisher, Burbank Review: Mrs. Hoyt Cater, Michael Cater, John Whitney, Forest
Whitney, Phoenix Newspapers, Phoenix, Arizona.
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Front row, left to right: Dr. S. Rowbottom, Kent, Wash.; C. B.

Lafromboise, Manager, Washington Publishers Association, Seattle,
Wash.; W. B. Gavin, Chelan Valley Mirror, Chelan, Wash.
Back row, left to right: Bruce Helberg, Bellevue, Wash., Publisher

Bellevue American; Jim Garrett, Linotype Corp., Seattle, Wash.

Back row, left to right: O. R. LaNew, San Diego; Robert Clinton,
Pacific Power Co., Tacoma, Wash.; L. Hall, Blake Moffitt & Towne,
Tacoma; J. B. McGoldrick, Washington State Liquor Control.
Front row, left to right: Loa LaNew, J. P. Scripps Newspapers, San —
Diego; Mary Clinton, Mrs. McGoldrick.

Back row, left to right: E. C. Gustavson, Consolidated Press,
Seattle; M. E. Stevenson, New Westminster Columbian, New Westminster; R. W. Ballantyne, New Westminster Columbian, New
‘Westminster; W. Holloman, Seattle, Public Relations; K. Einar
Carlsen, Consolidated Press, Seattle.

Front rwo, left to right: Mrs. Stevenson, D. Stevenson, Mrs. Ballantyne, J. Ballantyne.
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Sack row, left to right: Bill Maver, Pueblo, Colorado; Frank 5S.
rioag, Jr., Publisher Pueblo Newspapers, Pueblo, Colorado; Nelson
Roberts, President West Holiday Co., San Francisco, Cal.

Front row, left to right: Neva Haver, LeVert Hoag, Betty Roberts

Back row, left to right: King Williams, Herald, Pasadena; Bill
Markham, Van Nuys; Ralph Markham, Van Nuys News, Van Nuys;
Art Folz, Antelope Valley, Promdale, Calif.

Front row, left to right: Mrs. King Williams, Mrs. C. F. Young,
Mrs. A. Folz, Mrs. R. Markham.

Back row, left to right: Harold Schlotthauer, General Manager, San
Mateo Times; W. Moore, Seattle Shopping News; W. Lupton, Nanaimo Free Press; Mike Schlotthauer.

Front row, left to right: Mrs. Schlotthauer, Karen Schlotthauer,
Mrs. Moore and Mrs. Lupton.

Russ Young, Advertising Manager, Seattle Times; Gust Doces: Buzz
Flowers; George Bell: Charlie Jackson.

Left to right: W. Laird, Paul Moffatt, Berkeley Gazette: W. J. Hunt,
Publisher, Valley News, Gardena, Calif.; Ellie McCoy, Kenneth
McCoy, General Manager, Valley News, Gardena, Calif.: Marie Mof-

fatt, Martha Hunt and Mrs. Ed Boland and Ed Boland, Berkeley

Back row, left to right: M. Herb, J.-J. Herb and S.-R. Graham,
Westminster Raper Co.

Front row, left to right: D. K. pireland,
- Mrs. J. M. Cox and Mrs.
ert,
g

Back row, left to right: P. Dewey, San Francisco Chronicle: Judge
ri. Kaufman, H. Budde, Budde Publications, San Francisco: Bill
Duba, Van Nuys News; Jack Lopas, Bill Hexner, Contra-Costa
Gazette.

Front row, left tc right: Mrs. Lily Budde, Mrs. Kaufman, Alice
Duba, Lynn Hexner, Mrs. Lopas.

Back row, left to right: John Ellinwood, Phoenix, Arizona: Tom
Clark, Tucson Newspapers, Tucson, Arizona: Deane Funk, Santa
Monica Evening Outlook.

Front row, left to right: Mrs. Ellinwood, Mrs. Ciark, Mrs. Funk.

Left to right: Hazel Janisch, Seattle; Betty Lette and Barbara
Caler, San Francisco.
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Colin Henry

Don MacLaurin

Don MacLaurin, Colin Henry
Head New Operations
ROGRESS on Powell River Company‘s new Fine

Paper Mill on Annacis Island is proceeding

well on schedule and plans are being made for
the opening next year. Meantime the services of
Donald J. MacLaurin as management consultant
on the project have been secured.
Mr. MacLaurin has had a wide background in

the pulp and paper industry and has an international reputation in the technical field. He is

no stranger to Powell River and among his qualifications for his present post is his four year service
(1946-1950) as control superintendent and technical director at Powell River.

Graduating from the University of B.C. in

chemical engineering, he became chief chemist
with B.C. Pulp and Paper Company at Woodfibre.
He left to take his M.Sc. degree at the Institute of
Paper Chemistry at Appleton, Wisconsin.

After five years of distinguished service with
the Royal Canadian Air Force, Don joined Powell
River Company, leaving in 1950 to take the position of chief of the pulp and papermaking section
of the Institute of Paper Cnemistry at Appleton.

Powell River this year and next will pioneer
both fine paper and flakeboard production
in Western Canada—under highly experienced direction.
A. Henry, who comes west for the first time, armed

with a solid record of achievement in specialty

wood products in Eastern Canada and the United
States.

Colin Henry graduated in forestry from the

University of Liverpool, England, in 1939. For the
next five years he had little opportunity to practise
nis profession. War broke out and he served with

the British army until 1944. On discharge he

joined Noel Legh & Company, importers of lumber,
plywood, wallboard and other wood products, and

was promoted to Sales Manager of the plywood
and wallboard aivision.
He left the firm in 1949, emigrated to Canada

and became associated with W. Clare Duffus
Limited, wholesale distributors of plywood and

asha, Wisconsin.

general building products. He was promoted from
sales representative to Sales Manager in 1952 and
in 1954 was appointed Vice-President. He resigned

technical and production fields of pulp and paper,
and his personal knowledge of the company and its

under the name of C. A. Henry Ltd. in Toronto—an
agency handling all varieties of building products.

Latterly he was technical director and general

- superintendent of Gilbert Paper Company at Men-

Mr. MacLaurin’s unique experience in the

technical personnel ensure a high standard of
supervision in the formative months ahead.
Late this year, Powell River Company will open
its new Flakeboard Plant at New Westminster. This
product, new to western Canada, necessitates the
employment of specially trained and experienced
supervision.

Managing the Flakeboard Plant will be Colin
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this post in 1956 to enter business for himself,

He operated his own company for two years
and in 1958 became affiliated with the Homasote
Company of Trenton, New Jersey, as Vice-President and General Manager of their new Canadian
division.
in August, 1959, he accepted the offer to join
Powell River Company as Manager of the new and
challenging Flakeboard operation.

Cs
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N recent months, Newfoundland, Canada’s
youngest and most easterly province, has occupied much space in our daily newspapers. “That
government's relations with trade unions and the
colorful personality of its Premier, Mr. Smallwood,
have provided good copy for newsmen and special
assignment reporters.
QUEBEC
But while the “‘youngest’’ province, Newfoundland is one of the oldest and first. developed areas
on the North American continent. Its history dates
back to the voyage of the earliest explorers, the
Vikings, who_ originally landed at Newfoundland

and Labrador in the 10th century. Fifty years

before Columbus discovered America, fishermen
from the west of England were dipping their nets
in the Grand Banks, one of the world’s most famous
fishing areas.

CORNER BROOK

©

in 1497 John Cabot officially re-discovered
the island for England—and in the following cen-

tury Portuguese and Spanish navigators explored

NEWFOU|

its coasts. British sovereignty was proclaimed over
“* a

the island by Sir Humphrey Gilbert in

se en 1983 —- making Newfoundland the

NTICos7, Isa
N

J

“first.and oldest colony claimed by the

English -crown; and the start of

Britain’s overseas empire.
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For the next three centuries, Newfoundland was largely a fishing outpost of Great

Britain. The Grand Banks was a favorite rendezvous of English trawlers, and the fishermen
re

season Wee
The Brinch
ie batEC
~~ season
wasavon
over.
The bre
“so Sidered the long fishing voyages as good
training for future naval recruits, and until
the dawn of the 19th century. permanent
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To the lads of the R.C.N.
Newfoundland was the beginning

and the end of their convoy
routes across the Atlantic.
“NEWFIE to DERRY”

been discussed on many occasions, without too
enthusiastic a response from Newfoundlanders. In
1946 a vote was taken to decide this: issue——but

was turned down. Finally in 1948, the people of
Newfoundland, by a very small margin, voted for
union—and in that year this oldest colony of the
Crown became Canada’s 10th province.
in the past twelve years, the new province has

progressed but is still suffering the -inevitable
growing pains of a changing social and economic
environment.

is a trip scores of ex-Naval boys
of Powell River will long

almost athwart the entrance to the Gulf of St.

remember.

the coast of Labrador. ©
The resources of the province, which include

The present province of Newfoundland, lying

Lawrence, includes both the island of Newfound-

land and the adjacent, mainland territory along

large timbered areas, mining deposits and considerable water power, are being steadily developed.

Fishing is still the leading industry in respect to

number of persons employed; but only 10 per cent

of the province's. revenue is being derived from
the rich cod grounds of the Grand Banks.
One-third of the provincial revenue is derived
from the now thriving forest industries—pulp and
paper, sawmills and planing mills. The Bowater’s
newsprint mill at Corner Brook is one of the larger
individual units on the continent, with a capacity
of 350,000 tons a year. Another large Canadian

newsprint manufacturer, Anglo Newfoundland

GRAND FALLS

Development Company, has a 230,000-ton plant
at Grand Falls.

©

Although only a fraction of the island and

have been mapped by geologists, the
foundiand’s economy. The great
high-grade iron ore deposits of Ungava are now being developed and

NDLAND

iron ore has been mined at Bell

Island on the southeast coast since
1895.

The capital and largest city of

Newfoundland is St. John’s, with a
population of around 80,000. It is

the commercial and educational!

centre of the province and its harbor

during World War II was the starting point for many Atlantic convoys.

@ ARGENTIA

It was in St. John’s that Marconi

received his first trans-oceanic wire3.
SEY Se
oe

settlement. or development of the island was
discouraged.

Newfoundland became a self-governing. colony

in 1855 and continued on this basis until 1934,

less message in 1901. And it was
- from here that the British aviators,
«Alcock and Brown, took off on the

non-stop trans-atlantic plane
crossing in I919.

_<Fhe sturdy, self-reliant, independent-thinking
“people of Newfoundland are slowly shaking down
in their new role as a province of Canada. The |
adjustment has not been easy—and many compromises, often ill suited to the island temperament, have had to be overcome. But with its great,

and still largely undeveloped forests and mines—
Newfoundland faces an encouraging and pros
perous future. A decade hence and many of the
wrinkles of Confederation will have smoothed out

gynancia’
cifliculties
caused
ble government
and the
islandsuspension
was placed 0! —and Canada’s tenth province will advance in
close step with its nine brothers — all of whom
under a Commissioner of Government appointed
by the British Crown.
faced similar problems following their entry. into
the Canadian Family.
Since 1934 the idea of union with Canada has

Many guests from all corners
of the globe have been
welcomed at picturesque

92 cotrelsoouts

kodge
IFTEEN miles from the heart of Powell River,
nestling in a snug, peaceful cove of Powell
Lake, is Rainbow Lodge. In this restful retreat

Powell River Sales Company, over many years, has

entertained thousands of its friends from all parts
of the world.
The picturesque location, on the tree-girded

shore of Powell Lake, with its clear glistening
waters above which the Coast Mountains rise as
General view of Rainbow Lodge.

Interior of Rainbow Lo dge, with

protective sentinels, has made the lodge an

attractive rendezvous for visitors. Cutthroat and
rainbow trout are plentiful, and along the water’s
edge are many green carpeted trails, flanked by
tall firs, cedars and hemlock. Mountain talls drop
over precipitous heights to the water’s edge—and
many chuckling streams and quiet coves add to
the charm of the area.
Rainbow Lodge, itself, has maintained a nice
balance between the rough simplicity of its early
beginnings and the modernization of recent years.
The origin of a visitors’ lodge on Powell Lake

harkens back to the early 20’s. Accommodation

on the lake at the time was very limited and

furnishings and decorations were strictly utilitarian. The lodges of this era were used largely as
overnight shelters for the fisherman or hunter.
Trips on Powell Lake grew in popularity and
scores of visitors, returning to their homes, spoke
glowingly of their fishing excursions on ““wonderful

Powell Lake.” The first Rainbow Lodge was

acquired in the late 20’s, and accommodations
were enlarged and improved during the 30’s and
early 40's.
In the last 10 years the Lodge has been modernized. Comfortable rooms have been added, a
new and attractive lounge installed, the interior
remodelled and panelled, and modern electric and
plumbing appointments included.
Today Rainbow Lodge is known to hundreds
of publishers and their friends in many and widely
extended areas of the world. They have found it
qg pleasant spot in which to relax, to swim and fish,
to meet new friends in restful environment, undisturbed by passing cars, passing boats or the hustle

and bustle of modern life.

Fishing Is a favorite sport in the quiet coves around the lodgs.

The islands of the Gulf stand out in sharp silhouette in twilight.

NE day, back in 1878, Her Majesty’s cruiser,
H.M.S. Plumper, was cruising up the Gulf
of Georgia, about forty miles south of Powell

the western seas. The memory of these voyages
is perpetuated in the present island names.

in the Powell River area, practically all the

River. She was sailing througn a narrow pass
between the mainland and a small island, not

large islands have the imprint of the English and
Spanish explorations of the late 18th century. The
thirty-mile-long lexada Island, whose northern tip
terminates off Powell River, was named by Captain
Galiano, who travelled through Malaspina Strait

the island ““Thormanby.” Many of the ship's

Spanish namea Jexada island across the Malaspina Straits from

named on Admiralty charts.
Before leaving Victoria, the sport-conscious
British crew had just learned that a horse called
Thormanby had won the Derby at Epsom Downs.
In commemoration of the event, the captain named

officers had had wagers on Thormanby and the

victory was welcome news to the crew. The narrow
strip of water was then and there given its present
name of ‘’“Welcome Pass.’”’

Among the most popular and picturesque

cruising areas in the western hemisphere is along

the British Columbia coast through the Gulf of
Georgia. This favourite rendezvous for pleasure
craft of all nations comprehends that large body
of water lying between Vancouver Island and the
mainland of British Columbia. The hundreds of
evergreen-clad islands, large and small, with their
great stretches of sandy beach, sneltered coves

and enticing picnic glades have brought world

fame to the Gulf Islands.
These islands were among the first territories
visited by the navigators and early explorers of
POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

Powell River.

Manson's Landing on Cortez Island; Twin Islands; Hernando Island.

in Princess Louisa iniet, B.C.

in 1792. The straits between Texada and the
mainland were named after Captain Malaspina.
one of Galiano’s commanders. A few miles farther
north are Valdez, Cortez and Hernando Islands—
all named by Captain Galiano to honour names
famous in Spanish history. Today they are favorite
vacation, hunting and fishing areas.
At the same time Captain George Vancouver
was sailing these waters and his ships travelled in
company with the Spaniards from Vancouver up
through Malaspina Straits, passing Powell River
en route. Today, the cities of Vancouver, Wash-

ington; Vancouver, British Columbia, and

couver Island all honour the memory of George
Vancouver.
Immediately north of Powell River, standing as

a silent sentinel athwart the Gulf, is the wellknown vacation rendezvous of Savary Island,
named after Lieutenant Savary, one of Vancouver's

officers. Nearby is Harwood Island, honoring a
naval relative of Sir Henry Harwood, victor over
the “Graf Spee’”’ at Montevideo.

Far to the north are the Queen Charlotte

Islands, where Powell River Company owns large
limits of Sitka spruce timber. These were named

by Captain Dixon, who followed Captain Vancouver to the West Coast in 179|. He named
them after his ship, the Queen Charlotte.
Another group of islands, Broughton Archipelago near the top of the Gulf of Georgia, keeps

alive the memory of Lieutenant Broughton, a

member of Captain Vancouver's staff.
In the middle and late 19th century, ships of
the Royal Navy were stationed at Esquimalt, near’

Victoria on Vancouver Island; and they carried

out extensive surveys, mapping and charting the
coastal areas. In this period many of the smaller
islands, neglected by Galiano, Vancouver, Malas1959

pina and other early navigators, were ‘filled in’
and charted. A map of the B.C. coastal islands
today reads like an historical roll call of the Royal

Navy. In Jervis Inlet (named by Vancouver in
honour of Admiral Sir John Jervis) near Powell
River, is Nelson Island, commemorating the great-

est of all British admirals. A few miles south is
Hardy Island, in honour of Captain Hardy, Nelson’s

captain at Trafalgar.
in Howe Sound, just north of Vancouver, are
Bowen and Keats Islands, both named after naval

ctficers.

Fornby Island, behind Texada Island, is sim‘larly named, and all through the island-spattered
lower Gulf such names as Gabriola and Galiano
recall the Spanish infiltration of 1792; and Gambier, Newcastle and scores of others, the various
British expeditions of the 18th and 19th centuries.
The West Coast from Portland north is liberally
sprinkled with the imprints of Captain Vancouver.

His careful and minute surveys carried him into
Puget Sound, which honours the name of Captain
Puget, Vancouver's navigating officer. Bellingham

was a lieutenant of Vancouver. Burrard Inlet, on
which the City of Vancouver stands, preserves the

memory of Sir Henry Burrard, a friend of Van-

couver's and later a general in the Peninsular War.

Vancouver named Howe Sound after Admiral
Flowe, one of Britain’s great admirals.
Scores of our friends in the publishing houses

of this continent have travelled through these

islands on their vacations, retracing the steps of

Vancouver, Dixon, Galiano and Malaspina, through

islands, inlets and channels bearing the names
and Keeping alive the memories and traditions of
these famous explorers. Many of them return year
after year, for once experienced the charm of the
islands is hard to forget.

orn
Mai Noukas

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
Two students of Powell River area high schools

were recipients of the Powell River Company
scholarships for outstanding graduates. Each
scholarship is valued at $500 and ‘this year’s

winners were Marsha Hayman and Mai Noukas,
both of Max Cameron High School. Miss Hayman
had an average of 87.25 in all subjects and Miss
Noukas 80.5.

Marsha Hayman

NEW FERRY SERVICE PROPOSED

Powell River Board of Trade are pushing vigorously for a new ferry service, which will link up
the mainland with Vancouver Island—and provide

a scenic land and sea route for tourists. The
proposed venture will run ferries from the mainland across Cortez Island, over the Gulf to Quadra

Island and from there to Campbell River. Certainly it would be one of the most scenic trips on

These scholarships are awarded annually by
Powell River Company—contingent on the winner

the continent and the Gulf Islands, with their long
stretches of sandy beaches and sheltered coves,
are potential paradises for tourists.

JOE RETIRES

the Sacramento Bee, who, on this visit, by-passed Powell River for a
whirl with the Tyees at Campbell River, north of Powell River.
Certainly, after looking at the evidence, a 57%4%Ib. Tyee, we can’t
am Mr. Walls’ Tyee was one of the heaviest caught at Campbell
iy

attaining a minimum average of /) per cent—
and continuing his or her studies at University.

We missed seeing our good friend, Hugh Walls, Business Manager of

Retiring last month was one of Powell River's

oldtimers, head sawyer Joe Trevison, who has been

employed continuously since I913. Hale and
hearty at 65, Joe is enjoying his retirement. On

the same day, he retired his 1928 Chevrolet which
has carried him to.and from. work for the past 31

years. A great baseball fan he is a dyed in the

wool supporter of Cleveland and this year, the first
for a long time, his chances of victory looked more
hopeful.
Joe Trevison and “‘Old Faithful.’’

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

GOLF

Powell River's young club champion, Blake
Cramb, is becoming noticed in B.C. golfing circles.

Two years ago he was a near finalist in the B.C.
Junior Championships. This year he reached the
quarter-finals of the B.C. Amateur, defeating en
route some of the highly touted favorites. On the
first nine holes, in one of his matches, he finished
with a sparkling 31, close to a course record.
ICE HOCKEY
The great winter favorite of Powell River sport
fans, ice hockey, will continue to thrill audiences
in the coming months. Powell River, as a member
of the Pacific Coast Amateur Hockey League, will
compete against teams from Vancouver and New
Westminster on the mainland coast, Nanaimo on
Vancouver Island and Kamloops, in the interior of
the Province. It is an enlarged organization and
should provide some of the finest hockey in years.
The local squad is again very strong and going

ail out for the provincial championship. Crowds
up to 2,000 have turned out for games—a per
capita attendance higher than anywhere else in
Canada. Of special interest this year will be the
game between Powell River and the visiting Japanese All-Stars early in January.
ARCHERY

Ye Olde Game of Archery is again taking hold
ir. Powell River. An archery club has been formed
and membership is very popular, with many couples

joining in the fun. Representatives from Powell
River have already participated in provincial contests, and on Labor Day staged an exhibition for
local crowcas.

Slake Cramb, left, and John Timoshyk competed in B.C. Amateur
Golf Tournament. Blake reached quarter-finals.

EXHIBITION QUEEN

Miss Dale Hancock was selected as Powell
River Paper Queen for 1959. The 18-year-old girl

will preside at major public functions during the

year and will assist at the opening of Powell River
Fall Fair. She competed with other Queens at the
Pacific National Exhibition in Wancouver and was
a strong candidate for top honors. Miss Hancock
(see picture) was on the Powell River float at the
big opening Pacific National Exhibition parade in’
Vancouver.

Miss Dale Hanccck, Powell River Paper Queen, waves to the crowd in the. Pacific National Exhibition Parade in Vancouver.
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riome of ‘‘The Californian.’’

inset Walter Kane, Publisher.

Bakersfield Californian — Voice of Kern County
Editor's Note:

Recently Mr. Walter Kane, publisher of the

‘““Bakersheld Caltforntan,’’ one of California’s well
known dailies, visited the Powell River area. On
his return Mr. Kane was kind enough to devote a
‘full page in his paper with a comprehensive picture
of plant operations and history. The page is reprinted
here tn miniature.

HE Bakersfield Californian, recognized nation-

ally in the United States as one of the finest
independent dailies, has a vital history linked
directly to the development of California and the
West; and like many Californian dailies. its historical roots go back to the gold-mining days of
the 49ers.

The Californian is the direct descendent of the

Havilah Weekly Courier, established in August,
1866, and which published its final issues at the
old Kern County mining town on December 14,
1869. On May 25, 1876, The Courier moved to
Bakersfield—then a small town at the southern
end of the San Joaquin Valley—and was merged
with the young Californian. Weekly publications

continued until April, 1891, when they began
printing a daily newspaper.

In 1897, The Californian was printed in a

rented room on 1/9th Street as a six-column, fourpage newspaper, and in October, 1901, about the
time the oil boom began in Kern County, it moved
into its own quarters on “lI” Street.

By 1911, The Californian, with a circulation
of 7,000 daily, had its own new two-storey brick
building, employed 23 persons within the plant
and 21 in the circulation department.

With the newspaper as the voice of the people
of the Southern San Joaquin Valley, the publisher,

Mr. Harrell, took up editorial cudgels to obtain
development of the great Central Valley Project
which, through a series of big dams and canals in
Northern California, transports water to the arid
and thirsty acres of Kern County.
Cotton growers now boast two and a half bales
of cotton per acre, and its prize: long-white potatoes go to many world markets, along with choice
grapes and other fruits and produce.

In 1926, The Californian moved into its present
modern plant at 17th and “I” Streets, and in 1938,
Mr. Harrell built a new wing to house the photography and engraving departments.

With the death of Mr. Harrell in December,

1946, Walter Kane, then general manoger, became
POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

Former Brooks-Scanion

Supervisor Drops In
founders of Powell River Company in 1909. He
personally recalled many of the founders and

Mr. Holton, left, former Brooks-Scanlon Supervisor, made his first visit
to Powell River, accompanied by Vice-President, Ray Jones.

WELCOME visitor, making his first trip to

Powell River last month, was Mr. Lonny Holton, former Brooks-Scanlon supervisor. Now
retired, Mr. Holton, who first started to work for
Brooks-Scanlon at their Eastport, Florida, mill in
1918, was visiting Powell River to see how the
‘family’ was progressing in other parts.

By “the family,” Mr. Holton referred to the

Brooks-Scanlon organization, who were the original

principals of Brooks-Scanlon, including Dr. Dwight
Brooks, M. J. Scanlon, Jerry S. Foley and his sons
riarold and Joe, and many others.
“While,” he said, ‘Powell River has grown and
expanded into one of Canada’s major newsprint
producers, all the old employees of Brooks-Scanlon
always looked on Powell River as the senior member

of the Brooks-Scanlon family, and as such closely
related to us.”
Mr. Holton joined Brooks-Scanlon immediately
after World War |, where he served overseas with
the United States artillery. He remained with the

tirm until its Florida interests were wound up in
1951, having worked as electrical supervisor at

both Eastport and Foley. Prior to his retirement he
was employed with Proctor and Gamble interests,

who had purchased the plant and properties of
Brooks-Scanlon at Foley, Florida.

publisher, with the late Virginia Harrell, widow
of Mr. Harrell, in the post of president of the
Bakersfield Californian Corp.
Mr. Kane came to The Californian in 1922
as advertising manager, then a one-man department operation. He succeeded to the position

of business manager, and held the office of
general manager before becoming publisher.
Mr. Kane, a native of Marlboro, Mass., was

educated in that state, and has devoted his
entire career to the newspaper business. Since
becoming publisher, he has followed progressive
community development policies and has taken

an active part in civic.affairs.
Mr. Kane is a member of the famous Commonwealth Club of San Francisco and the Los
Angeles Athletic Club. He served as president
of the California Newspaper Publishers’ Asso-
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California Party Visits Canadian
Pulp, Paper Mill at Powell River
BUNK

ciation in 1955 and headed several of its
important committees.

Tne Californian holds 10 national and 1]7

state awards for excellence in journalism and in
June of this year it added an award by winning

third place among daily newspapers in the

United States for excellence of typography, the

presentation being made at the 74th annual

convention of the National Editorial Association.
Today The Californian, with a circulation of

41,000, averages 40-44 pages in its regular
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Further Honours Won by

PIPE BAND
The champion Powell River Pipe Band in full regalia after their
impressive victories in Seattle and Vancouver.

TEWART Trophy for the best pipe band in

British Columbia.
St. Andrew’s and Caledonian Society Trophy
for the best drum corps in the province.
The Robert Fiddes Trophy for the highest award
for individual piping.
The B.C. Pipers Aggregate Trophy for drumrrninid.

The Douglas Trophy for quartette piping.

These are some of the awards which the Powell

River Pipe Band, led by Pipe Major Dave Westie,
brought back to Powell River following the annua!
Caledonian Games in Vancouver recently.
Powell River practically swept the board. They

Some indication of the band’s status was indicated at the memorable and spectacular Centennial
Tattoo in Vancouver last year. Powell River was
the only non-military band invited and Sgt. George

Pryde was selected to organize the united drum
corps of all participating regiments.
it is no exaggeration to state that the Powell
River drum corps is among the best in the world.
Two of these, George Pryde and Bob Hetherington,

have already played in world championship drum
Treams. In Jimmy Yardley and Benny Manson, the

band has two of the finest individual pipers in
Canada—and the remainder are all! close to that
standara.

All have played in such famous bands as

the Edinburgh Police, the Black Watch regiment,
Argyle and Sutherland (Scotland) and the 48th
Highlanders of Toronto.

The drum corps, under Sgt. George Pryde,

In previous competition the band has won major
awards in Portland, Seattle and Victoria, and have
met and defeated the famous United States Sixth
Army pipers. In western Canada and on the Pacific
Coast, Powell River pipers stand supreme—and,
being Scotsmen, are confident this same supremacy

carried off top honors in the senior individual

irrespective of provincial or international borders.

defeated the famous Seaforth Highlanders of

Vancouver for the coveted Stewart Trophy—the
highest recognition available to senior bands in
western Canada.

swamped all opposition; and piper James Yardley
pDIping.

extends from the Pacific to the Atlantic Ocean,

lt was an impressive performance and the band
received enthusiastic plaudits from the big crowd.
The Vancouver Caledonian Games is the testing
ground for pipe bands in British Columbia. riere
the best in the province compete. And here the

judging-and standards are among the highest in

Canada.
Powell River’s showing at the games establishes

the band as one of the best, if not the best, in
Canada, where incidentally piping is of a high
order. The top bands of the Dominion will not
compare unfavorably with most of the famous
bands of Scotland.

Several local pipers have been members of

mid-western and eastern Canadian pipe bands. It
is their considered opinion that the two finest bands
in Canada today are Powell River and the pipers of

the 48th Highlanders of Toronto. This is high
praise, when such great aggregations as the
Cameron Highlanders (Winnipeg), the Argyle and

Sutherland (Hamilton), Seaforths (Vancouver),

Toronto Scottish, the Nova Scotia Highlanders, and
the pipe band of the Royal Canadian Air Force are
in strong contention.

Powell River Pipe Band has won all the major trophies on the Pacific
Coast this year. The above include cups won in Seattle, Vancouver,
San Francisco and Portland.
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With the approach of Christmas, the
woods, hills and streams behind Powell

River begin to don their winter cloak.
Above, Mount Beaton behind the plant
has had its first coating of snow.

Appropriate at this time of year is the attractive
night picture showing the lights of Powall River,
Mataspina Straits.
‘overlaoki
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of “Der Y Merry Chri otmas 7 ae
Co Old Friends and New «
The year now closing has been a significant one in the history of
New plants and new facilities have been installed
or developed; and even more extensive changes and additions may be
expected next year and in the years ahead.
These developments, coupled with the reflective atmosphere of the
Christmas season, bring to memory the many and happy friendships we
have been privileged to enjoy over a period of nearly fifty years.
Powell River Company.

There are some among our readers who will recall their early

acquaintance with Powell River in the Spring of 1912, when our first newsprint was produced.
In those anxious days, when we were neophytes in the art of paper
production, you gave us your faith and confidence and have continued to
do so in the intervening years. Your support in these formative days and
your continued confidence in our people and products have been dominant

factors in the reputation our Company enjoys in the industry and in the
progress it has made.
In the intervening years we have formed new and permanaert
friendships, many of which extend over two and three decades.
Many of you have visited Powell River area—some more #than °°” Bae
once. You have met our people and on occasions participated in our
1 pe eS

community life and activities. There has been little formality in these .

relations.
We have taken “pot luck” with each other—and have found
it
good.
We, in Powell River, like to feel that our relationships, based ‘on

years of mutual understanding, have developed into something far beyond
a “‘satisfactory economic association.”
it has been a warm and understanding triendship, which we prize

highly and which we regard as the finest testimonial to any eftorts we
may have put forth.
And it is in this spirit and with this background that we again
wish you all

A Berg Merry Christmas and a Mappye New Pear
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Drift logs that have accumulated in recent years cn Lois Lake are being salvaged successfully in a two-man operation.

Cedar Shakes for Export, Pulp Blocks
for Powell River, from

A TWO MAN SALVAGE JOB
P ON Lois Lake, a two man operation illustrates an interest-

ing picture of one of the many types of wood salvage

operations encouraged by Powell River Company.

Two local operators George Nassichuk and Ernie Kennedy }
are salvaging drift logs which have accumulated on the lake
over the years.
Cedar logs are cut into shakes, bundled, trucked to tidewater

and shipped out to domestic and foreign markets.
Hemlock logs are cut on the spot into 32°" blocks and trucked

daily to the Powell River plant (12 miles distant) for use in the

groundwood department. Lying in fresh water, the wood is insect
free, clean and represents high class pulp wood.
Pictures of this small salvage operation appear on this page. |

Pile of cedar shakes ready for shipment.

Overal!] view of the cedar and pulp wood operation.
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This powerful Martin Mars plane is one of the four that will make fire prevention history in British Columbia.

New technique in forest preservation as huge 7,000 gallon planes bring
inaccessible areas within easy range of the firefighter

FLYING TANKERS FIGHT FOREST FIRES
«¢

UST like dumping a bucket of water on a

backyard fire.”
That’s how an enthusiastic supporter of the

new Flying Tankers described the process of using
giant aircraft to water bomb forest fires.

More cautious observers are not quite so
optimistic, Dut all agree that the fire fighting
experiment now being undertaken by six leading
B.C. forest firms is bold and imaginative and may

go a long way in reducing fire damage in our

timbered areas.
The new company, to be named Forest Indus-

tries Flying Tankers Limited, will be jointly

sponsored by B.C. Forest Products, Canadian
Forest Products, MacMillan and Bloedel, Powell
River Company, Tahsis Company and Western
Forest Industries.

The firm proposes to use four engined Martin
Mars flying boats, each with a wing span of 200’
and an overall length of 120’ equipped with water

‘ pickup and dropping equipment—to bomb fires
that break out in the areas of member companies.

Purchased from the U.S. Navy, the four Mars
planes were delivered in August and are now
located at Patricia Bay for conversion.

The refitted planes will each have a water

capacity of 7,000 gallons—many times the volume

of any of the planes previously used for’ tis
purpose in British Columbia.
Exponents emphasize the ability of these airsy

craft to quickly reach

regions—and much of,“

areas accessible
tit A
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‘es in: more remote
e

nest, fiber lies in
oe. eS” road. it

may take several days on foot to reach these fires.

A plane could be over the spot in a few minutes
and ina position to extinguish or control the blaze
before it had a chance to spread.

When the aircraft reaches the fire, the entire
load will be dropped almost instantaneously to

afford the greatest concentration. This permits a
quick turn around when suitable water areas are

available, and in British Columbia, lakes, rivers
and the sea are close to most of the main forest
qreqs.
Experts state that under favorable conditions, a third of an inch of water per acre could
be applied every fifteen minutes—the equivalent

of a very heavy rainfall.
Tests already made appear to justify the use of
planes on a far larger scale than has ever been
attempted in the province. Certainly, the logger
in the woods is keeping. his fingers crossed and
noping the big water-loaded boats will eliminate or

reduce the fire hazard that always exists in the
B.C. woods. Fires cause millions of dollars loss
annually in mature trees, and millions more in
young seedlings, starting a second growth cycle.
Even woods closures, during the dry summer days,

may be cut down or eliminated completely with
expanded use of the big aircraft.
To old timers, accustomed to dragging miles
of hose down to a lake and using pumps to bring

up. water, the loading of the Mars tanks seems

almost like a fairy tale. Fitted with special

scoops which will fill the tanks inside the plane
as it skims over the surface of the water at high
taxiing speed, the modern Mars could be the
answer to a logger’s prayer.

Victor Sifton

Stuart Keate

Max Bell

ICTORIA TIMES AND COLONIS

NOW IN “E-P PUBLICATIONS ©
WO old newspaper friends of Powell River have

joined hands with five other Canadian publications to forge one of the strongest press
groups in the country.

The Victoria Daily Times, which has been

buying Powell River newsprint since 1912, and The
Daily Colonist, oldest newspaper in B.C., are now
members of “‘F-P Publications Ltd."’, which has a

total circulation of 300,000 between Victoria and
Ottawa.

Other members of the group are the Ottawa
Journal, Winnipeg Free Press, the Free Press

Weekly (a farm paper), The Calgary Albertan and
the Lethbridge Herald.

This federation is surpassed in circulation

New publications have total
circulation of 300,000.
F-P Group now includes

- Victoria Times, Colonist; Ottawa
Journal, Winnipeg Free Press,

Calgary Albertan, Lethbridge Herald

figures only by the Southam group (540,000).

The new grouping took shape last summer
when Victor Sifton of Winnipeg and Max Bell of
Calgary teamed up to buy the Ottawa Journal.
A few weeks later the two principals announced

a merger of all their newspaper assets in
Publications. ’”’

Mr. Sifton owned the Free Press and Free Press

Weekly; Mr. Bell the Times, Colonist, Albertan
and (at the time) a minority interest in the Herald.

Not long after, Mr. Bell acquired control of

the Herald from H. P. Buchanan and added it to
the “F-P’ group.

On July 17 the new company was announced.

Mr. as Chairman of the Board, said in the

Named as directors were Stuart Keate, vice-

president and publisher of the Victoria Daily

Times, and Mrs. Sifton.
Politically, the new group brings together two
papers generally. regarded as Conservative, the
Journal and the Colonist: and four which have
been historically Liberal, the Free Press, Albertan,
Herald and Times; although each paper has, from
time to time, stressed its independence of any
political ties.

Working with Mr. Malone and Mr. Keate in

associates, 40 per cent. Mr. Bell became president

an expansion of “F-P’s” editorial services will be
Bruce Hutchison, the well-known Canadian author
and journalist, who is editor of the Victoria Times.

vice-president and general manager.

lished in Ottawa, headed by the renowned political
correspondent:.and. editor, Grant Dexter. Future

initial statement that he and his family held 60
per cent interest and Mr. Bell, his family and

of the group.
R. S. (Dick) Malone of Winnipeg was named

7 A strong, four-man bureau has been estab-

Yolo. DIGESTER

Home of the Victoria Press—where the “Victoria Times’ and ‘‘Colonist’”’ are published.

plans call for strengthening of coverage in Washington and London.
Already Max Freedman, correspondent of the
Guardian in Washington, and a former Free Press
editor, is filing copy to the entire group. Specia!

columns and editorial cartoons are being exchanged.

A common advertising office, to serve the
group on a national basis, is operating from

headquarters in loronto.
“One of our basic aims,” President Bell said
in a recent interview, “is to strengthen ‘the voice
of the West’ in the nation’s capital.

‘In the days when John Dafoe, one of the

Great names in Canadian journalism, was editor of
the Winnipeg Free Press, this was a voice heard

not only in Ottawa but throughout Canada.

“By pooling our talents and resources, we

hope to bring forward the many special and unique

problems of the West—freight rates, grain, oil
and gas policies, development of hydro-electric
power in British Columbia, and other important
matters.

““‘In short, we hope to do a job for our readers

by stating, in clear and unequivocal terms, the

viewpoint of Western Canada.”
Many of the key personalities in the deal are
already by-words in Canadian journalism.
Victor Sifton is the sen cf th: late Sir Clifford
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Sifton and has been active at the Free Press for

more than 30 years. Winner of the D.S.O. in

World War |, he has been prominent in the community life of Winnipeg and only recently resigned
as Chancellor of the University of Manitoba.
Max Bell is one of Canada’s best-known young
business men and sportsmen. He is the son of the
late George M. Bell, who acquired the Albertan in

1927. Asa partner in Alberta Ranches, Max Bell

has imported many fine horses to Canada and has

had them run at the Derby as well as at leading
tracks in the United States.
‘“Dick’’ Malone has been at the Free Press for
more than a quarter-century. During World War

ll he rose to the rank of Brigadier, serving at
various times with Col. J. L. Ralston, Viscounts

Alexander and Montgomery.
James Stuart (Stu) Keate is a graduate of the
University of B.C. and was for five years an editor

and bureau chief with Time, Inc., in New York
and Montreal. He is a past president of the Boy

Scouts Association of B.C. and the Yukon (being
succeeded in 1959 by M. J. Foley, president of
Powell River) and at present is aq member of the
executive committee of the Canadian Press and
the Senate of U.B.C.
Grattan O’Leary continues as president of the
Journal, assisted by |. Norman Smith, in charge
of editorial operations.

Careful inspection of every splice is made by machine room operators.

~- Ves, We Do Have Complaints,
By rigid checking and automatic
controls we try to keep them
down to a minimum.
N the course of a year, all newsprint producers
receive various complaints on defective rolls.
Many of these are due to human error—at the
mill, in shipment, unloading or in handling on the
presses. Others are a direct result of the processing

itself and cannot always be spotted by the manufacturer. And this, despite an elaborate system of
quality control, starting from the moment the raw
materials reach the mill—through their conversion
to newsprint and on past the winding and wrapping
—until, in fact, the roll is lowered into the hold of
the dockside freighter.
Yes, we do have complaints, and a brief discussion of the more common ones may help our
many friends in the pressrooms to a better under-

standing of some of the problems involved in
producing the material for their daily runs.
POP-OPENS

Pop-opens are breaks in the paper web within

a roll and may take place just after tne roll has
been wound, during transit or in storage. They
The backtender carefully ‘‘feels’’ the reel to detect hard or soft spots.

may be due to excessive temperature or humidity

The winder crew carefully inspects reel for holes or cuts.

changes. They may be caused by too much tension

during winding, uneven tension or from a hard

spot in the roll. Again they may result from

detective splices or waste paper or “‘garbage”’ in
the roll.

In the production process at the mill, every

effort is exerted to eliminate conditions that might
cause pop-opens. Winders are fitted with automatic tension controls and other equipment deSigned to eliminate as far as possible human errors.

But human errors do occur and it is virtually

impossible to eliminate them completely.

SLIME HOLES
Slime holes and other types of holes may occur

in the newsprint sheet and cause trouble on the
press at the slitters, former or troller. Usually the
so-called slime hole is the result of an accumula-

tion of slime and pulp which has built up in the
pulp system and broken loose. Slime in the paper
mill system is controlled by the use of bactericides
and good housekeeping, and in Powell River every

effort is made to keep this problem well under
control. But, some small holes will pass unnoticed,

Since the paper is wound at speeds up to 6,000

fpm. Thus, although every precaution may be

exercised to prevent their occurrence, some paper
containing holes will inevitably be received in the
pressroom, regardiess of the source of the newsprint.
SLIVERS OR HAIRS ON THE EDGE OF THE
SHEET

Newsprint is composed of wood fibers, and
every care is taken during the stock preparation
to remove all fibers or bundles of fibers over a
certain size, by passing the pulp through metal
screens. Screens constructed to pass the normal
fibers will not in every case prevent such foreign
matter as human hair or fine fibers from reaching
the felts and carrying on to the newsprint sheet,
where they may cause “hair’’ cuts. Slivers which
may also cause a press break are usually hard
wood fibers, which, after the newsprint is manufactured, dry out and become separated from the
surrounding fibers. Such defects are rare, but may

occur from time to time from a wood condition,
over which the newsprint manufacturer has no
control. Screen breakage and contamination of
Company stevedore reports damage before roli is lowered to the hold.
t will be returned for rewrapping.

Wharf checker catches roll damage before it leaves the dock.

the pulp after passing through the screens are also
potential hazards.
SPLICES

Newsprint manufacturers have made a number

of comprehensive studies of methods of making

splices which will give the least trouble on the
press. In general, the method in use today has
proved satisfactory, and few complaints are now
received on faulty splices.

Quality control and rigid inspection through

all phases of production are inherent in the modern
newsprint mill. Few industries maintain such large
engineering, technical or research staffs. Few have
more responsible or experienced testing and inspec-

tion staffs. In its efforts to eliminate conditions
that may give rise to complaints, the industry has
spent millions of dollars and established the most
modern technical equipment.
Sure, we will continue to have complaints. But

we have certainly tried and will continue to try
hard to keep them down to a minimum. In many

instances sound complaints benefit both the con-

sumer and the manufacturer by stimulating re-

search and methods to improve quality, packaging
and shipping of our products.
Finishing room superintendent Evan Pirie examines roll as it leaves the
paper machine.
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Christmas trees all ’round. Aerial view

a

Finding

of Powell River showing readily
accessible timbered areas.

4 Christmas Iree in
Powell River is no problem

THEY ARE IN OUR BACK YARD
While the enervating encroachments of modern civilization are crashing the
citadels of our once impregnable isolation—there are one or two that have not
yet engulfed us, as they no doubt will in time. But now it’s the Christmas season,
and here we Powell Riverites still enjoy one pleasure—even a luxury-——denied to
residents of the over-populated areas. We can still cut our own Christmas trees.
We can still enjoy the pleasure of taking ourselves and our families for a five or
ten-minute drive, and returning an hour or even half an hour later with a nice pine,
fir or hemlock tree, cut to our particular size and fancy. Some of us, right in the
old Townsite area, can go out of our back door, cross the street and cut down a

tree. Lot 450, owned by Powell River Company and joining the areas of
Cranberry, Westview and Powell River, is loaded with small evergreens,
and the Company permits cutting in designated areas. But wherever
you are in the district, the Christmas trees are practically in your
back yard, or within a few minutes’ drive.

General type of areas around Powell River. Small and large
trees are ready for the Christmas shopper.
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Units at Powell River Cenotaph during the wreath-laying ceremony.

Dead of Two Wars Honored at

REMEMBRANCE DAY SERVICES
ESPITE a drizzling rain, Remembrance Day
Services at Powell River were attended by a
near record crowd. All the military and cadet
units were on hand, along with veterans of two
wars smartly turned out in blue berets. The tamed
Powell River Pipe Band led the procession, with
the Irish Fusiliers (Reserve), ex-service men, Sea
Cadets and Air Cadets following. Pipe Sergeant

George Taylor played the Lament at the Cenotaph,
followed by Last Post.
The Remembrance Day Celebration is rather

unique in British Columbia. The entire service,
except for the few moments at the Cenotaph, is
held indoors —a factor that permits maximum
attendance in all weathers.

The location of facilities in Powell River is

ideally suited to such an arrangement. The
Memorial Grounds, Cenotaph and Memorial Foun-

tain were installed in the property adjoining

Dwight Hall, the district's community center, and
all marching units and the public enter the hall
for the main service and the Remembrance Day
address. The service finishes at 10.50, and the
entire assembly files out to the Cenotaph area,
just outside the hall entrance for Last Post and
the two-minute silence. The plant whistle is blown
at 11 a.m. and at 11.02, after which the parade
marches off.

Many visitors have commented on the advantages of the Powell River arrangements. So often
around the first week in November, the weather is

not conducive to outdoor services. It is usually
chilly or drizzly, and occasionally temperatures are

below freezing. Many of the older people, under
these circumstances, could not attend.
The actual open air service at the Cenotaph
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takes only a few moments — the two minutes
silence followed by the Lament and Last Post. The
church service is solemn, dignified:-and impressive,
with Service groups on one side and the general

public on the other. The various ministers in the

area rotate as guest speakers. After years of
experience, the entire congregation can be out of
the church in a few minutes and each organization
proceeds to his appointed place on the Cenotaph
grounds. There is no confusion or uncertainties.

The entire program is supervised by the local
branch of the Canadian Legion; and with many

years’ experience behind them, the Remembrance

Day organization is probably one of the most
efficient in British Columbia.

Close-up of Memorial with guard of honor represented by Navy, Army,
Air Force and R.C.M.P. sentinels.

New Brunswick nearly
Yo

with the United

s and Nova Scotia

The Earliest History of Our Nation
Is recorded on the
Atlantic Seaboard, tn

10bilized troops to help out
HE dawn of the |/th Century ushered in
the beginnings of the prolonged conflict
between Britain and France for the pos-

session of overseas markets and colonies—a

conflict that raged with fierce intensity for
the next century and a half.

The main battlegrounds of this historic rivalry for power were the
maritime provinces of Canada’s eastern seaboard—Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and Prince Edward Island. The mighty St. Lawrence, extending
for thousands of miles inland, conjured up visions of a great inland sea,
which, it was said, would lead directly to the fabulous wealth of Cathay.

These maritime lands, fringing the Gulf of St. Lawrence, were the first
landfalls of early explorers, and it is here that the first pages of coherent
Canadian history were written.
Until the second half of the eighteenth century, the ““Maritimers’’ were
loosely [lumped in one area first named Acadia by the French and later
changed to Nova Scotia by the British.

Jonn Cabot is believed to have first planted the British flag on the .
northern tip of Cape Breton Island in 1497, and Jacques Cartier went
ashore on Prince Edward Island in 1534, naming it Ile St. Jean. But t
French nave the honor of recording the original settled area in the Ma

times. In 1605 De Monts and Champlain landed on Nova Scotia
established the first permanent settlement north of the Gulf of Me

at Port Royal, later changed to Annapolis by the British. The entire a
including Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, was known as Acadia.
In 1621, English settlers, under letters patent from James |, con

the name of Nova Scotia on the territory, the Latin for New Sco!
Until 1758, when the province was completely annexed by the Bri
was still called Acadia by the French. From 162] to the end of th
Years War, Nova Scotia was torn by the rival claims and quarrel
two antagonists.

On Cape Breton Island, France built the great bastion of &
Farther to

considered the strongest fortress in North America.

= SOU

thetne
British
countered
with Talifax,
which
the century ahead ¥gtame one
of
world’s
most strategically
placed
navalinestablishments.
British dominance became more pronounced with the exp jon of the
French Acadians from the province in 1755, a ruthless but, at the time,
a militarily necessary measure, which provoked the sympathy, amohe
others, of Longfellow and formed the theme for his poem ‘Evangeline?’
The end of the Seven Years War (1756-1763) ceded the entire territorigs
to Great Britain, with the exception of the two islands, St. Pierre and Miquelon

in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Hereafter the story of the Maritimes is P
history of economic, industrial and constitutional development lookisty to
“self-government under the British Crown.

\ The-fo fc ration of separ rate provinces originated du ring and immed iately
after the Amexican, Revolution. 8 1783-~ the historic migration of the
United Empire Leyalists fromthe New
gland states “brought 40,000
British settlers to the éasterrr’seaboard of Canada. Many of these moved
into the county of Sudbury, then a divisieni of Nova Scotia, which became
New Brunswick in 1/84, with Frederigton as its capital. The new province

was named in honor of the House Of Brunswick, the family name of the
reigning British Sovereign, Georg I.
lle St. Jean, as it was still
own, was renamed Prince Edward Island
in 1799, after Prince Edward, the Duke of Kent, commander of the British

(
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Today, the Maritimes, with a tote
of 1,400,000, have a rich backgro:':

and outlook, inherited from % °
strains. Descendants of ((.
Loyalists, attached to tne Britis:
and British institutions, have tu

he forefront of political and soc:

progress. The Scots, who ~.:tered in large numbers early
in the 19th century, comprise
enearly one-third of the racial

rigins of the province and
have bequeathed their in-

dustry and independence to

the maritime character. In

many areas the Gaelic
language is still spoken.

There is a solid background of

German stock dating back to the

arrival of thousands of Hanoverians in 1753.
These people founded the town of Lunenburg
and initiated shipbuilding in the Maritimes. Many
other thousands of residents are descendants of
the original French settlers, and French customs
and tradition linger strongly.
Agriculture and fishing were the foundations

of the original economy, but in the present century the discovery of new and important sources
of raw materials have expanded and diversified
their industries.

of the province of New Brunswick

contains accessible, merchantable timber, and

forest production dominates the economy, although
agriculture employs nearly one-third of its people.

Pulp and paper production is the chief manufacturing industry; and in recent years the discovery
of important base metal orebodies points to an
expanding mining industry.
Nova Scotia, with 700,000 people, accounts
for half the population of the Maritimes. Fishing,

farming, mining and manufacturing, with the
latter ranking first in production of wealth, contribute the main economic streams of the province.

The fertile fruit orchards of the Annapolis Valley
are internationally famous; and almost one-third
of Canada’s coal is mined in Nova Scotia.
forces in North America, and father
of Queen Victoria.

Until Confederation. in 1867, the.

development of the Maritime provinces is
one of steady evolution toward responsible
government, which was achieved in the first

half of the century with the consent and co-

operation of the British government.
The seeds of Canadian Federation were first

sown in the Maritimes, under the leadership of

Nova Scotia, where the idea of confederation was
discussed in 1864.
In 1867, Canada became a nation, with four
provinces of Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia as the original national state. Prince
Edward. Island entered Confederation in 18/73.
,

Prince Edward Island, Canada’s smallest province, is largely an agricultural community. Potatoes

are the principal crop, and large quantities of
beef, bacon and dairy products are exported.

The principal cities of the Maritimes are

Halifax, Saint Johns and Charlottetown.
While the resources of the Maritimes are not
as rich as other Canadian provinces, and one of

their principal industries, coal, has faced many

competitive difficulties in recent years, a’ growing
forest products industry is helping the economy,
and new mineral discoveries point to a brighter
future. Whatever the future, the sturdy indepen-

dent descendants of Scottish, United Empire
Loyalists, French and German stock will face it

with the courage and equanimity deep-rooted in
their traditions.

ATLANTIC OCEAN

LOCAL HUNTERS
Salvaged by hunters after mother

was shot, the kittens will be
sent to the Victoria zoo
WO small, tawny bundles of fur—both witn
claws that have already learned the art of

self-defence—have been sent to the Victoria
Zoo from Wildwood.
The pair, two small-sized but scrappy cougar
cubs, left orphans when their mother was killed a

few weeks ago, quickly adapting themselves to
civilization after being brought out of the bush by
local cougar hunters Hans Johnson and Courtenay
Powell, Jr.
The mother cougar was shot when Westview
residents Wally Benner and Bob Henderson spotted
and killed her while returning from a deer hunt at
Duck Lake. The two, not knowing whether their

shot was clean, or if it had just wounded the
mother cougar, decided to enlist the aid of Hans
Johnson and his cougar dogs.

They returned to the site where tne dogs

located one of the kittens, half frozen and soaking
wet.

It was all snarled up in a log jam and to

recover it unharmed, four hours of wood sawing
and cutting were necessary.

Johnson took the kitten home and the next

day, he and Courtenay Powell, Jr., returned, found
the mother dead and with her second kitten alive
and well.
The kittens were housed comfortably in a large

crate, with a wire front and were fed warm milk,
chopped liver and eggs every four hours. They
were not weaned, being between two and three
months old, so it was necessary to teach them
how to eat and drink.
Warm, comfortable and well-fed in their new
environment the two responded to both Hans and
his wife, Dora, and even lay with the family cat.
Both kittens were in excellent condition, fat
and lively. Their mother, four or five years old,
was also in good condition, testifying to an abundance of deer mect.

On April I, 1958, the bounty was removed

from cougars and Johnson, a registered bounty

cougar hunter, with close to 50 cougars chalked up

to his credit in this vicinity, thinks this was a big
mistake. Cougars, he believes are increasing

rapidly and the mortality ratio for deer is becoming
higher each year.
In the early 30’s there was a sixty dollar bounty
on cougars in the Powell River area—and one local
resident shot ten in one season. In recent years,

hunters claim these deer destroying cats are

Two cougar kittens, to be sent to the zoo, were rescued by Hans Johnson (left)
and Courtenay Powell, Jdr., after their mother had been shot by hunters.

expanding rapidly—and may again be a serious
menace to wild game.
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Photographer Bob Metcalf Records

“The Picture of the Month’ -as

DOWELL RIVER GREETS FIRST
NATIVE-BORN BURRO

NOTHER local record of one kind or another
was added to the books in October, when
Cherry, a baby burro, was born on the estate
of Mr. and Mrs. Horace Beattie in the Wildwood
aqgred.

As far as the oldest inhabitant can remember,
this is the first time a burro has been born in the
Powell River district, and we almost lost that honor.
In late September, Horace Beattie purchased

a full-sized burro in Vancouver. Its chief value at
that time was its delicate condition — she was
expecting Cherry. The Beatties hurried their new
purchase up to Powell River, just in time for Cherry
to be registered as a pure-born local resident.

Cherry is now the pet of the Beattie children,
who are the envy of most of the youngsters in the
district. As the picture shows, even Smokey, the

family cat, finds her an intriguing playmate.

Tomorrow! 2 Bi Days! Friday and Saturday!

“RAINBOW of VALUES”
* tad on assorted colors of newsprint, because we're coopernerton Chamber of Commerce, to enhance the theme:
Grchandise values are being offered by many local retail

Cae at nt er a to

stores for the next two days... we suggest you stud
these special bargains. Remember... TWO BIG VALUE DAYS and most stores will remain
open until 8:30 Friday evening for your convenience.

a fore wy

pather

. « « for The Sun enews, advertising or
eircuiation service. Office hours at 645

eoming sun-

Sih st. are 8:30 to 5:00 However, city

OOTi.

esubecribers who fail to receive delivery

ot the paper at the usual time should
telephone ESsex 7-3711 not jeter than

And The Daily News-Searchlight
. BREMERTON, WASHINGTON, Thursday, October 15, 1959

Redding

Record-Searchlight |
(Founded March 13, 1852, as the Shasta Courier)

And the Courier-Free Press

REDDING (Calif.)

Saturday, Aug. 1, 1959:

Publishers Use Colored Newsprint
In Regular Issues
HE use of colored newsprint, as a means of

stimulating reader attention, is arousing increasing interest among newspaper publisners.
Recently, some publishers have written unsolicited letters informing us of successful experiments
in the insertion of colored sections in their regular
editions.
An enthusiastic reaction was registered by Mr.
Carey Guichard, Business Manager of the RecordSearchlight in Redding, California.
Mr. Guichard relates his own success in improving the Saturday edition of the Redding Record by

the use of tabloid green sheet enclosures. He
writes:

“Originally, in an effort to build up our Saturday edition, we began publishing a six-page

standard-size section printed on white newsprint.
This section contained the radio log for the week,
entertainment, news and amusement advertising.
However, there was very little appeal to the adver-

tiser and as a result we started on October 13,
1956, with a six-page standard-size green sheet in
our Saturday editions.

‘When we consolidated the radio log into the
Saturday green sheet and deleted it from the daily
newspaper we had no complaints from our readers,
and as a result we became even bolder and eventu-

ally eliminated the radio log entirely when we
came out with the green sheet as a full tabloid.

However, we did keep the TV log for the week.
Aside from such features as ‘House of the Week’

Popular with advertisers and favorably
received by readers
and movie and TV news from the syndicates, we
have been successful in keeping the green sheet
basically local.
‘Our Saturday paper prior to the green sheet
had been a weak, ten-page paper. Today a large
percentage of the advertising appearing in the.

green sheet each Saturday is plus business—
naturally this varies from time to time, but | can
recall some issues in which all lineage in a particular green sheet was plus business.”

Mr. Guichard feels that Redding has turned
their Saturday paper into a more attractive and,
from the public reaction, more interesting edition
since using Powell River’s green newsprint.

Particularly interesting is his statement that
he experienced excellent results, not only from
Powell River's green newsprint, but also from the
recently introduced Colortone, a premium sheet
developed at Powell River primarily for letterpress

printing. Up to the present, it has been utilized
largely in Sunday supplements, farm magazines
ane
ICais.yartous trade association and religious perioMr. Guichard, referring to use of Colortone,
Says.

“We are beginning to experience the same
(Continued"’ Next Page)
RIVER DIGESTER

TEMPERATURE REGULATED OIL LINE
BUILT TO STEAM PLAN!
HE new high viscosity oil line from the new

storage tanks, (mentioned in a previous issue

of the Digester) has been completed. The
pictures on this page show the final insulation
work done by the steam plant staff.

This is the first time Powell River has used

high viscosity oil in its operations—and operators

have described the installation as “highly satisfactory and efficient.’
The regular oi! line is paralleled by a steam

Steam plant employees install the heavy insulation to keep oil at
required high temperature in all weathers.
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The new heated oi! line, running high-viscosity oil direct to the steam

PUBLISHERS USE COLORED NEWSPRIN
type of comments from advertisers and readers
with the use of Colortone that we encountered
when we began using the green newsprint. In July,
we printed a 28-page recreation section, coming
in contact for the first time with your Colortone.
The comments encouraged us to try it on our next
‘special,’ which happened to be the back-to-school

section.
Another long-standing user of Powell River
newsprint, the Bremerton Sun, has experienced
similar success with colored newsprint. In their
October 15 issue, the Puget Sound daily used the
combination of green, pink and peach newsprint
as well as standard white.
Their eight-column lead referred to this issue
as The Rainbow of Values, and was designed to

help put over a city-wide retail store sale in
co-operation with the Bremerton Chamber of
Commerce.

lt was a novel ex’

NOVEMBER - DECEM

ment and Mr Alex

tracer line to ensure the elevated temperatures for
free flowing of the high viscosity oil. The insulotion is wrapped around both the oil tracer and the
oil line to maintain temperatures all along the line.
The oil, preheated, is first pumped direct from
the tanker to storage tanks for distribution to the
steam plant. After the high viscosity oil is pumped

through, a low viscosity oil is left in the line to
permit free and quick pumping when the next

tanker arrives.

(Continued from Page 14)

Ottevaere states that the Rainbow theme was an
unqualified success and appeared to have caught
popular imagination.
Both Bremerton Sun and Redding Searchlight
are members of the John P. Scripps newspaper
chain, and are highly satisfied with their use of
colored newsprint.

In summing up his approach to the use of

colored sheets, Mr. Guichard expresses a_ belief
that newspapers should, at different times, come
cut with editions of a more “‘glamorous”’ nature,
as a means of keeping advertisers sold on newspapers as against other supposedly glamorous or
dynamic media.

The successful experiments at Redding and

Bremerton are naturally of interest to Powell River

operators. It encourages their belief that their
continuous efforts to improve both their basic

newsprint and the newer items in their newsprint
line are paying dividends in consumer satisfaction.

Rack row: Ben Bowerman, General Manager Press Democrat, Santa
Rosa, Cal.; Evert Person, Assistant Publisher Press Democrat, Santa

Rosa, Cal.: Lonnie Pippin, Publisher, Monte Vista Journal, Monte
Vista, Cal.
Front row: Ruby Bowerman, Ruth Person, Veva Pippin.

Back now: Bill Erickson: P.W.A. Stewardess Diane Jamieson. Centre
row: Paul McCollister, San Jose Shopping News; Chet Badgley, Sacramento Shopping News. Front row: Mrs. Badgley; Gordon Graham, San
Jose Shopping News: Mrs. McCollister; Mrs. Graham; Tog Erickson,
South Pasadena Review.

Left to right: Mr. Norman Chandler, Publisher of Los Angeles Times; Mrs. Foley; Otis Chandler,
Marketing
of Los
Times, and Mrs.
and Mrs.
BarbaraManager
Booth, and
Mr. Angeles_
H. S. Foley.

Marilyn Chandler: Mr. Otis Booth, Production Manager of Los Angeles

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

An army is only as efficient as its
supply line. To keep the presses of
the world running depends on...

1oGg SUPPLY—
The Raw Gold of Paper
Load of jogs on modern logging truck on its way to the booming grounds
at tidewater. Inset—Logs are brought by barge from Queen Charlotte
islands operations.

FAMOUS general once remarked that an army

is only as efficient as its supply line. An

efficient supply line is equally important in
all phases of production, and to a wood-using

industry like Powell River, ample reserves of logs
are vital to continued production.

Logs for the Powell River Plant arrive trom

various sources—from the small camp, frequently
operated by two or three members of one family,

to the large camp with two or three hundred
employees, cutting several million board feet
monthly. Once the logs are in the water, and
boomed into ‘‘sections,’’ containing fifty to sixty
logs totalling about 25,000 board feet (50 cords),
the problems of log supply Degin.
Most large camps standardize on booms of six
or seven sections. When made up, the boom be-

comes a separate parcel and is usually marked
with the logger’s name, and a number. As such it

is measured or scaled by a government official and

kept intact until reaching its final destination.

This boom, whether of one or eight sections, is the

beginning ‘of one of the main supply lines to the
milf.

Another line used in recent years has been

transportation of logs by self-dumping barges, an
innovation pioneered a few years ago by Powell
River. The use of such barges has greatly facilitated towing from the Queen Charlotte Islands, by
cutting down delays and affording protection for
logs across the rough stretch of open water between

the “Charlottes’’ and Vancouver Island.

Powell River has in addition to its regular
newsprint and log-towing tugs, a fleet of small

accumulated, a tow of 40 to 70 sections, depending

on the size and power of the tug, is made up and
taken to another storage ground adjacent to the
plant. Here the process is reversed: the large tow
is broken up into smaller parcels and fed to the
mill on a continuing basis.
To keep the larder filled and considering such
factors as winter shutdowns, bad towing weather,
and other unforseen emergencies, an inventory of

three to four months’ supply of logs must be
maintained.

The log supply department's duties are not
confined to buying logs and directing delivery to
the mills. Its services to independent loggers often

begins before a single log is cut. It has helped
the logger find the standing timber, arranged for
its purchase, assisted in financing of logging
equipment, supplied the chains for booming up the
logs, and arranged for scaling and insurance. On
occasions, members of the Log Supply Department
have acted as Christmas shoppers for loggers in
isolated camps. They have helped him in times of
sickness, and organized correspondence courses tor
his children.

Now that air travel has brought tne most

remote camp to within a few hours of Vancouver,
and radio-telephones have narrowed this distance

to minutes, the logger is more self-reliant and

these requests are rarely made. The department,
however, still buys from operators who have been
supplying Powell River with logs continuously for

over thirty years. In several areas, second and

booms are usually segregated according to their

third generations of small loggers are still bringing
their production to Powell River Company.
It has been an unique and satistying contact,
extending over many years. This friendly association, where mutual respect and confidence in each

Dowell River and lumber logs for the sawmills in
the Vancouver and New Westminster area.
When enough booms of one type have been

tures of the operation of Powell River’s Log Supply
Department.

towboats calling regularly at the camps to pick up
log ‘booms which are towed to a central holding
ground area. Here they are joined to other booms

in a larger tow with a more powerful tug. The

ultimate usage, i.e., pulp logs for the mill at

other’s word has been more important than any
formal agreement, is one of the most happy tea-

Part of a log boom with the sections clearly defined by cross logs.
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“Baldy’’ Vanichuk (right) sells bonds to John Fishleigh in a whirliwina
on-the-job deal. This sale made new
iver. participation record for Powell

SAVINGS BOND RECORD

It looks like another record for Powell River.
Sales of Canada Savings Bonds have zoomed

to record figures. Over one million dollars was
realized and payroll deductions shot up sharply
over other years. Employee participation, over
94%, tops all B.C. industrial purchases.
The Powell River plant has an enviable record

in bond drives. It has led the nation both in

employee participation and per capita purchases.
The drive is strongly supported by the Company.
Fach department is well organized and canvassers
are all plant employees.
This year’s issue—the fourteenth in the series

—is the most attractive to date. The bonds run

for nine years with a yield of 4.98% over the

period. They pay 4%, 44%4%, and 442% respectively for the first three years and 5% thereafter.

On redemption a three-dollar bonus is paid on
each $100 of face value.

FIRST ‘COPTER VISIT
While the coming and going of planes is commonplace to Powell River, as to almost every small
town on the continent, the helicopter age has not

yet caught up with us. While the odd helicopter
waddles past on occasional visits to up-coast cen-

ters, none have touched down until recently. A
plane of the Northern Helicopters recently fluttered down on Wharf C to enable the pilot to pick
up some needed merchandise in our stores. Above
shows the ‘copter, with the plant in the background.

Another first. This ‘copter landed on the Company dock—the first ‘copter landing in the district.

RIVER DIGESTER

Curling boasts a ‘“‘full house.’’

WINTER SPORTS POPULAR
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B.C. Electric employees enjoy old-time dancing in makeshift, but
satisfactory, accommodation.

OLD-TIME DANCING
Old-time dancing continues te ettract young
people in the area. The 8.C. Electric Club has

again popularized the pastime, which several years

ago was a top favorite in local terpsichorean
activities.

THE FEVER SPREADS

Interest in Canadian football since the forma-

tion of the Vancouver Lions Club in 1954 has
reached almost fever pitch proportions in Powell
River. Every ITV owner in the area holds open

house as the games are broadcast—and along with

local ice hockey, football is talked on every street
corner and in every home.
There is much discussion on the comparative
merits of the Canadian and American games. Most
Canadians naturally favor their three-down game

against the American four. Most, too, like the
idea of the one-point rouge, absent in the American

game. here is divided opinion on the no downfield blocking in Canada. Many locals would prefer
the American unlimited blocking.
But whatever the reason, Powell Riverites are

dedicated football fans—and the Grey Cup final
in loronto attracted the largest television audience
of the year, surpassing the World Series in popularity.
SCHOOL POPULATION INCREASES

School population in the Powell River School
District continues to expand although this year’s
increase is considerably below the average of the
last several years. Over 3,000 pupils are registered,

an increase of 5 percent over 1958. There are 15

schools in the district and 118 teachers on th2
staff. No additions have been made to existing
accommodation in the last eighteen months.

ice hockey, curling and figure skating nave
all become highly popular during Powell River's
winter months. Ihe Regals, local entry in the

Pacific Coast Amateur Hockey League are off to a
good start having won eight games with only one
iosSs and one tie. Crowds of 1,500, believed to
be almost a per capita record for hockey crowds
in Canada, are turning out for the Saturday night
games with visiting teams.
Curling is strongly entrenched and _ regular
league and tournament matches are played. Frequent bonspiels, which include curlers from other
parts of the province, are held each year.

FALL FAIR
Powell River Company introduced a novel fea-

ture into Powell River Annual Fair this year. In
lieu of a paper exhibit, the Company installed a
free baby-sitting booth—which was packed every

afternoon and evening. Milk and cookies were
provided; moving pictures introduced; play cribs
and assorted toys included. The women of the
Hospital Auxiliary supplied help and the whole
idea was a tremendous success, as mothers strolled

around the exhibits, while their children watched
cartoons and munched cookies.

Everybody had fun—even the Women’s Auxiliary!

arking Problems

atch Up With Us
NTIL the past few years the average Powell
Riverite took a very lofty view of the parking
problems that seemed to plague people in

metropolitan centers.

Smugly ensconced in their still wide-open

spaces, unharried by traffic lights, parking meters

or rigid traffic laws, they were inclined to shrug
off the complaints of their city friends as so much
talk.
‘IL those fellows have to walk a couple of

blocks, they think they’ve climbed a mountain”"—
“why don’t they leave ‘their cars at home and take

a bus, or park their cars on a side
The new parking lot, where the old Company office once stood, is always
crowded.

and similar caustic remarks greeted the moans of
Vancouverites as the Powell River citizen serenely
drove along his uncluttered highways and parked
crosswise or lengthwise along the main street. They
were glorious and heartening days.

‘Taint so any longer. Today the residents in
Powell River have been rudely awakened. And
foirness fore is to admit that, on a per capita
basis, our moanings anent parking problems are

more querulous than our city neighbors.
Prosperity, and the beam and length of modern
cars, have caught up with us. At five o'clock each
evening the string of cars leaving the office, plant
and business houses of the district, is as dense as
on any city street. Large parking lots have been

built in the mill area, and along the main street
one-hour parking regulations have been enforced.’
On. a Saturday afternoon, in any of the municipal
centers, parking space is at a premium.

Of course, its all a matter of degree. The

fuming of the Powell River car owner, when he has

to park his car a block or at the most two blocks
away from his mill department, is awesome to
behold. To the Vancouverite who is lucky if he
can set his car down within four or five blocks ot
his office, Powell River people are the Almighty's
chosen few.

But with over 3,000 cars in a district of 11,000
people, and with a sizeable portion of them parked
‘nN one or two spots, we have, overnight almost,
discovered we have a parking problem.
Powell River Company parking lot for mill and. office employees.
During the day space is at a premium.

We're big city folks now, by heck!

At almost any hour cars are packed tight on Westview’s Main Avenue.

CXaMine re
Shipping.

